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 Human excrement is seldom considered to be an integral part of the human condition. 

Despite the relative silence regarding it, however, excrement has played a significant role in 

American history. Today the U.S. has more than two million miles of sewer pipes underneath it. 

Every year Americans flush more than a trillion gallons of water and fertilizer down the toilet, 

and farmers spend billions of dollars to buy artificial fertilizer. Furthermore, excrement is bound 

up in many complicated power relationships regarding race, gender, and ethnicity. This 

dissertation examines the period in American history, from the Civil War through the Progressive 

Era, when excrement transformed from commodity to waste. More specifically, it examines the 
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cultural and social factors that led to its formulation as waste and the roles it played in the 

histories of American health, architecture, and imperialism.  

The first chapter assesses the vast changes to the country’s infrastructure and social fabric 

beginning in the late nineteenth century. On the subterranean level, much of America’s immense 

network of sewers was constructed during this era—making it one of the largest public works 

projects in U.S. history. Above ground, the United States Sanitary Commission, founded at the 

onset of the Civil War, commenced a widespread creation of sanitary commissions in 

municipalities, regions, and even internationally, that regulated defecation habits. Chapter Two 

assesses the social and architectural change that occurred as the toilet moved from the outhouse to 

inside the house—specifically, how awkwardly newly built homes accommodated this novel 

room and how the toilet’s move inside actually hastened its removal. The third chapter shifts 

focus to the way Americans considered their excrement in relation to their body in a time when 

efficiency a great virtue. Americans feared ailments related to “autointoxication” (constipation) 

and went to absurd lengths to rid their bodies of excrement. The fourth chapter analyzes the way 

excrement was racialized and the role it had in the various projects of American imperialism. The 

colonial subjects and potential American citizens—from Native Americans to Cubans, Filipinos, 

and Puerto Ricans—were regularly scrutinized, punished, and re-educated regarding their 

defecation habits.  
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Introduction 

 

During the 1930s, University of Texas Historian Walter Webb (1888-1963) and 

his friend the naturalist Roy Bedichek (1878-1959) concocted a history project known as 

“The Privy Papers of Sitting Bull.”
1 

Inspired by their friends John and Alan Lomax and 

others who were traveling around the country collecting and recording folk art, the pair 

decided that outhouses were a rapidly disappearing icon of the American landscape, and 

that within a few decades there would be no more opportunities to record the literal 

writings on the outhouse walls.
2
 So they each kept records of the privy poetry they found 

as they traveled through the countryside. Bedichek often recorded the graffiti on actual 

toilet paper and either kept it or sent it to Webb. Webb folded his record of this 

sometimes-obscene privy poetry lengthwise and kept it in the inside pocket of his blazer. 

Several years after starting this venture, Webb was on his way to Oxford for a visiting 

professorship when the plane nearly crashed in difficult weather.  Perhaps it was the 

dignity and formality awaiting him at Oxford, but he was apparently so horrified at the 

thought of his reputation being tarnished by being found dead with these writings in his 

breast pocket that he tore them up as soon as he landed. As for Bedichek’s file, he was 

                                                           
1
 William Owens, Three Friends: Roy Bedichek, J. Frank Dobie, Walter Prescott Webb (Austin: 

University of Texas Press, 1975), 252–253. At the same time, A. Jiménez was compiling 

bathroom graffiti in Mexico. For a comparative look at bathroom graffiti in Mexico and the U.S., 

see Jiménez’s Picardía Mexicana 
2
 Email correspondence with Bedichek’s grandson, Alan Pipkin. 10/11/11.   
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suspicious that a publicist from his office stole it, though another version of the story 

asserts that his wife was shocked by the papers and burned them.
3
 Bedichek’s 

grandchildren are quite familiar with the story, though they are not aware of the papers’ 

fate.
4
  

Featured in this story are Webb, a prominent historian, someone dedicated to 

preserving and recovering American history, and Bedichek, someone who built his 

reputation as a naturalist. Both of them committed to record the inscriptions in a 

disappearing icon of the American landscape. Yet this record is now lost in part because 

the shame and the taboo yoked to excrement were too powerful. The taboo, which is not 

limited to the U.S., is indeed powerful and the consequences are profound. 2.6 billion 

people in the world have no access to a toilet. This means that many of them have to 

squat behind bushes, in alleys, in plastic bags, or in waterways. In many parts of the 

world, women wait until sundown or wake before sunrise and walk long distances to 

defecate in relative privacy in a field with tall grass. In addition to the enormous 

inconvenience, that practice puts them at a much higher risk for sexual assault and animal 

attacks, according to the UN Office of Human Rights.
5
  

Several million Americans lack a flush toilet as well, but the greater problem in 

the U.S. is that use of the flush toilet is the perhaps the most wasteful practice in the 

                                                           
3
 Owens, Three Friends, 252-253. Joe Frantz, The Forty Acre Follies: An Opinionated History of 

the University of Texas (Austin: Texas Monthly Press, 1983) 164.  
4
 Email correspondence with Pipkin and Rob Bedichek, another grandson of Roy. 10/11/11. 

Pipkin says he’s heard the story many times, and it was always told with a smile.  
5
 “Women and Girls Right to Sanitation.” Last modified October 3, 2011, accessed October 8, 

2011, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/Womenandgirlsrighttosanitation.aspx 
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history of this country. According to EPA estimates from 1991, Americans flush away 

1.7 trillion gallons of mostly drinkable water every year through our two million miles of 

sewer pipes.
6
 Meanwhile, our excrement gets mixed with a poisonous blend of medical, 

industrial, and household wastes before going into a landfill. Depending on the 

municipality, most sludge either goes to a landfill and a small portion is repurposed, quite 

controversially because of the heavy metals involved, as fertilizer. Farms supplement the 

loss of nutrients in the soil by spending billions of dollars on artificial fertilizers at a time 

when key ingredients—potassium, nitrogen, and phosphorous—are no longer plentiful. In 

short, our system is not sustainable. This work seeks to unpack the complicated reasons 

why Americans adopted such a practice. Illuminating the foundations of the 

stigmatization of excrement may help us rethink the stigmatization of excrement.  

 This dissertation examines the period in American history, from the Civil War 

through the Progressive Era, when Americans radically revalued excrement. More 

specifically, it examines the cultural and social factors that led to its formulation as waste 

and the roles it played in the histories of American health, architecture, and imperialism. 

The manner in which we defecate, and what we do with the excrement after it leaves our 

bodies and then our homes, indicates a great deal about our social values. These values 

reflect the way we think about our bodies and our environment, but, as this work argues, 

also reflect the way we avoid thinking about excrement in a meaningful way. America's 

decision to sewer its cities changed life profoundly; and just as it is important to keep in 

                                                           
6
 “How to Conserve Water and Use it Effectively.” Last modified  September 30, 2011, accessed 

October 8, 2011, http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/chap3.cfm 
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mind the factors that led to this change, it is equally important to measure how those 

values changed as a result. 

 The first chapter assesses the vast infrastructural and social changes occurring in 

the U.S. beginning in the latter half of the nineteenth century. On the subterranean level, 

much of America’s immense network of sewers was constructed during this era—making 

it one of the largest public works projects in U.S. history. Cities and towns across the 

nation sought to abate diseases such as cholera and typhoid, to appear technologically 

progressive, and to uphold notions of civilization by installing sewers. While very little 

public dialog took place regarding the wisdom of sewering, its momentum never slowed 

and the “flush and forget” attitude set in. It was also then that the use of excrement for 

fertilizer peaked and waned. Above ground, the United States Sanitary Commission 

(USSC), founded at the onset of the Civil War in 1861, commenced a widespread 

creation of sanitary commissions in municipalities, regions, and even internationally. As 

the USSC was the first large-scale bureaucracy that regulated where one should defecate, 

much of the focus of the first chapter is on the way these regulations were implemented 

and enforced. Union soldiers were encouraged to take this new knowledge back to their 

communities, and the propensity to punish those who defecated “improperly” took on 

racial undertones as this generation moved westward and overseas.  

Chapter Two assesses the social and architectural change that occurred as the 

toilet moved from the outhouse to the water closet inside the house. Architectural pattern 

books from the mid-nineteenth century reveal that the transition was inelegant, as some 
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turned closets or small bedrooms into water closets and others building new houses 

remained unsure for several decades of where in the house they should be placed. Some 

attached the water closet to the house, but put the entrance door facing the outside. Others 

located it as far from the master bedroom as possible, usually near the servant bedroom. 

Either way, the toilet moved inside, into the domestic realm and became a responsibility 

of the women of the house. So in addition to architecture books and magazines, I use 

domestic manuals in this chapter to evaluate the social ramifications of excrement’s 

domestication during this period. Rather than making Americans more comfortable with 

excrement, this new intimacy with it only served to hasten its disappearance from sight 

and mind.  

The third chapter shifts focus to the way Americans considered their excrement in 

relation to their body in a time when efficiency was hailed as a superior virtue. While 

many histories of this period mention neurasthenia as a popular, culturally specific 

illness, almost none mention the widespread increase in constipation in the late 

nineteenth century. Health manuals and popular magazines provide evidence of the 

enormous anxiety Americans felt about the idea that their excrement was poisoning them 

from the inside. By 1900, the term “autointoxication” took hold, and allegations persisted 

that constipation resulted in everything from tuberculosis and cancer to insanity, suicide, 

and murder. And with the assistance of quacks, alternative health gurus, legitimate 

medicine, and a proliferation of publications and advertising alike, this fear led to an 

array of absurd tools and procedures designed to eliminate excrement from the body as 
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quickly as possible. Americans bought Dr. Bragdon’s Sphincter Expanders, ate sand, 

used expensive and unnecessarily complicated enemas, had abdominal massages with 

cannonballs, and even had the “kinks” surgically removed from their intestines—all out 

of a paranoia that constipation was killing them. The metaphor of the machine; the 

vilification of excrement by Judeo-Christian writings, civilization, and germ theory; and 

an emphasis on efficiency all contributed to this widespread craze.  

The fourth and final chapter analyzes the way excrement was racialized and the 

role it played in the various projects of American imperialism. Beginning in 1891, the 

same year a popular treatise was written comparing the way civilized Judeo-Christian 

people of the day defecated to the uncivilized way Native Americans managed their 

excrement, the Office of Indian Affairs instituted a “field matron” program in which 

white women travelled to reservations to instruct the Native Americans on sanitary 

matters, including the proper way to deal with excrement. Within two decades of the 

Spanish-American War, the U.S. occupied Cuba and maintained intervention rights, and 

had acquired the Philippines, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Panama Canal Zone, 

American Samoa, and the Virgin Islands, along with many new potential citizens. Among 

the very first orders of business of the Bureau of Insular Affairs was the widespread 

inspection of water closets in the homes of the citizens, construction of sewers, creation 

of new laws dedicated to proper defecation techniques, and administration of harsh 

punishment for those who resisted. Furthermore, this new phenomenon of sanitary 

imperialism was on display for everyone to see as sanitarians visited these places from all 
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around the world to study and in some cases copy the systems of sewage and inspection 

implemented by the American occupiers. In short, Americans’ new attitudes about 

excrement were positioned at the forefront of the imperial and civilizing projects of the 

turn of the century.  

 The term “sanitary imperialism” was first used by Columbia University political 

scientist named Parker Thomas Moon in 1927 to refer to what he considered to be the 

primary benefit received by Cuba, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and the Panama Canal 

Zone. He wrote that “One of our newer policies, then, is this sanitary imperialism, this 

prophylaxis of the tropics, this medical ‘cleaning up’ of the Caribbean.”
7
 Moon 

acknowledged that while the U.S. has “been ‘cleaning up’ the Caribbean a certain 

number of business interests have been doing a little ‘cleaning up’ on their own account.” 

I use it here not to downplay the profound effects American imperialist policies had on 

both itself and the smaller countries it oversaw, but rather to reflect what was a primary 

element of the imperial projects the U.S undertook after 1898. I also argue that the 

approaches, tactics, and strategies of sanitary imperialism were extensions of the policies 

and actions of the USSC and the Office of Indian Affairs.  

One unexpected theme that appears throughout the dissertation is the role 

Christianity played in excrement’s transformation. I did not begin this research with the 

intention of making more than cursory acknowledgements to the role of the Judeo-

                                                           
7
 From a lecture entitled the “Monroe Doctrine” at the Second Conference on Cause and Cure of 

War. Report of the Second Conference on the Cause and Cure of War. No publishing information 

available. P. 200.  
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Christian tradition in the story of excrement. As the research progressed, however, 

allusions to biblical passages appeared consistently in health manuals, housekeeping 

manuals, and even in popular journal articles alongside excrement-removal advice—

always to the effect of emphasizing and accelerating the disposal process. From 

Deuteronomy 23:12, which states that one should clean one’s camp of excrement lest god 

see it and be offended, to the Wesleyan adage that “cleanliness is next to godliness,” 

Christianity’s function in excrement’s devaluation was substantial. The failure of some 

colonial subjects and Native Americans to adopt Christianity was also used by Anglo-

Americans to explain the savage defecation methods of the non-whites they were trying 

to train. These defecation methods—which the health officers of the Office of Indian 

Affairs, the Bureau of Insular Affairs, and the occupying military forces all criticized—

consisted of defecating in holes in the ground near one’s abode or using an outhouse. 

Americans commonly used these methods just one generation earlier, but by the turn of 

the century became a signifier of uncivilized behavior to the Anglo-Americans, who used 

it as a way to reinforce pre-existing racial stereotypes.  

 In order to fully understand a culture, it is vital to understand what that culture 

devalued—what it considered to be waste.  Thus far, historians have paid only cursory 

attention to the topic of waste in American history, though that trend is beginning to 

change.
8
 As Hawkins and Muecke, editors of Culture and Waste, write, “when waste 

escapes a perfectly circular model of production and consumption it acquires a crucial 

                                                           
8
 See, for example,  Susan Strasser’s Waste and Want, several works by Joel Tarr, Clay McShane, 

Shane McMichael, Gay Hawkins and Stephen Muecke’s Culture and Waste collection, Martin 

Melosi, Effluent America…,  
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role in reorganizing social values.”
9
 While human excrement was never part of a perfectly 

circular model, it was an integral part of the nutrient cycle until the late nineteenth 

century. Sewer systems broke that cycle, and it has been broken over since. This work 

pieces together the reasons—economic, social, and cultural—that led to this shift. 

One of the central questions running throughout this dissertation is when 

excrement transitioned from being a usable—albeit unpleasant—resource and fact of 

everyday life to being a waste. Excrement was not routinetly termed “human waste” until 

the 1880s for several reasons. In the early 19
th

 century, excrement was a widely used 

fertilizer, hauled out of urban privies by scavengers who sold it to farmers for a profit. In 

some areas it was also dried into fertilizer bricks, rich in phosphates and nitrogen. 

However, the discovery of the phosphate-rich Guano Islands in the early nineteenth 

century and the adoption of artificial and mineral fertilizers in the mid-nineteenth century 

devalued human excrement considerably. The sewering of the cities and the 

autointoxication craze also functioned to secure excrement’s role as waste. Paradoxically 

then, in an era that valued efficiency so much, one of the most wasteful practices in our 

history proliferated across the country. This transformation of excrement from a 

commodity to “human waste” is fundamental to understanding the evolution of public 

policy regarding excrement.  

 I chose this time period because it was the historical moment when technological, 

social, and cultural circumstances fundamentally changed the meaning of excrement in 

                                                           
9
 Gay Hawkins and Muecke, Stephen, eds., Culture and Waste: The Creation and Destruction of 

Value (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2003), x.  
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the minds of Americans. From a broad perspective, the growth of American cities during 

the 19
th

 century made the status quo in rapidly growing places such as New York and 

Boston intolerable. Some European cities began sewering even earlier: Paris’s modern 

sewer was designed in 1850; Hamburg built its sewer in the 1840s; and construction on 

London’s great sewer began in 1859. These engineering feats were admired by American 

engineers who, after serious cholera outbreaks in 1832 and 1849, studied European 

examples and brought ideas back to the U.S. Almost no city in the U.S. had a sanitary 

sewer system in 1860, but by 1920, every major city in the U.S. had one. Furthermore, 

the USSC, the first far-reaching bureaucratic organization that instructed people how to 

defecate, began in 1861. And while some homes had indoor toilets early in the century, 

the 1860s was the first decade in which more houses were built with indoor toilets than 

without. Likewise, although Americans considered constipation to be a serious problem 

throughout the 19
th

 century, medical literature refrained from categorizing as such until 

the 1860s. By 1920, however, the autointoxication phenomenon had been debunked by 

medical professionals. So 1860 and 1920 are, in essence, imperfect bookends. But these 

60 years include the most significant changes in the social perceptions of excrement 

linking America’s pre-sewer years and the modern day.  

 I routinely refer to this time period as the Long Progressive Era for several 

reasons—the primary reason being the fact of historical continuity. First I do not wish to 

suggest that there were not important shifts between the Civil War, Reconstruction, the 

Gilded Age, and the Progressive Era. But this work focuses on the important continuities 
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across these periods. Likewise, historian Rebecca Edwards uses the term in order to stress 

the common social strains spanning the late-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
10

 

Primarily, I use Long Progressive Era because so many of the hallmarks of Progressivism 

had prominent roles in the story of excrement—highly organized bureaucracies made up 

of men (often Protestant) concerned with efficiency, order, and obsessive documentation; 

empire building; the notion that non-white races could be assimilated into mainstream 

society if they reorganized their values; construction of public works, especially sewers; 

liberal responses to industrialization and urbanization; diet reform; professional 

engineers; and the establishment of public places. As it were, many of these trends were 

already well under way in the 1860s.  

 When dealing with a topic that carries so many layers of stigma and taboo, 

choosing the proper language to deal with it is always difficult. Many sanitation activists 

today encourage “calling it what it is” and using the vernacular. Their argument is that 

the lack of frankness or directness in discussions about excrement—that are so often a 

                                                           
10

 Edwards, Rebecca, New Spirits: Americans in the Gilded Age, 1865-1905 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2005), 7. A roundtable discussion at the 2007 Organization of American 

Historians meeting also took up the issue, with some arguing that the Gilded Age—often 

considered between 1877 and 1900—is not the most useful way to describe the late-nineteenth 

century. The term gained traction in popular usage in the 1910s when “Van Wyck Brooks and 

Lewis Mumford found it a useful motif for lamenting the alleged shallowness and vulgarity 

against which they were rebelling.” Alan Lessoff, “Editor’s Note,” Journal of the Gilded Age and 

Progressive Era 8, no. 4 (October 2009): 461-462. But that designation applies a moral judgment 

that could equally be applied to other time periods in American history. It also, as historian 

George Fredrickson points out, leaves the entire U.S. South out.  Another fact indicating that 

perhaps the Gilded Age and Progressive Era should be treated as one unit is that historians are 

already doing so, from the Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era to the commonly used 

acronym GAPE. 
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matter of life and death—are obscured by language that is too careful and detached from 

the terminology most of us use ostensibly use at home. I agree with this argument, but as 

this work is a history, I decided that “shit” also carries a great deal of semantic baggage 

that did not have anything to do with this study. It also offends some. “Feces” is another 

term I considered. It is easy to turn into an adjective—fecal—it is not especially 

offensive, it is unambiguous. But it is also slightly awkward: it sounds plural when it is 

actually singular. “Excreta” was not possible because it includes urine, sweat, spit, etc. 

Most of the euphemisms of the day—excrementitious product, Z, ash, night soil, gong, 

feculent material, etc.—were not feasible as they too often refer to a specific context or 

are just too indirect. “Excrement” is not perfect either. It could refer to animal excrement; 

it is slightly too formal; and it perhaps even contributes to the maintenance of the taboo. 

But it is also relatively direct and inoffensive.  

 One of the choices I had to make early on in this process was where to draw the 

parameters around excrement. Flatulence, urine, snot, sweat, etc. are all other types of 

bodily excretions/secretions sometimes associated with excrement, but that ultimately 

carry a far different set of meanings than does excrement. At times, however, it is 

impossible to completely separate excrement from these phenomena. Urine is probably 

the most similar in that it also goes down the toilet and through the sewers and is also an 

excellent fertilizer. But urine was not nearly as offensive to the late-nineteenth and early 

twentieth century American as excrement and for that matter did not have the same level 

of negative associations. Perhaps urine does not have the same physical presence as 
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excrement. That is, it disperses more easily. Urine is also more or less sterile and was not 

feared during the period of miasma theory or germ theory. Likewise, although both are 

taboo and excrement eventually decomposes completely and becomes part of the soil, 

flatulence is much more transitory. They may have been feared as excremental miasmas 

were, but the record does not suggest the same concern existed for flatulence.    

 The methodology required for this work varied considerably by chapter and by 

topic. For the material on sewers, I was able to consult a rich body of work on urban 

history written mainly by Joel Tarr and Martin Melosi, and a number of municipal 

histories of various cities. I also consulted a number of primary documents written by 

sanitary engineers. These mostly contained discussions regarding design and function and 

almost never referred to excrement directly, but they were helpful in determining the 

major engineering debates of the time. Also useful for the first chapter were nineteenth-

century farming manuals and journals that openly discussed the use of human excrement 

as a fertilizer. Among the USSC papers were hundreds of inspection forms that 

scrutinized the excrement disposal of the Union soldiers, describing in stark detail the 

conditions of the privies, the soldiers’ reactions to the privies, and often recommending 

how soldiers should be punished and what a camp needed to do to become sanitary.  

 In the second chapter I consulted an array of architectural pattern books in order 

to find out how the bathroom transitioned into the home. I also used popular domestic 

manuals, some of which offered advice to women on how to properly attend to the 

sanitation and plumbing of the home. Also of great help was the New York Public 
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Library’s collection of backhouse photos featuring quite lurid photos of the outhouses 

behind tenements at the turn of the century. For Chapter Three, my primary resource was 

the rich collection of alternative health books and manuals at the University of Texas’s 

Stark Center. From the writings of Sylvester Graham and James Jackson through to 

Bernarr Macfadden’s many publications, these sources provided a broad scope of medical 

practices and theories from the early nineteenth century through the early twentieth 

century.  I also researched advertisements sent in to the American Medical Association 

Fraud Division in the early twentieth century. These advertisements, along with the 

AMA’s responses were very helpful in ascertaining the full spectrum of devices used to 

“cure” constipation. 

 Records of American deeds in Cuba, the Philippines, the Panama Canal Zone, 

Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, kept in the National Archives, provided the main source of 

information for the fourth chapter’s section on sanitary imperialism. The BIA and 

provisional governments in these locations kept meticulous records of their sewer-

building project in the form of pictures, receipts, letters, and narrative descriptions. They 

also printed manuals and instructions for the inspectors, letters of complaint from local 

citizens regarding their treatment, and clipped reports from local newspapers 

documenting their attitudes. For the section on Native American defecation I used reports 

from the Office of Indian Affairs and inspection reports filed by field matrons from 

various reservations.   
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This dissertation demonstrates that excrement’s relative silence belies its complex 

yet significant position in American history. Excrement is at the nexus of many of the 

Long Progressive Era’s most illuminating themes, and it played major roles in some of 

the country’s most significant developments. Excrement was an impetus to embark on 

one of the largest public works endeavors. Constipation was one of the most feared 

ailments of the turn of the century. And excrement was one of the primary targets for 

eradication in the phase of American imperialism from the Native Americans to the 

Filipinos. In addition to being a portrait of a heretofore unexplored element of the period, 

this dissertation helps the reader understand excrement’s position among these themes, 

thereby allowing for a richer understanding of the period as well. I do not wish to rescue 

excrement from the lower rungs on the ladder of beautiful things. I do not wish to elevate 

it or glorify it. By all objective standards, it smells terrible, it can carry dangerous 

bacteria, it is an abject lump of bile, undigested food, water, and dead bacteria. But that 

lump's meaning—or the meaning we have assigned to it at specific metonymic 

moments—can tell us a great deal about changing American values in ways that are not 

otherwise clear. To that end, I insist that if we look more carefully at some of the layers 

of negativity and stigmas it accrued over the course of the Long Progressive Era—a 

hermeneutics of excrement and defecation—we will understand the ways it has shaped 

and been shaped by American society. 
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Chapter One—Sewers and Sanitary Bureaucracies 

 

1.1 Introduction 

In 1897, famed sanitarian George Waring wrote an essay describing what NYC would be 

like 100 years later, in 1997.  He accurately predicted that the city would be virtually void 

of the animals that were so ubiquitous in the city in the nineteenth century.  He also 

predicted that, barring some sort of engineering miracle, the Hudson River would be one 

vast cesspool, brimming full of the bodily waste of the city’s inhabitants. Waring had a 

unique perspective as he was in the business of engineering miracles for the betterment of 

sanitation.  Waring’s prediction may have been more accurate had Manhattan not stopped 

dumping raw sewage into the Hudson in 1986.  Just six years later, New York City began 

selling its 225 tons of sewage sludge
11

 per day to Hudspeth County in West Texas, 

remedying a centuries-old problem.
12

   

 Waring’s essay is indicative of the mindset of much of the U.S. between the Civil 

War and WWI regarding the concern for the future of sanitation. For many Americans in 

1897, excrement was yesterday’s problem—new sewer systems and flush toilets made it 

                                                           
11
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possible for them never to see or smell their excrement once it left their bodies.  But as a 

career sewerman, Waring likely knew that the new sewer systems—as effective as they 

were at clearing excrement from the home in most places by the turn of the century—

created a whole host of new problems.  Contemporary sewer systems represent a 

palimpsest of faulty methods to get it out of sight as soon as possible—each new method 

solving one problem and creating another. Rather than a society that recognizes human 

excrement’s excellent potential for fertilizing the land, it has been contaminating 

waterways for more than a century (as well as Hudspeth County) after being mixed with 

a poisonous blend of industry waste, medical waste, and whatever else businesses and 

individuals decide to flush down the drain, using an enormous amount of water. While 

human excrement can be heated and dried to the point where dangerous pathogens are 

killed, a frightening amount of chemicals (from any perspective) are combined in the 

wastewater that remain active and potentially dangerous (depending on the final use of 

the sludge).  These chemicals include glyphosate (herbicide), triclosan (disinfectant), 

Diphenhydramine (antihistamine), and carbamazepine (anti-epileptic drug), among many 

others.
13

 Dried sludge containing these chemicals is then sold as fertilizer to farms, 

municipalities, counties, and mostly individuals. Thousands of complaints of sickness 

related to the sludge have been reported over the course of the past decade. While 

recycling excrement as fertilizer is an environmentally sensible return to methods used in 
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the early nineteenth century and before, it is forced to make use of what may have been a 

considerable mistake—sewers.   

 This first chapter has several roles within the larger scope of the work. First, 

although the timeframe of this dissertation is limited to the sixty years in question, this 

chapter considers conditions before and after it in order to underscore excrement’s 

considerable transformation.  Second, the main themes of this chapter are two 

fundamental changes in the fabric of American life caused by excrement: the enormous 

public works projects of the sewer-building revolution combined with the above-ground 

social structure of the sanitation bureaucracies that made the sewers possible in the first 

place. Although a very small number of municipal sewers were constructed before the 

Civil War, the vast majority were built after 1861 and the creation of the United States 

Sanitary Commission (USSC). The USSC revolutionized American attitudes toward filth, 

offal, and disease.  As George Fredrickson points out, not only did the Commission save 

thousands of Union soldiers’ lives, but it also radically changed the way local, state, and 

federal government bureaucracies were capable of contributing to a sort of national 

perfection—an attitude whose development would come to define the Progressive Era.
14

 

Third, this particular lens through which we will analyze the role of excrement in the U.S. 

provides for a richer understanding of how the Progressive Era began in many ways at 

                                                           
14
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the onset of the Civil War. Such a shock to the social fabric of the country caused several 

Progressive Era traits to surface; among them are the impulse to sanitize, the anti-

Jacksonian willingness to tolerate large bureaucratic institutions, and the reliance on so-

called experts within and without these bureaucracies and their related reliance on 

science.
15

  

 Ultimately, not only did fears about excrement cause the sewering of the 

American underground and the institution of defecatory policies first undertaken by the 

USSC, but these two important events in turn fundamentally transformed the way 

Americans related to their excrement. Other factors such as the autointoxication craze 

and the toilet’s move indoors influenced American perceptions of excrement and are 

considered in later chapters, but sewers and sanitation bureaucracies were the two most 

visible, and arguably the two most profound, factors. This chapter also creates a 

foundation for the next three chapters, culminating with the racialization of excrement in 

the American imperial era via the uniquely Progressive notion of civilization. Progressive 

Americans believed that sanitation and cleanliness reflected a society’s (and a person’s) 

morality and degree of civilization.    

 Also key to this chapter as well as the entire dissertation is the determination that 

Americans between 1860 and 1920 witnessed (albeit subconsciously) a radical shift in 

their lifestyles and their perceptions of the world around them: excrement shifted from 
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being a nuisance to deal with on a daily basis to something that—via new technology, 

new attitudes toward abjection, and more developed notions of civilization—could 

ostensibly by erased from their lives. Throughout this dissertation, I build an argument 

regarding when and how excrement became “waste.” Once a useful and valuable 

fertilizer, human excrement was transformed by powerful social and cultural forces into a 

form of matter that could no longer function in the economies of the body, the Christian 

home, the farm, or city. In this chapter, I examine excrement’s social and pecuniary 

worth in the farm/city equation.  In particular, I argue that excrement transformed from 

an asset (however unpleasant) into a waste because of the rise of the guano trade, the 

building of sewers, and the increasing import of civilization that accompanied an 

excrementless existence.  

 Over the course of the 19
th

 century, municipal waterworks moved from being a 

rarity (Philadelphia was the first, in 1802) to being commonplace.  By 1890 there were 

very few cities in the nation that were without municipal plumbing systems.  Engineers 

were, from the beginning, much better at pumping water into homes than at removing 

wastewater from them, however.  In the postbellum era, for reasons of disease abatement 

and civilization,
16

 properly disposing of waste became a matter of great public concern.  

In the era of self-styled celebrity, George Waring capitalized on his modest engineering 
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knowledge by marketing himself as the godfather of sewers.
17

  Considering the 

importance of sanitary engineering, it should come as no surprise that sewer builders 

were deemed heroes.  And due to the massive public works projects that sewer-building 

turned into, and contrary to some assumptions about the Victorian Era, public discourse 

concerning city excrement disposal was actually quite prolific.
18

   

 This chapter will help the reader understand specifically the nature of sanitation 

bureaucracies, the societal role of sanitation engineers, and more generally what the new 

bureaucracies and sewer systems meant to post-bellum Americans approaching the 

Progressive Era.  These practices not only led to new attention and growing bureaucracies 

set up to deal with human waste, but, as the next chapter discusses in greater detail, 

provided an unlikely platform for women to enter the public realm. Furthermore, the 

USSC and subsequent sanitation bureaucracies provided an example for the Office of 

Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Insular Affairs several decades later in instructing 

potential citizens on proper defecation practices.  
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1.2 Background 

Excrement is literally waste that is discharged from the body, but it specifically refers to 

fecal matter. Fecal matter is essentially a mixture of decomposing food, water, stomach 

acids, and intestinal flora—all with a coating of mucous. The bacteria living inside 

excrement emit a number of gases. Among them are mercaptans and indoles such as 

skatole, which is one of the most potent fecal-smelling organic compounds in excrement.  

It is dangerous to eat. While urine is mostly sterile, excrement is full of bacteria and 

occasionally parasites such as pinworm. Some dangerous diseases such as typhoid or 

cholera are spread by ingestion of just tiny bits of fecal matter contaminated with the 

bacteria. Most of this information was not lost on the late-19
th

 century American.   

 There are, however, some fundamental differences in what we know today and 

what they knew a century and half ago.  For example, the miasma theory of disease was 

the dominant idea informing 19
th

 century Americans of how diseases were spread.  Anti-

contagionists—as those who supported miasma theory were known—believed that 

diseases could be spread by clouds of gases rising from decomposing matter (excrement, 

of course, included).  An 1885 article in Harper’s shows that germ theory, as boosted by 

Koch and Pasteur, was by then relatively accepted in the scientific and medical 

community. The author, J.S. Billings, M.D., wrote in 1885 that “a very minute quantity of 

excreta from a case of cholera or of typhoid fever may, when introduced to the alimentary 

canal of a healthy person, produce in that person a disease similar to the one from which 
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the germ originally came.”
19

 He even poked fun at the anti-contagionists (or perhaps just 

the subject matter): “Unpleasant sights and smells are not necessarily injurious to health, 

although they may turn the scale in the case of a feeble invalid just hesitating between life 

and death.”
20

 However, even though the medical community came around to accepting 

germ theory in due time, there were skeptics for decades.
21

 And Americans feared sewer 

gases for decades after germ theory replaced miasma theory.  

 The story of the relationship Americans had with water in the 19
th

 century was a 

pragmatic one.  Given that the federal government was smaller in the nineteenth century 

than in the twentieth, and given that modern water carriage and water delivery systems 

mandate an enormous amount of resources and coordination, it could not have been any 

other way.  The first priority of city-dwellers in the new republic with regards to water 

was, naturally, the acquisition of it—specifically the acquisition of clean drinking water.  

Wells and local ponds became insufficient water supplies as cities grew larger and 

denser.
22

 Over the course of the first half of the 19
th

 century, municipalities and private 

companies constructed water delivery systems large enough to sate the thirst of these 

growing cities.  Cities, in essence, became very effective at piping water to Americans.  

In the middle decades of the 19
th

 century, as plumbing historian Maureen Ogle 
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chronicles, people began to tap into these pipes to bring water directly to their homes.
23

  

They created makeshift faucets, pipes, sinks, etc., until a standardized plumbing industry 

got off the ground in the later decades. The problem, however, was what to do with the 

water once it entered the home.  A family could only drink so much, after all. Sinks, new 

flush toilets, and other sanitary uses for water left the resident with few alternatives but to 

pipe the wastewater out into the backyard. Wells were also often placed in the backyard, 

and it was only a matter of time before wells were contaminated with wastewater—thus 

necessitating the construction of municipal sewer systems. Occasionally, water closets 

were connected directly to cesspools, but these easily overflowed or leached into cellars 

and wells.
24

 During this period of transition, after the construction of waterworks but 

before the construction of sewers to remove the water, excrement was still a perceptible 

factor in the daily life of Americans. Even if they had indoor toilets to remove the 

excrement from the house, it was only removed to the back yard—not yet out of sight and 

out of mind. 

 Two fundamental changes happened in the U.S. because of the problem of 

excrement. These changes—the establishment of sanitary organizations and the building 

of sewers—also shaped the way Americans would come to think of excrement
25

.  First, 
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the United States Sanitary Commission (1861), the American Public Health Association 

(1872), the National Board of Health (1878), and other such organizations represented the 

bureaucratic side of the larger Sanitary Movement in the latter half of the 19
th

 century.  

For the first time in American history, groups of professionals discussed and propagated 

proper ways of dealing with excrement.  Second, the vast majority of Americans who 

lived in cities after 1880 experienced a radical change in their lives. Not only did they 

witness the gargantuan public works projects of sewer installations that unearthed most 

city streets and employed thousands of workers, but their excrement suddenly began to 

disappear from their lives.  These two major paradigm shifts are intended to be in 

conversation throughout this chapter.  

 

1.3 Excrement’s Changing Role: From Fertilizer to Sewage; Privy Vaults to Nearby 

Streams 

 This section outlines the sewer-building explosion in the late-nineteenth century 

in contrast with the excremental customs sewers replaced. Human excrement was widely 

used as fertilizer on nearby farms until sewers began to usher it away to be diluted in 

bodies of water. The widespread use of sewers certainly altered the previous practices of 

excrement removal, but should not be considered the lone culprit in the devaluation of 

excrement in the middle to late nineteenth century. The rise of the guano industry and the 

manufacture of artificial fertilizers played an important role in excrement’s transition 

from asset to liability as well.  
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 Before 1880, the vast majority of Americans had an intimate relationship with 

their excrement.  That is, they did not have the luxury of flushing it away, never to see, 

smell, or think of it again. Even in one of the most sewered cities in the nation in 1880, 

Boston, only 75,000 water closets were used (compared to 6,500 in 1857).
26

  And even 

those fortunate families could not completely escape their excrement.  According to the 

1880 census, Bostonian sewage, which was ultimately funneled into the bay, was 

reintroduced to the shore by the high tide as soon as the low tide could empty it: “hardly 

any gets away from the vicinity of dense population.”
27

 Approximately half of the homes 

in Chicago, which was also sewered earlier than most cities, had water closets and were 

connected to the sewer in 1880.  Very few had water closets connected to cesspools—the 

other option for draining a water closet when a sewer line was not available. Although 

many cities, especially in the Northeast, had built sewers to carry stormwater out of the 

streets as early as the 18
th

 century, municipal laws forbade excrement from being dumped 

in them.  Boston was one of the lone exceptions to that rule, and they still waited until 

1833 before allowing excrement in their storm sewers.
28

 Still, many storm sewers were 

merely gutters on the sides of the streets that guided rainwater to a body of water on 

lower ground.   
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 Some homes in the early decades of the 19
th

 century had indoor toilets, but this 

luxury was typically only for the wealthy.  Monticello, Thomas Jefferson’s home, for 

example, had several indoor toilets.  British sociologist David Inglis, writing in the 

tradition of Pierre Bourdieu and Norbert Elias, termed the set of mores governing 

excretion during the period of 1750 to 1850 the “bourgeois fecal habitus.”
29

 This term not 

only describes the practice of indoor defecation, but the entire “set of symbols oriented 

around the theme that the bourgeois body does not have excretory capacities.”
30

 Although 

Inglis’s study focuses on European culture, it offers important contributions to this study. 

Inglis notably points out that although indoor toilets and separate, private spaces for 

defecation were rare before the mid nineteenth century, they were indeed employed by 

some in the upper classes as a significant way of marking class.  The implication is that 

excrement, the anus, and the act of defecation itself were indicative of the lower classes.  

Swedish anthropologist Jonas Frykman also writes that the peasant class in Sweden in the 

early nineteenth century—who would have had similar outhouses and experiences with 

dirt as an American at that time—had a much more intimate, less combative relationship 

with dirt in general.
31

 While men as wealthy as Thomas Jefferson could keep slaves to 

whisk his excrement away and wash his bedpan immediately—thereby erasing signs of 
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recent defecation—only sewers could accomplish this task on a large scale.
32

 For so 

many rural farmers in the early to middle nineteenth century, however, excrement was 

very much a part of everyday life. Many farmers concerned about the fertility of their 

fields used both human and animal excrement on their fields relatively free of the stigmas 

attached to it in the present day.
33

   

 In short, the vast majority of Americans prior to 1880, when the sewer-building 

boom began, used what urban studies historian Joel Tarr calls the “cesspool-privy vault” 

system. That is, their bowel movements were realized in an outdoor privy—or 

outhouse—that was typically above a pit.  Regional variances tended to determine the 

size and shape of the pits, but they were usually dug a few feet deep (3’–6’), and they 

were often (especially as the century progressed) lined with bricks in order to prevent 

leaching.  In rural areas, a filled pit or vault would simply be covered over with dirt and 

the outhouse moved over another pit.  In more urban areas where crowded spaces did not 

afford the residents the luxury of moving the outhouse, the pit had to be emptied on a 

regular basis. This process was typically done via subscription to the services of a 

scavenger (more on scavengers below).   

 When Paul Revere assumed the presidency of the newly formed Boston Board of 

Health, one of his first acts was to regulate the excrement of the city. He posted public 
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notices “earnestly recommending” that all privy vaults “whose contents are within 18 

inches of the surface” be emptied. But from that day forward, only licensed scavengers 

could do so. The poor shape of the scavengers’ hauling carts was a consistent problem, so 

the Board of Health organized for “suitable carts”—ones that wouldn’t spill their 

contents—to be purchased for the scavengers.
34

 In some cases, such as in Washington 

D.C., privy vaults were not used as much as were simple pine boxes that sat on the 

ground. Most were about three feet wide, 18 inches high, and 15 inches deep. As one can 

imagine, these boxes were “often leaky and rotten…a relic of an old and unthinking age 

not too soon forgotten.”
35

    

 The outhouse structure (sometimes referred to in the U.S. as a backhouse) also 

varied a great deal.  Some two-story outhouses have been built to accommodate those 

who live on the second floor of a house. And in more populated areas such as New York 

tenements, outhouses were built in rows. Still, the basics of the outhouse were fairly 

universal: four walls, a roof, a single door (usually with ventilation), a wooden seat with a 

hole in it, and something for cleaning (often a peg on the wall holding old rags, a catalog, 

or scraps of paper). Nevertheless, this cesspool-privy vault system was one that was 

beginning to be phased out after the Civil War—a process accelerating rapidly after 1880. 

Many building codes after the turn of the century actually required indoor plumbing be 
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installed and prevented outhouses from being built.
36

 In New York City in the 1780s, a 

man named William Hitchcock secured a contract with the city to collect manure from 

the city and dump it north of the main population around the Tenth Ward.  As 

Commissioner of Streets and Scavengers, Hitchcock apparently did well financially until 

the stench from his dumping ground forced him to dump by the piers instead. Shortly 

thereafter, the city revoked his contract in favor of selling “dirt carter’s” licenses.
37

  Then 

in 1818, the city expressed its nativist attitudes by creating a separation between cartmen 

hauling excrement and cartmen hauling more profitable goods.  While native-born 

cartmen could haul whatever they wished, immigrant cartmen were restricted to hauling 

excrement.
38

   

 Beginning in the 1830s, a business called the Lodi Manufacturing Company in 

New Jersey was paid by New York City to haul all of the scavenged night soil.  The 

scavengers would empty their contents into the Lodi boats, which would take the 

excrement downstream to be turned into poudrette (French for “fine dust”)—a fertilizer 

deodorized and dried by a method credited to the French.
39

 Lodi then turned around and 

sold the poudrette for 40 cents per bushel.
40

 Lodi later marketed “tafeu,” allegedly the 

Chinese word for processed night soil, which was excrement combined with Peruvian 
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guano.
41

 In the next few decades, many other poudrette and tafeu companies entered the 

business landscape. Perhaps the exotic names gave the poop a level of sophistication they 

thought necessary for marketing purposes. According to fertilizer historian Richard 

Wines, the poudrette and tafeu companies “peaked in the 1870s or 1880s, and then 

dropped rapidly to insignificant levels in 1900.”
42

 But by the end of the period in the 

scope of this work, this propensity for recycling human excrement will have all but 

disappeared.   

 Contrary to the relative silence in the 1880s about whether or not it was 

responsible to use sewers to flush away a once-valuable fertilizer, there was a vibrant 

debate in the 1840s and 1850s regarding how to maximize excrement’s fertilizing 

potential. Lemuel Shattuck, one of the country’s earliest and most respected sanitarians, 

stressed in his famous 1850 Report of the Sanitary Conditions of Massachusetts, that 

returning excrement to the soil was a well-founded “law of nature” and that that principle 

“at the root of the whole science of agriculture.”
43

 In a study he made of the practice in 

England, he found that sewage irrigation was worth a respectable amount of money: 

The average value of the land, irrespective of the sewer water application, 

may be taken at £3 per imperial acre, and the average rent of the irrigated 

land at £30, making a difference £27; but £2 may be deducted as the cost 
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of management, leaving £25 per acre of clear annual income due to the 

sewer water.
44

 

One author of a piece in The Farmer’s Magazine from 1839, wrote that to neglect to use 

any type of manure, including night soil (“the most powerful of all”), on one’s farm is 

like making “riches make themselves wings and fly away.” He wrote that if a Chinese 

farmer saw that some American cities let their night soil go down the storm sewers and 

into the water, “he would naturally say that we deserved to be poisoned and starve.”
45

 

 Another author identified only as “Mr. Foote,” wrote an essay in the Southern 

Cultivator, published in Atlanta, in 1843 claiming that “the secret of all good farming lies 

in the skillful management and judicious application of homemade manures.”
46

 Another 

source claimed in 1849 that the fertilizing value of night soil depends on the type of food 

consumed—“it being richest when large quantities of meat and other nutritive food is 

consumed.”
47

 Though he maintained that excrement from “best hotels” was not 

noticeably different from that of the “poorly supplied work-houses.”
48

 

 Wines writes of the synergistic recycling system practiced in the New York 

metropolitan and rural areas in the 1830s-1850s. He describes the system in effect in the 

middle of the nineteenth century in various areas of the U.S. For example, Long Island 

farmers, whose land was sandy and not especially suitable for heavy farming, used 
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various scraps brought from Brooklyn and Manhattan, including horse manure, 

excrement, leached ashes, ground bones, etc. to fertilize their farms. Then they sold the 

crops grown with that fertilizer back to the citizens of Manhattan and Brooklyn, thus 

completing a very sensible, economic, and efficient nutrient cycle. This system was in 

place at the same time in Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore as well.
49

 One 

correspondent from the American Agriculturist in 1842 estimated that the excrement 

alone of New York could fertilize four million bushels of wheat.
50

  

 Still, New York lagged behind other large cities in the Northeast—including 

Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia, who more readily used their night soil as fertilizer.
51

 

In a letter to the New York Common Council by the City Inspector, the inspector 

reported of the “evil inflicted upon this city” in the form of scavengers spilling their loads 

on the street and dumping night soil off the piers, fouling the waters.
52

 He complained not 

only because of the smells and the messy harbor (receiving according to his estimates 

750,000 cubic feet of excrement per year), but also because of the enormous waste of 

resources: “By the concurrent testimony of a number of practical chemists and farmers, 

derived from the surest of all tests, experience, the manure which is manufactured from 

night soil is more valuable than any other kind ever employed in this country.”
53

 

Although, as Wines noted, quite a bit of this recycling was indeed going on between New 
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York and the surrounding rural areas, Inspector Griscom announced shock that “the 

creation of a new branch of industry [manufacturing night soil manure]…has not been 

unanimously adopted by its citizens and sustained by the authorities.”
54

 He went on to 

say that the fact that there were not more than a few poudrette companies in New York 

was an offense to “our character as citizens of the commercial metropolis of America.”
55

 

Already in 1853, one could find advertisements from three different poudrette suppliers 

in the New York area on a single page of The Country Gentleman magazine.
56

 Evidently, 

even “gentlemen” farmers used it in 1853. The Farmer’s Cabinet advocated its use as 

well, writing that “It is the most efficient, in its immediate effects, of any manure we 

have tried.”
57

 Some farmers thought the process for creating poudrette was unnecessary 

and depleted some of the valuable fertilizing elements in the excrement. George Bommer, 

a popular agriculturist in the 1840s, wrote that since poudrette is dried and mixed with 

other material such as lime, it was about half as valuable as raw excrement.
58

 

 Despite the value of night soil to farmers, scavengers (or nightsoil men) were still 

paid by the tenant or homeowner (and in some cases contracted by the city) to empty the 

privy vaults and haul it away. In Boston in the 1840s, for example, the scavenger, under 

the service of the city in this case, was paid $3.00 per load in the summer and $1.50 per 
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load in the winter.
59

 The fate of the night soil varied drastically. Complaints abounded 

nearly everywhere scavengers existed about the leaky boxes, loudness, and messiness of 

their work, waking people up and spilling excrement all over the streets.
60

 Although the 

cesspool-privy vault system was messy, labor intensive, and many privy vaults were not 

properly sealed and allowed leakage into the water table, it was the method of excrement 

disposal that most easily lent itself to maintaining the nutrient cycle. But factors other 

than just aesthetic and health-based ones contributed to this system’s eventual 

termination.  

 Farmers began to use guano in the U.S. in the 1820s, and its use became quite 

popular in the 1840s with the more widespread importation of Peruvian guano, a good 

deal of which came from the Chincha Islands off of Peru’s coast. Guano’s popularity 

continued through the 1850s and slowly replaced recycled fertilizers such as excrement.
61

 

Though already in 1844, the American Agriculturalist portended that guano importers 

could have access to a sizeable market on the East coast if it “could be exempted from 

duty.”
62

 And a year later it predicted a “mania” for the old, dried bird droppings, rich in 

phosphorous and nitrogen.
63

 British merchants were responsible for much of the early 
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guano trade, though American traders soon joined the rush and sought to mine guano 

from islands off of Mexico and Africa in addition to South America.
64

  

 Within a few years, Americans were allowed by law to simply put their flag on 

Pacific or Caribbean Islands with guano deposits and then mine it to depletion. Known as 

the Guano Islands Act of 1856, the law was the first of its kind allowing for American 

overseas expansion.  And, by not specifying what legal status these islands had under 

U.S. law after they were depleted of their valuable resources, it effectively set a precedent 

for the insular cases that would be decided in the early twentieth century. It was proposed 

by Senator William Seward, Lincoln’s expansionist Secretary of State and included a 

provision that the guano would not be subject to tariffs, but rather be treated “as though 

transshipped from any domestic port.”
65

 Historian Jimmy Skaggs suggests that the 

Seward-sponsored Guano Islands Act be called Seward’s Outhouse.
66

  

 Bird droppings, even though mountains of it had been drying for centuries, proved 

to be a more concentrated, richer, and more transportable source of fertilizer. By 1867, an 

American guano company signed a lease to use the phosphate deposits in South Carolina 

in addition to the guano it imported from Peru and the “Guano Islands.” Its use 

skyrocketed in the U.S. in the 1870s, and by the 1880s, it was the fertilizer of choice for 

most farmers.
67

 Just 40 years earlier, the farms of the northeast engaged in a successful 
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recycling system where the excrement from humans and horses and butcher scraps in the 

city were sold to rural farmers, who used them as fertilizer for the crops they then sold 

back to the urbanites. 

 Some farmers begrudgingly went with the tide even though intuition and 

experience told them that excrement was a more sensible fertilizer. Horace Greeley wrote 

in New York in 1871 that  

It seems to me plainly absurd to send ten thousand miles for this stimulant 

[guano] when this or any other great city annually poisons its own 

atmosphere and the adjacent waters with excretions which are of very 

similar character and value, and which Science and Capital might 

combine to utilize at less than half the cost of like elements in the form of 

Guano.
68

 

Echoing Victor Hugo’s point in Les Miserábles less than a decade earlier, Greeley voiced 

an attitude that was losing fashion in the U.S.  

 So the guano age in fertilizer history created two important shifts in American law 

and society relevant to this work. First, the Guano Islands Act failed to specify what the 

status of the islands would be after the riches were mined from it. Until then, 

incorporation into the United States of foreign lands was always total (with exception of 

Indian nations). The act thereby provided a precedent for the liminal status future insular 
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territories such as Puerto Rico and the Philippines were stuck in at the turn of the century. 

Second, as Wines argues, the import and use of guano as fertilizer interrupted, or at least 

prevented the expansion of, the harmonious system whereby excrement from the cities 

was hauled to the farms to help grow crops to feed the cities. It paved the way for 

artificial fertilizers that were easier to transport.
69

 And more importantly, it left excrement 

without a purpose, hastening its transition to waste and the development of sanitary 

sewers.  

 Meanwhile, as farms moved away from using human excrement as fertilizer, 

human excrement began to vanish from American cities as well. Once a home connected 

to the sewer line, the residents ideally did not have to be reminded of or concerned about 

excrement anymore once it left their bodies. The initial public works effort was 

substantial in every city. It involved tearing up roads, thousands of workmen, and laying 

miles of pipes. But once that was complete, the landscape of the city changed in subtle 

but meaningful ways. Those with indoor toilets did not have to get dressed to use the 

backhouse anymore. Scavengers no longer roamed the streets, spilling their collections 

along the way. And areas near the backhouses and along the streets likely smelled much 

better than before the sewers were built.  

 1880 was a pivotal year in the history of sewers. It was the year the trade journal 

dedicated to sanitary engineering changed its name from The Plumber and Sanitary 
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Engineer to simply The Sanitary Engineer.
70

 It was the year the census paid special 

attention to sewer building. And 1880 was most significantly the year that sanitary 

celebrity George Waring supposedly saved Memphis from yellow fever with his separate 

system of sewers.  New York City’s sewer by 1880 was built piecemeal, and much of it 

was only intended for storm water and street run-off.  By 1809 a large (16ft wide) open 

sewer was constructed in the middle of Canal Street, but that was primarily built to drain 

storm water.
71

 Still, by midcentury, one with means could hire a plumber to connect the 

water closets and sinks (by 1880, there was such thing as “scientific plumbing” that 

began to replace DIY fixtures with standardized fixtures) to the street’s sewer line.
72

 In 

the first half of the 19
th

 century, the city of New York alternately allowed and forbade 

various businesses from connecting to the Canal Street sewer and others depending on 

what was being discharged into it.
73

 Researchers from the Lyceum of Natural History 

estimated that in 1829, over 100 tons of excrement were deposited into the ground by 

New Yorkers—which then naturally bled down into the water table, causing an enormous 

amount of pollution in the wells.
74

 Occasionally in wealthier homes and buildings, almost 

always in the Northeast, one would find an indoor latrine with the privy vault in the 

cellar. But the vast majority of New Yorkers used outdoor privies built atop privy vaults.  

In the early part of the 19
th

 century, New York already had municipal regulations for the 
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construction of privy vaults, stipulating that they must be built with “stone, mortar, and 

brick, and be dug at least five feet deep.”
75

 These regulations were not, however, 

enforced with any consistency or rigor, according to historian Joanne Goldman.
76

 When a 

more comprehensive sewer system began to be built in New York in the early 1860s, they 

were built with brick and mortar, instead of connecting bored wooden logs, as had been 

done earlier.
77

 By 1880, New Yorkers were already more sensitive to the offensiveness of 

excrement and felt it should be kept off the streets.
78

  

 A Western city such as Austin, Texas, had no sewers in 1880.  Nearly all facilities 

for solid wastes were outhouses with privy vaults underneath.
79

  Some larger cities in the 

South and West experimented with water closets and earth closets, but in 1880 that 

number was still very small compared to those using outhouses above privy vaults.  In 

cities, however, where there was not space to move an outhouse,
80

 the privy vault was 
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emptied by a licensed scavenger
81

 who would, with ladles and buckets, empty the privy 

vault and then haul it in barrels pulled by a horse-drawn carriage.
82

 The ultimate fate of 

excrement removed by the scavenger depended upon a variety of factors: city code, 

landscape, integrity of the scavenger, distance to the nearest body of water, etc.  Most 

cities required scavengers to operate at night, so there was very little oversight as to what 

the scavenger did with his collection. Some areas used the “night soil” on farms for 

fertilizer.  Sometimes even the farmers themselves collected the excrement from privy 

vaults.  In Austin, the scavenger was required to dump the excrement 1000 yards outside 

of city limits.
83

  In Galveston, the scavengers emptied their buckets into the ocean.
84

 In 

Houston, the excrement was used by farmers as manure.
85

  The night soil of Chicagoans 

was taken outside city limits and buried in trenches.  In Los Angeles in 1880, 20% of the 

population of 11,183 was connected to sewers.  The excrement of the rest was taken to 

fertilize nearby orchards and farms.
86

 In San Francisco, the excrement was taken out to 

sea by boat and dumped.
87

  

 In 1880, Americans were truly on the cusp of transitioning to a sewer-based 

system of excrement removal.  A significant amount of excrement was still used in 1880 
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for farming. Only 102 of 222 cities counted in the 1880 census had functioning sewer 

systems, so some of the remaining larger cities still benefitted from selling their night soil 

to farmers, though the amount was relatively small. In Brooklyn, “20,000 cubic feet of 

night soil was taken each year from the city’s 25,000 privy vaults and applied to ‘farms 

and gardens outside of the city.’”
88

 And in Boston, only 10% of the night soil removed 

was applied to farmland.
89

 As more sewers were built, these numbers dropped even 

further. Compared to the much more numerous sewage farming practices in Europe 

leading up to, and after, the turn of the century, the practice in the U.S. during the same 

time was relatively minute.
90

 It also existed in the public imagination much less, as is 

discussed below.  

 During this transition, privy vaults would be filled in with cement or dirt, roads 

would be torn up to install new sewer pipes, and Americans would install water closets 

inside their houses.  This physical shift in the landscape also meant a psychological shift 

in the relationship Americans had with their excrement.  Privy vaults, no matter how 

much lime or ash was put on top, still emitted pungent odors.  For the generations of 

Americans accustomed to outhouses, there was no real alternative.  One could try to mask 

the smell or stop flies and other vermin from infesting the outhouses, privy vaults, and 

cesspools, but it was still a fact of life that one simply lived with. The technology of the 
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toilet and the sewer literally separated a person from his or her excrement in a profound 

way. 

 The sewer-building explosion of the 1880s in tandem with the growing adoption 

of the water closet formed the turning point during which Americans shifted from seeing 

their excrement as one of life’s tolerable nuisances into something that could actually be 

eliminated from their consciousnesses. Several factors contributed to this revolution, 

including widespread use of municipal water delivery systems, public fears about the role 

of excrement in outbreaks of diseases such as cholera, proto-Progressive Era shift to 

larger government (specifically municipal) responsibility that led to sewer building, and a 

greater general concern for sanitation as propagandized by the new sanitation 

bureaucracies. Only with all of these factors coming together was this shift in the minds 

of Americans—from being a usable, if bothersome product of digestion to a problem that 

can simply vanish—able to happen. The use of water closets alone, for example, was not 

enough to significantly change the excremental situation. Water was piped in to cities 

before sewer systems were installed. Even though the widespread adoption of water 

closets can be attributed to the development of piped in water, sewers were never built 

concurrently with the creation of water delivery systems.
91

 This gap led to the widespread 

problem of overflowing cesspools and privy vaults, flooded cellars, and backyards full of 

sewage.
92

 Thus, there was a brief transition period in some cities when houses included 

toilets but the excrement was still a factor in daily life. Not until water closets were 
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connected to modern wastewater sewers was this relatively smell-free excremental 

experience realized. But the seed of Inglis’ bourgeois faecal habitus was planted before 

the moment when one’s personal toilet was connected to a newly built sewer. That is, 

those who experimented with various technologies including the earth closet, the water 

closet, and the use of the “odorless excavator” could at least imagine the fantasy of the 

body without “excretory capacities.” 

 Earth closets, invented by Briton Henry Moule but patents for which began in the 

U.S. in the 1860s, were used by tens of thousands of Americans in the nineteenth century.  

Earth closets were essentially cabinets with a round hole cut out of wood suspended over 

a large bucket.  After defecation, the user would press a lever that would release dirt or 

lime or peat that would cover the droppings and mask a good portion of the smell.  Some 

earth closets were even advertised as an alternative to the newer water closets in that they 

basically composted the excrement and made it ready for use in the garden.  The “Self-

Acting Earth Closet,” for example advertised “A substitute for the Water Closet, securing 

healthy homes, inoffensive drains, and garden fertility” in 1881.
93

 As George Waring 

began his career as an agriculturist (and as he had invested in the Moule earth closet 

company
94

), the future sewer celebrity advocated for its use over water closets. In a 

pamphlet he wrote promoting the design, Waring claimed that even after being used 

many times, visitors would look inside and exclaim “You don’t mean that this particular 
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one has been used!”
95

 He claimed that since he emptied the privy vault in his back yard, 

his whole house had been healthier.
96

 Catharine Beecher was another famous advocate of 

the earth closet system.  

 Even though earth closets were relatively odorless, the smell could not be masked 

entirely. No records known to this author exist indicating that excrement ever emitted a 

pleasing smell to any civilization or culture.  In fact, the history of excrement-related 

technology indicates that people have always wanted it to be moved away from them in 

the best possible way. If the space could be afforded, the outhouse was set far enough 

away from the living quarters where one could not smell its contents.
97

   French historian 

Alain Corbin suggests that to the nineteenth century Frenchman, excrement not only 

smelled foul, but also smelled of the wasted profits that excrement as fertilizer might 

reap: “Utilitarianism and the need for economy strengthened the concern with 

salubriousness: all three ordained deodorization.”
98

 Whether or not decomposing 

excrement smelled of lost profits to anyone other than the farmer or the scavenger is 

unknown, but deodorization was certainly a priority. Successful deodorization also 

changed something for nineteenth century society.  Early advertisements for earth closets 

promised some modicum of odor containment. The water in flush toilets not only masked 

the smell to some degree, but swept the excrement down the pipes and away forever. But 

while some Americans had the luxury of using earth closets or connecting to sewers in 
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the second half of the 19
th

 century, many Americans had to wait to enjoy this relative 

odorlessness.  For those, there was the Odorless Excavator.  

 The Odorless Excavator was a vehicle holding a large tank connected to an air 

pump powered vacuum apparatus. A man with the surname Walter made the first one in 

the U.S. in 1862.  The idea was that the scavenger could drive up to the privy vault, insert 

the vacuum hose, and the excrement would never be exposed to the open air. There were 

many modifications in the coming years, though according to sanitarian Azel Ames, “It 

has, however, been reserved for American inventive genius to produce the forms of 

apparatus which are recognized to-day as the most efficient.”
99

 Various odorless 

excavators were brought to market in the U.S. in the late nineteenth century, and some 

were even shipped overseas to Cuba and the Philippines around the turn of the century, as 

is discussed in chapter 4. These had the benefit of relative odorlessness, but occasionally 

the method of compression combined with the flammable gases emitted from the feces 

would cause the apparatus to explode, in one known case killing the driver.
100

 Though the 

vehicles were expensive, at least eleven and perhaps twenty cities across the country used 

them.
101

 

 So whether achieved via earth closet, water closet, or odorless excavator, the 

deodorization of excrement was revolutionary for the late-19
th

 century American. For the 

first time in history, the fantasy of Inglis’ bourgeois fecal habitus could be within reach.  
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Even though the relationship between excrement and the poor had existed in language, 

art, and literature for centuries,
102

 it was never olfactorily possible to deny the fact that 

every human body defecated.  Toilets connected to sewers was undoubtedly the most 

effective way of containing odor of the three methods mentioned above, and as American 

cities became sewered in the years this work spans, the bourgeois fecal habitus eventually 

became the status quo for all but the poorest and most rural.  Cities often opted for 

installing sewers based on data showing that it would attract citizens because they “gave 

less offense to the senses.”
103

 According to Joel Tarr, unsewered cities such as New 

Orleans had a difficult time attracting new residents without a sewer system.  Toilets and 

sewers transcended just being convenient: they became symbols of civilization—on an 

individual as well as municipal level. “Cleanliness is a relative term,” wrote sanitarian 

J.S. Billings in 1885, “the ideas of the Polish Jew of the lower classes, of a New England 

housewife, and of a chemist are very different with regard to this subject.”
104

 Linking 

race and class with cleanliness was a familiar practice during this period, meaning one 

could improve one’s place on the imagined hierarchy by making one’s excrement 

disappear. Rather than just being a tolerable but annoying presence—in terms of smell, 

sight, and health—it was now possible to eliminate excrement from their existence 

almost as fast as it could be produced.  Facilitated by new technology, burgeoning social 
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attachment to civilization, and health concerns, this transition was a major one in the lives 

of nineteenth century Americans and fundamentally changed the way excrement was 

viewed, treated, and talked about.   

 The debates occurring across the country regarding whether or not to invest in a 

sewer system that combined wastewater and storm water
105

 focused on a few topics.  

Advocates, according to Joel Tarr, argued in favor of the new sewers based on economy, 

health
106

, and a better image for the city.
107

  Detractors—aside from the scavenger lobby 

who was naturally concerned about their future utility—centered on financing, health 

dangers, and, interestingly, waste of waste.
108

 Tarr states that “[c]hemists in 1873 

estimated that the annual voiding of an individual were worth between $1.64 and 

$2.01
109

” for fertilization of crops needing high concentrations of ammonia and 

nitrogen.
110

 According to sanitation historian Christopher Hamlin, “in England, lawyers 

argued whether landlord or tenant owned the tenant’s sewage. Some hoarded their 

excreta in hopes of higher prices.”
111

 But by 1890, excrement was worthless. 

 While a significant number of European cities in the late nineteenth century 

adopted systems for irrigating farmland with sewage, the same cannot be said for 

American cities during the same period. There were, however, some exceptions. In 1876, 
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Boston considered applying all of the city’s sewage to irrigation farms south of the city. 

According to an editorial in the Massachusetts Ploughman and New England Journal of 

Agriculture, “the best engineers in the country” assured that the process would be safe. 

However, the editorial concluded, “the crying need of Boston to-day is to abate an 

intolerable nuisance in the most economical manner possible,” meaning the sewage 

should be drained out at sea.
112

 

 Pullman, Illinois, the master-planned industrial community financed by the 

railroad car magnate George Pullman, included in its plan a Waring-style separate sewer 

system designed by Benezette Williams. Built in 1881, the separate system allowed the 

town to use the sewage to irrigate a nearby farm. That decision was also prompted by the 

fact that the nearby waterway, Lake Calumet, was fine for dumping rainwater but not an 

ideal place to dump raw sewage because of “the absence of any current in this shallow 

lake.”
113

 By 1890, the system was pumping a daily amount of 1.8 million gallons of 

sewage per day on the farm, 140 acres of which were being irrigated by the sewage.
114

 

The system was profitable as of 1894, but the practice ceased within the decade. A few 

other sewage irrigation experiments occurred during this period in the U.S., including in 

San Antonio, Texas; Hastings, Nebraska; Howard, Rhode Island; and some 

municipalities in Southern California, but these experiments were few and far between. 
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There was no consensus on why so few systems were adopted in the U.S. even though the 

practice was widespread in Europe.
115

  

 In short, the utilization of excrement as a fertilizer always took a back seat to its 

swift elimination in discussions of excrement removal. Furthermore matters such as cost 

and ease were of paramount importance in the discussions regarding whether a sewer 

would be separate or combined. And significantly, these changes were from the 

beginning yoked to the Progressive notion of civilization. George Waring, in 1867, wrote 

the following:  

The principles herein set forth, whether relating to sanitary improvement, 

to convenience and decency of living, or to the use of waste matters of 

houses in agricultural improvement, are no less applicable in America than 

elsewhere; and the general adoption of improved house drainage and 

sewerage, and of the use of sewage matters in agriculture, would add to 

the health and prosperity of its people, and would indicate a great advance 

in civilization.
116

 

Freud discussed civilization as the process of adding deeper levels of repression—

specifically in reference to coprophilia. According to Freud, the typical human being goes 

through the oral stage, the anal stage, and then the genital stage.  Since Western 
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civilization is fixated on genital eroticism, it sees concern with pre-genital stages, such as 

fecal aspects of the anal stage, as disgusting.  

 German sociologist Norbert Elias drew from Freud’s repression theory in Elias’s 

The Civilizing Process: Sociogenetic and Psychogenetic Investigations from 1939.  Elias 

reformulated Freud’s argument from Civilization and Its Discontents in several ways, 

most importantly for our purposes, perhaps, in that society affects the way humans 

behave and the repressions they have. Therefore, society’s regulatory controls, such as 

the way one defecates, form the process by which that society civilizes its citizens. For 

Elias, control of one’s excrement was central to the “civilizing process” occurring in 

Europe throughout the Middle Ages. Various laws were created and conduct or etiquette 

manuals were printed that regulated excremental habits. As contemporary literature critic 

Jeff Persels posited in regards to Europe in the Middle Ages, “The 'civilizing process' 

here becomes synonymous with the rigorous public and private effort to distance oneself 

from one's own excrement, the sight and smell of which grow proportionally 

offensive.”
117

 A similar phenomenon occurred in the U.S., but much later. The first 

section of this chapter outlines some of the socio-cultural factors aiding in this 

transition—disease concerns, alternative fertilizers, sewers—the second part zeros in on 

the first broad attempt to control and discipline defecation practices. While much of this 

disciplining was done in the name of hygiene, it was often couched in terms of 

civilization and class. And, as Chapter Four explains, many successors to the USSC, 
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including the Bureau of Insular Affairs, the occupying military governments in the 

insular territories, and the Office of Indian Affairs also used the language of civilization 

(but combined it with race) in controlling the defecation habits of their subjects.   

 

1.4 The United States Sanitary Commission’s Opinions on Defecation and Excrement 

The United States Sanitary Commission (USSC) was the first broad-ranging attempt at 

regulating hygiene by any organizational body in the U.S. Begun in 1861, the USSC was 

conceptualized by the Women’s Central Association of Relief for the Sick and Wounded 

of the Army in April of 1861, the same month the American Civil War began.  According 

to historian Judith Giesberg, “American women had closely followed Florence 

Nightingale’s work in the Crimea [the Crimean War, 1853-1856] and believed that the 

war was their opportunity to follow in her footsteps.”
118

 These women, Dorothea Dix 

among them, did not have access to the same bureaucratic channels necessary to start a 

vast organization as the men in society, so they turned to a group of men for advice.
119

  

Within a few months, however, the USSC’s upper echelon of administrative positions 

was populated entirely by men coming from the social elite.  Their goal was twofold:  

1
st
, Inquiry into the sanitary condition of the army; 2

d 
Advice as to its 

improvement. This latter function included, not only the duty of 

addressing to the Government, from time to time, such as 
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recommendations or suggestions as occasions and facts might suggest, but 

also that of keeping the volunteer officers, and the soldiers themselves, 

constantly and directly instructed and warned of the novel dangers to 

which they were exposed, of the necessary precautions against them, and 

of the means of pointing out by experience as best calculated to preserve 

them in bodily health and vigor for the performance of the duty of their 

country.
120

 

So in addition to observing the defecation habits of the soldiers, the sanitary inspectors 

would then advise the camp on how to defecate in a better place, how to construct a better 

privy, and what to do with the results—all of course, as is noted in their purpose 

statement above, to patriotic ends.  
 

 The USSC was a watershed organization spearheading American Progressivism 

insofar as the term describes a time that witnessed the priority of social virtues such as 

efficient administration, reliance on expertise and professionals, widespread education, 

increased cleanliness and health, and greater regulation of social activities. It differed 

substantially from the antebellum reform movements that were driven by moral uplift 

efforts and specific issues such as temperance and abolitionism. As historian George 

Fredrickson goes to great lengths to prove in his Inner Civil War: Northern Intellectuals 

and the Crisis of the Union, the genesis (post-female) and execution of the United States 

Sanitary Commission were not due to the benevolent outpourings of northerners.  It was 
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indeed, as Fredrickson notes, “the largest, most powerful, and most highly organized 

philanthropic activity that has ever been seen in America.”
121

 However, since its 

beginnings in 1861, the USSC was rather the product of social conservatives seeking to 

shape society into a more orderly one. The turn away from benevolence and toward 

social order disassociates the USSC from the moral and munificent reform groups 

organized in antebellum society and aligns it more with the attitudes of scientific 

management, administrative competence, and social efficiency that would later come to 

be hallmarks of the Progressive Era.  

 Fredrickson points not only to the upper class elite administrators in the 

Commission such as Henry Bellows, George Templeton Strong, and designer of Central 

Park, Frederick Law Olmsted—president, treasurer, and executive secretary of the USSC, 

respectively—to prove his point, but also to the callousness and conscious turn away 

from benevolence by the administrators. Bellows, for example, Harvard graduate and 

prominent New York City clergyman, paraded a “very nice” hip bone and skull of a dead 

soldier he found on the battlefield, and seemed surprised when people were shocked by 

his audiences’ reactions.
122

  “Not only did the commission reject humanitarianism as a 

primary motive, it even refrained, as one report indicated, from making a public appeal to 

‘humanity and sympathy,’” according to Fredrickson.
123

  As the founders themselves 

stated, their challenge would be to harness the outpouring of benevolence of the Union 

citizens and make it less bothersome: “How shall this rising tide of popular sympathy, 
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expressed in the form of sanitary supplies, and offers of personal service and advice, be 

rendered least hurtful to the army system, and most useful to the soldiers themselves?”
124

 

So, while the organization was populated by many who had genuinely compassionate 

intentions, those who spearheaded the organization refused to let sentimentality dominate 

their public image over professionalism, efficiency, and expertise.  

 Indeed, the commission went to great lengths to ensure that it would not be 

populated by do-gooders or hampered in its actions by non-professionals. Walt Whitman, 

volunteering in the Army hospitals in order to be near his soldier brother, even wrote to 

their mother, “As to the Sanitary Commission and the like—I am sick of them all & 

would not accept any of their berths—you ought to see the way the men as they lie 

helpless in bed turn away their faces from the sight of the Agents, Chaplains &c.”
125

 

President Lincoln was not especially keen on the idea of the Sanitary Commission either. 

He even famously referred to it as the “fifth wheel” since the Army already had a medical 

department to take care of the basic sanitary needs of the soldiers.  But Bellows, Olmsted, 

Strong, and the rest would not be outdone. They insisted on a streamlined, professional 

group of experts comprising an efficient organization.  The job of inspector was 

especially crucial for these purposes:   

It was obviously necessary to put experts upon the duty of inspection and 

inquiry, and for this purpose the commission hastened to secure the 
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services of a body of physicians specifically fitted for this duty. It was not 

easy to find at once a sufficient number of gentlemen of the requisite 

qualifications. It was indispensible that they should possess, not only 

scientific qualifications and a special acquaintance with sanitary laws, but 

sufficient tact to perform their duties as agents of an organization till then 

unknown to the Army Regulations, without awakening jealousy of their 

interference as officious or seeming intrusive.
126

  

Despite the USSC’s attempt to appear unintrusive, imposing their sanitary practices was 

integral to their purpose.  The inspector’s duty was to be the sanitary authority who 

would both inspect the camp for improper practices and to offer solutions. Even though 

their efforts likely saved thousands of lives, they were not especially liked. Furthermore, 

the USSC was an important precedent for the various sanitation bureaucracies that would 

follow.  

 Excrement would become vital to the USSC’s mission to sanitize the soldiers and 

their camps. Initially, in June of 1861, the USSC performed a series of inspections around 

the Washington D.C. area.  The inspectors, Olmsted among them, were given brief 

questionnaires to fill out regarding the sanitary condition of the camps they visited.
127

  

Questions ranged from “what is the character of the subsoil?” to “Have the troops any 

games or amusements, and have any means been taken to promote cheerfulness?”
128
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Also, regarding excrement, “Are there sinks or privies in the fort, barracks, or camp, 

sufficient for the wants of the men; and if so, are they deodorized, and in what manner 

and how often? […] Are the men restricted to the use of these privies?”
129

 “Privy” and 

“sink” are the most common terms used for the areas designated for defecation. One such 

answer to this question reads as follows: “Privies at good distance, properly constructed, 

and not offensive to those in camp. On inspection, however, it was discovered that the 

earth was not thrown in regularly, and no disinfectants used.”
130

 The inspector provided 

the camps with reports on the sanitary conditions he observed there, but oftentimes he 

made his point to those in charge of the camps immediately.  

 Another discussed the difference between the trench dug for the regular soldiers:  

The sinks for officers and men are formed at such a distance from camps 

to be unobjectionable. The one belonging to officers seems to have been 

properly attended to by a fresh layer of soil daily thrown upon the surface.  

The one for men has been prepared with reference to such case, but seems 

not to have been quite properly attended to. However, the order was 

promptly given in my presence to secure the requisite attention. The men 

are strictly confined to the use of sinks. A sink for garbage is also prepared 

and used.
131
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Olmsted was more critical of one of the camps he visited; “the sinks were unnecessarily 

and disgustingly offensive.”
132

 These reports differed greatly regarding their level of 

detail, some preferring to simply express offense; some genuinely attempted to fix minute 

details regarding the placement, size, or care of the company sinks.  

 The instructions given to the regularly commissioned soldiers in the Union army 

were vaguer than what the USSC would have liked, and of course lacked the rigorous 

oversight and inspection system used in the USSC. The 1861 Regulations for the Army 

specified that the privies of the soldiers be placed “150 paces in front of the color line,” 

and those for the officers should be placed 100 paces away from the “baggage train.”
133

 

Furthermore, the sinks should be “concealed by bushes,” and “a portion of the earth dug 

out for the sinks to be thrown back occasionally [sic].”
134

  By 1895, although there were 

certainly more rules and inspections in place, there was no mention of sinks or privies in 

the Regulations.  The USSC’s supplement for the volunteer soldiers, Rules for Preserving 

the Health of the Soldier, also published in 1861, intended to supplement the Regulations 

for the Army for the volunteers without contradicting it.
135

 The USSC did, however, 

extend far beyond the Army in their prescriptions for dealing with excrement.  The 
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USSC’s publication begins the fourteenth point with “There is no more frequent source 

of disease, in camp life, than inattention to the calls of nature.”
136

 It continues: 

Habitual neglect of nature’s wants will certainly lead to disease and 

suffering. A trench should also be dug, and provided with a pole, 

supported by uprights, at a properly-selected spot at a moderate distance 

from camp, as soon as the locality of the latter has been determined upon; 

one should be provided for the officers and another for the men. The 

strictest discipline in regard to the performance of these duties is 

absolutely essential to health, as well as to decency. Men should never be 

allowed to void their excrement elsewhere than in the regularly-

established sinks. In a well-regulated camp the sinks are visited daily by a 

police part, and a layer of earth is thrown in, and lime and other 

disinfecting agents employed to prevent them from becoming offensive 

and unhealthy. It is the duty of the surgeon to call the attention of the 

commanding officer to any neglect of this important item of camp police 

[…]
137

  

At the end of this passage, the section of the Regulations mentioned above is cited, but 

the authors of the Rules for Preserving the Health of the Soldier clearly determined 

defecation and its consequences to be more worthy of instruction and medical and 

regulatory oversight and control than did the Army. While the Army determined basic 
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rules for how far away from camp the privies should be, the USSC advocated active 

policing of the sinks.   

 Olmsted, who made his career before the Civil War as a pioneer of landscape 

architecture, insisted in his General Instructions to Sanitary Inspectors that the inspectors 

put a special stress on the condition of the privies: “In all cases you will visit the privies 

of the camp, and let it be seen that you regard the manner in which they are formed and 

kept as most seriously affecting the character of the regiment, as it is sure to have an 

important relation to its sanitary condition.”
138

  Even if Olmsted was wrong about the 

science behind excrement’s danger (along with everyone else during that period), he 

likely knew that the condition and appearance of the sinks would have an important 

psychological effect on the soldiers. He also knew that getting to the proper sanitary state 

would not be easy. Olmsted blamed the Union’s loss at Bull Run in 1861 on the poor 

sanitary conditions and wrote home to his wife that he knew of “but one Sanitary 

measure to be thought of now & that is discipline.”
139

 

 In a letter called “Preliminary Survey of Camps near Washington” from July 9, 

1861, still just three months into the hostilities, the “resident secretary” of the USSC 

made note that  

Night Soil has been recently deposited in large quantity within a short 

distance of several of the camps, and between them and the town.  This 
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has occurred because the scavengers have been unable to pass the lines of 

sentries at night. Immediately on learning this, a note was sent addressed 

by the Secretary to the Mayor of the city, and a communication obtained 

with the health officer, who readily promised that the practice should be 

avoided. The use of cheap disinfectants was recommended to him to be 

applied to the night soil already deposited near the camps.
140

   

While it is true that Olmsted’s reputation includes a startling attention to detail, it is also 

remarkable that he not only sent a letter to the mayor of Washington D.C. regarding this 

large deposit of excrement between the camps and the city, but he also wrote a note about 

it for USSC records. Later on in the same letter, Olmsted complained about the condition 

of the privies (here called “sinks”):  

In most cases, the only sink is merely a straight trench, some thirty feet 

long, unprovided with a pole or rail; the edges are filthy, and the stench 

exceedingly offensive; the easy expedient of daily turning fresh earth into 

the trench being often neglected. In one case, men with diarrhœa 

complained that they had been made sick to vomiting by the incomplete 

arrangement and filthy condition of the sink.  Often the sink is too near the 

camp. In many regiments the discipline is so lax that the men avoid the 

use of sinks, and the whole neighborhood is rendered filthy and 

pestilential. From the ammoniacal odor frequently perceptible in some 
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camps, it is obvious that the men are allowed to void their urine, during 

the night, at least, wherever convenient.
141

 

Olmsted’s attention to detail was sometimes outdone by his visceral descriptions. 

However, his descriptions—and those of the inspectors—provide an insight into parts of 

Civil War camp life that is rarely if ever written about in histories of this era even though 

chronic diarrhea was the second most often cited reason for medical discharge with over 

200,000.
142

 Medical historian Alfred Jay Bollett claims that diarrhea was such an 

important factor in the war that the term “having guts” arose during this period and 

eventually came to mean simple fortitude.
143

  

 Some inspectors used their words sparingly: “Trenches dug for privies, but no 

cross-bars for support; very offensive; no earth thrown in; and much too near camp. No 

disinfectants used.”
144

 Others were more disgusted.  Dr. Aigner, a chief inspector in 

November 30, 1861 wrote of the difficulties of getting the soldiers to defecate in the 

designated spots and the effectiveness of doling out punishments for “easing themselves” 

away from the sinks.   

The privies are all at a proper distance from camps, and properly 

constructed, but the great difficulty is to make all the men go there and 
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nowhere else at all times. In three of four regiments the men are prevented 

from easing themselves elsewhere by the guards, and rigidly punished for 

any violation of this regulation; but the territory surrounding the camps of 

all others presents many evidences of gross neglect of camp police, and 

gives many a regiment, otherwise well reputed, a bad odor.[…] The horses 

and mules are almost invariably kept too near the camps, and the daily 

removal of their dung is a myth dreamed of only by the authors of the 

army regulations and the Sanitary Commission Inspectors.
145

 

Aigner also indicates the impossibility of maintaining the written standards of the USSC 

during wartime and almost mocks the expectations of the other inspectors.  

 Professor F.H. Hamilton, Surgeon of the 31
st
 Regiment N.Y.S.V., had a peculiar 

antidote to the diarrhea plaguing so many of the soldiers. Hamilton noticed that the 

ethnically German soldiers have diarrhea the least and assumed it was because of their 

beer-drinking habit:   

The Germans who drink “lager” furnish the fewest cases of diarrhœa. 

Indeed, those who can get lager are seldom reported. I allow one quarter 

cask of lager to every 24 men per day. The men subscribe for it under 

directions of the captains. The Germans are accustomed to drink much 

more per day, but this answers the medical purpose which I have in view. 

It regulates the bowels, prevents constipation, and becomes in this way a 
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valuable substitute for vegetables. I encourage all men to take it 

moderately, but most of them have no money to pay for it.
146

 

Whether it was the poverty of the soldiers or the inability of the beer to fully substitute 

for the other redeeming qualities of vegetables is not known. Nevertheless, Hamilton’s 

discovery did not spread throughout the Union.  

 In the second year of the war, the USSC established guidelines for inspection of 

the Union hospitals. Unlike the USSC’s Relief Agents, who were responsible for staffing 

and stocking the hospitals where the army’s provisions were lacking, its Special 

Inspectors were in charge of inspecting the camps and the hospitals and enforcing the 

USSC codes regarding its sanitary conditions.  The early questionnaire used by the 

inspector in the summer months of 1861 was eventually revised and replaced with 

another that had 180 questions, 14 of which pertained to human excrement.  

 Inspections of the hospitals became more and more important as the war went on, 

and the USSC Central Office eagerly created  and revised guidelines and questionnaires 

for the hospital inspectors. Among other questions, the inspectors were to answer “Is 

strict cleanliness observed in the wards—in their floors; in bedstands and bedding; in 

clothing; in vessels used for food; spittoons, bed-pans, sinks, and water closets?”
147

 And 

later, “Is the drainage completely provided for? Are the sinks, and drains and sewers of 

the Hospital liable to obstruction or overflow? Is there a free outlet for them at a safe 
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distance from the Hospital?”
148

And since the miasma theory of disease was prevalent at 

the time, there were also many questions regarding ventilation and adequate “air-space” 

for the sick soldiers.   

 As had been the case throughout the nineteenth century, animal excrement was 

discussed more openly than human excrement in these inspection forms. Question 75 on 

19a and 19 read, “Is their [the cattle and horses] dung daily removed, or so placed or 

covered as to be unobnoxious?” “Dung” and “manure” are not uncommon in nineteenth 

century documents, as in these inspection forms, yet human excrement is never referred 

to by a noun. Instead, euphemisms abounded, indicating that—despite the bloodshed, 

general filth, and animal waste ubiquitous during the Civil War—human excrement 

warranted delicate language. Men “ease themselves,” “take to the woods,” “void 

themselves,” “men go to a distance in the woods,” “go to the pit,” “idiomiasmata,” 

“attending to the duty,” etc.  As one can see, some of these euphemisms are so vague that 

one not already in the know could only guess as to what they were really talking about. 

Yet the only question regarding animal excrement openly identifies it as such with its use 

of the word “dung.”   

Significantly, few inspectors complained about the smell or state of the makeshift 

stables for the horses and cattle (a good deal responded to the question with “not 

obnoxious”), but if the privy trench was in sorry state or if the trench was abandoned for 

more peaceful, less smelly areas for defecation—as was quite common among the 
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soldiers—then the inspectors often spared no adjectives.  In response to one set of 

questions, “Are the men forbidden to ease themselves elsewhere?” and “Do you find this 

prohibition to have been enforced?” one inspector wrote “horribly no.”
149

 Another wrote 

“While all about for a great space the ground is covered with the filth of the men, the 

stench of which to those that went to go to the pit must be almost past endurance.”
150

  

“The privies were in shocking condition, filthy and offensive,” remarked another.
151

  And 

many soldiers seemingly concurred with the inspectors and opted to bypass the trench 

privies for a more peaceful spot elsewhere near or in the camps.  One inspector wrote that 

“The outskirts of the camp in every direction were covered with small square bits of 

paper.”
152

 Another noted that “the men do not use [the trench] when they can find 

standing peace among the corn.”
153

 Given the number of these reports of what will be 

termed “promiscuous defecation” 40 years later in the Philippines, it was quite common 

for the Union soldier to avoid the official privies altogether.  

 But the Sanitary Commission was right that the overall health of the camp was 

sacrificed when the men opted to defecate capriciously. And the USSC, with the wording 

of its questions, tacitly advocated punishment for these men. “A private was put under 
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arrest for such an offense while I was in camp,” noted one inspector.
154

 Another inspector 

recorded that one soldier was punished with “8 days confinement” for his indiscretions 

away from the privy.  At least one regiment even kept a special police force to regulate 

the soldiers’ defecation.  In some camps, it was not forbidden, as “six men were seen at 

one time attending to this duty—trenches were used only exceptionally.”
155

 But in most 

cases, as partially evidenced above, the offense was against regulations and was certainly 

punishable. Such defecation regulations with punishable violations began in American 

society here, with the Union soldiers overseen by the USSC and disciplined by camp 

police, but the act of punitively controlling a group’s defecation habits eventually 

repeated in the regulations of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the Bureau of 

Insular Affairs (BIA) in their respective treatment of Native Americans, Filipinos, and 

Cubans.   

 Even though punishment was one outcome of a strict effort to control defecation, 

it is important to note that education and uplift were central to the self-determined 

responsibilities of the USSC. The leaders of the USSC did not want the advice and 

instructions for the soldiers to stop in the camps and battlefields.  Naturally, these men 

had a vested interest in seeing the North win the war, and they could help in this effort by 

reducing the number of casualties of the Union—as they most certainly did.  However, as 

Fredrickson has shown, the intentions of the social conservatives at the head of the 

commission sought to extend their influence beyond just the soldiers and wartime.  As is 
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noted in their formative documents, “The Sanitary Commission, by a gracious 

permission, was to teach them [the soldiers]. Who shall say where the results of this 

teaching ended, or shall end?”
156

 In other words, the founders of the USSC imagined that 

the soldiers would adopt these healthy habits and spread them throughout American 

society when the war ended. The military was for them an ideal starting point for 

wholesale social reform. So the gospel as spelled out by the USSC was not merely a 

supplementary organization meant to aid in winning the war, but rather the beginning of 

an American sanitation revolution.  

 Furthermore, Olmsted, ever the social engineer, more directly expressed the 

commission’s intent to make missionaries of the soldiers.  Already in the beginning of the 

USSC’s existence, in 1861, he wrote, “If five hundred thousand of our young men could 

be made to acquire something of the characteristic habits of soldiers in respect to their 

habitations, their persons, and their clothing, by the training of this war, the good which 

they would afterwards do as unconscious missionaries of a healthful reform throughout 

the country, would be by no means valueless to the country.”
157

 Having learned how to 

defecate properly (sometimes the hard way if caught by the privy police) and deal with 

their own excrement and the excrement of their fellow soldiers, the members of the 

Union Army would then take this knowledge back home and teach it to their own 

families and neighbors. Over the course of the Civil War, Union deaths from preventable 
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diseases steadily decreased.
158

 The Confederacy never had an equivalent to the USSC, 

but starting in 1862, Northern women with experience in the USSC travelled to the South 

to work with aid societies established to help the former slaves. As historian Suellen Hoy 

notes, Booker T. Washington, who started the Tuskegee Institute that had a strong 

emphasis on hygiene, always remembered the sanitary advice of these women.
159

   

Within a year of the end of the Civil War, after the USSC’s success in controlling 

disease deaths was widely known, Stephen Smith, a New York City doctor, founded the 

Metropolitan Health Association in New York City after the Citizen’s Association of 

New York published a damning report on the sanitary condition of the city. Inspectors 

from the Citizen’s Association paid special attention to the poor living conditions in the 

city in 1864 due to the crowded and unmaintained privies behind the tenements.
160

 In that 

report, the Citizen’s Association (Henry Bellows, President of the USSC, was on the 

board) openly acknowledges the inspiration of the USSC in making “disability and 

mortality rates […] far less than in the tenant-house population of the City of New 

York.”
161

 Several years later, in 1872, Smith helped form the American Public Health 

Association, founded to “advance the cause of Public Hygiene,” and to oversee the 
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rapidly growing number of municipal and state health boards.
162

  Between 1869 and 

1886, 32 of the 36 states in the nation developed official state health agencies.
163

 

In 1884, the Ladies’ Health Protective Association was founded in order to help 

clean up America’s cities. And within another decade, similar groups such as the 

Women’s Health Protective Association of Brooklyn, the Street Cleaning Aid Society, 

and the Sanitary Protective League came into being, along with Chicago’s famous 

Municipal Order League.
164

 This model was eventually repeated in cities all across the 

country. The role of women in the sanitation campaigns is pursued further in the next 

chapter, but the point is while the specific system of inspections and recommended 

punishments carried out by the USSC was unique for its time, its basic concern with 

sanitation propagated quickly after the war ended. As John Shaw Billings, assistant 

surgeon general of the Army during the Civil War, noted in 1876, their experiences 

during the war had “done more for the cause of Public Hygiene than any other 

agencies.”
165

 Hoy agrees, writing that the “Civil War experience unquestionably shaped 

the sanitary reform movement in the critical decades of the late nineteenth century.”
166

 In 

fact, many of the volunteers who helped in settlement houses such as the Hull House got 
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their start in the USSC.
167

 And given the attitudes regarding excrement held by the 

popular scientific minds of the day, these societies and associations were far less 

concerned with proper reuse of excrement than they were with simply making it 

disappear from sight. Taken in tandem with the extraordinary growth of sewer lines 

beginning in 1880, the predominant message conveyed to the American public was that 

excrement needed to be eliminated.  

 

1.5 The Few Voices Advocating Excrement as Fertilizer 

Even though they were a small minority, there were voices supporting the practice of 

recycling excrement in the Long Progressive Era. After Waring abandoned his advocacy 

of the earth closet and began designing sewers, his “separate” system—which kept the 

storm sewers separate from the sanitary sewers—was designed in order to be able to 

recycle the excrement more easily, as was done in Pullman, IL. Dr. Henry Barnes, a 

professor of hygiene at Tufts University and a member of the Massachusetts Board of 

Health wrote and spoke passionately about reusing sewage in the 1880s. He wrote that  

To employ the city to enrich the plains would be a sure success. But the 

filth is swept into the abyss. All the human and animal manure which the 

world loses, restored to the land instead of being thrown into the water 

would suffice to nourish the world […] these horrid scavengers’ carts, 

these fetid streams of subterranean slime which the pavement hides, what 
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is all this? It is the flourishing meadow, the green grass, the thyme and 

sage; it is game, it is cattle, hay, corn, bread upon the table, warm blood in 

the veins.
168

 

He added that the “present system does harm in endeavoring to do good.”
169

 Likewise, 

the sanitarian Henry Bowditch and the journal the Massachusetts Ploughman advocated 

vociferously for the use of sewage on fields. Bowditch, who spent time in 1870 studying 

the sewage systems in England, wrote that “There is no single subject attracting more 

attention in England, and which excites more heated partisanship than the vast questions 

looming up under the various names of ‘earth closet,’ ‘water closet,’ ‘sewage,’ ‘its danger 

to health,’ ‘its widespread and fatal waste,’ ‘its utilization as manure.’”
170

 But the issue 

never caught as much traction in public discourse in the U.S.  

 American fiction of the era is curiously devoid of discussion of excrement, 

sewers, and toilets. Considering the importance of the engineer in society and the respect 

given to public works, the fact that sewers seldom even make a cameo in American 

fiction indicates that more powerful social and cultural forces were at work. Literature 

critic Rosalind Williams notes the frequency of sewers and other subterranean landscapes 

in European fiction contrasted with its relative nonappearance in American fiction. She 
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attributes this phenomenon to the importance of the horizontal expanses of space in 

American culture versus the crowded vertical growth in Europe.
171

 While the 

proliferation of the frontier and wide-open landscapes in American fiction of the late-

nineteenth century lends credence to her theory, a more plausible explanation for the lack 

of sewers, specifically, is that it simply was not appropriate. While fascinating on 

engineering and environmental levels, sewers suffered from their association with sewage 

to the point that publishers were likely unwilling to offend a large potential readership.  

 One notable exception to the lack of excrement in fiction is one of the many 

sequels written for Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward.
172

  Part bildungsroman and 

part utopian novel,  Young West: A Sequel to Looking Backward by Solomon Schindler in 

1894, features the son of Julian West living in a 21
st
 Century that features comfortable 

and slow-moving “aeroplanes,” a secular and rational society, and public works 

bureaucrats and engineers who rise to celebrity and political prominence. As a member of 

the latter category, Young West, after thriving in a progressive boarding school, rises 

from sewer engineer to eventually become the country’s President.
173

 The great invention 

that catapulted him into the national spotlight was a “chemical process by which offal 

could be not only deodorized, but which would destroy also every infectious germ 
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contained therein.”
174

  Twenty-first century farms were fallow, and Young West knew 

that depositing all sewage at the bottom of the ocean was a tremendous waste of a 

valuable resource: 

How could this waste be prevented? How could the refuse that 

accumulated in our vast centres of population be returned to the ground 

from which it originally came, without imposing unpleasant tasks upon a 

number of citizens, or exposing the community to the dangers of 

infectious disease?
175

 

West’s idea set off a years-long debate between the government’s “agricultural 

department” and the “architectural department” (save the “sewerage battalion,” who 

supported West’s idea). In the end, West’s idea won out. Existing sewer pipes were 

connected to newly laid pipes that would suck out the excrement and send it to new 

processing plants. The plants combined West’s new chemical compound with “dough” 

made of sewerage, which was then pressed into bricks. The “foul air” was consumed by 

an electric furnace. The final products, the bricks, were plowed into the ground of the 

near-barren farms. The West system turned out to be a great success, with cities eagerly 

adopting the plan and farmers quite satisfied with their re-fertilized land. Opponents of 

West’s system heralded the accomplishments of the pre-existing sewer system that had 

(in truth) gone far in the abatement and elimination of some diseases.  
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 Schindler wrote Young West at a time when there were few critics of the 

environmental costs of the new sewer system. More significantly, however, was that 

Schindler, a radical Jewish progressive living in Boston, foresaw the dismissal of 

excrement by the modern sewer system as a crime against the environment. At the time 

he was writing Young West, Schindler was also deep in the process of forming an ethos 

that synthesized the sort of nationalism found in Bellamy and the Prussian land he left 

two decades earlier (with its state-owned utilities) and belief in a social order with 

economic equality, government insurance (something like Social Security), and science 

and industry driving social progress instead of religion and capitalism.
176

 It is unclear 

whether Schindler’s attitude toward capitalism or his proximity to the cesspool that was 

the Boston Harbor contributed to his belief in a more rational and less wasteful sewer 

system. Perhaps he was influenced by Progressive Era notions of efficiency and waste. 

Or perhaps Schindler was aware of the excrement-based “poudrette” and “tafeu” or the 

progressive sewage efforts of the Massachusetts Board of Health.   

 

1.6 Conclusion 

 Even though periodicals and other media from mass culture proliferated rapidly in 

the late-nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century, Americans had an 

increasingly more difficult time discussing excrement openly and frankly. Some 

engineers and agriculturists wrote of excrement delicately, but they ultimately failed to 
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make the case for maintaining excrement as a fertilizer. Even the engineers themselves 

admitted that “it was a bit indelicate to speak in public of anything so unclean as 

sewage.”
177

 There were exceptions of course. Solomon Schindler was one of them. But 

powerful and quiet social factors played an enormous role in the ultimate decisions to 

adopt the sewer systems. As historian Christopher Hamlin points out, many practices and 

discussions involving the use of sewage for fertilizer occurred in Europe, but not in the 

U.S.
178

 

 Combined, the first and second parts of this chapter demonstrate a society 

propagating the message that excrement was dangerous and needed to be eliminated 

immediately. Beneath the surface, the message was that the elimination of excrement is 

not only a matter of health but one of class and civilization. This message grew to be 

integral to the Long Progressive Era, and over time, race and gender become enmeshed in 

the message as well. The anxiety over excrement was worsened by the fact that while 

civilization became a more important Progressive and Victorian virtue, excrement 

became more difficult to discuss. It was in this climate that American cities decided to 

invest heavily in building sewer systems, an infrastructure that would need to be updated 

but fundamentally changed society’s relationship with excrement thereafter. Sewers 

tended to make urban areas much safer, as the vast geography of the U.S., in contrast 

with that of Europe, made it feasible for cities to simply dump their sewage into a nearby 

waterway. On the other hand, this practice caused many problems, either with the next 
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city down the river or with the same city that did the dumping. Chicago experienced both 

of those problems: first when it dumped raw sewage into Lake Michigan, where it also 

took its drinking water from; and then in 1900 when it reversed the Chicago River away 

from Lake Michigan toward St. Louis. Sewers also prevented one of man’s most 

important fertilizers from being widely exploited and developed for commercial use. As 

the next chapter explains, the messages embedded in the push to sewer the entire nation 

were unique to the U.S. at that particular moment in history. Inasmuch as we have been 

led to believe that sewering was the rational and natural result of a society driven by 

science and progress, it was also the result of a society with considerable preconceptions 

about gender, class, race, and religious morality. 
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Chapter Two—The Toilet: Domesticating Excrement 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek begins his book, The Plague of Fantasies, with a 

comparison of three cultures—French, German, and Anglo-American—in terms of their 

toilets.  In the German toilet, the hole is in the front with a platform in the back, “so that 

the shit is first laid out for us to sniff at and inspect for traces of some illness.”
179

 The 

hole and the platform of the French toilet are reversed, in order for the shit to “disappear 

as soon as possible.”  In between these two cultural metaphors—those of the German 

need to confront one’s own waste and the French unwillingness to acknowledge its 

presence—stands the Anglo-American toilet:  “the basin is full of water, so that the shit 

floats in it—visible, but not to be inspected.” According to Žižek, then, Americans will 

acknowledge their excrement, on one sensory level—sight—but not on any other. The 

water serves as a buffer of sorts, creating a safe distance between the American and his or 

her excrement, preventing more direct confrontation with it through smell.  

 To determine whether or not there is any validity to Zizek’s analysis on the 

representation of cultural biases and beliefs in the details of their toilets would perhaps be 

appropriate for a work of comparative cultural analysis. This chapter, however, explains a 

similar proposal—that the presence of a sewer-connected toilet or water closet in one’s 
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home made for a fundamental shift in the daily life of Americans in the late nineteenth 

century, and that that shift ultimately changed the way Americans conceived of and 

related to their excrement.  

 This chapter maintains that when Americans abandoned these modes of 

defecation and used an indoor toilet that simply flushed the excrement away out of sight 

and out of mind, several important changes occurred to the status quo in American 

society.  First of all, as the place of defecation moved into the domestic sphere, the role of 

the domestic woman changed as she became the member of the household in charge of 

excrement. This move had two important consequences: A, women were more able to 

enter the public sphere as sanitation experts in the late nineteenth century; and B, 

excrement was now enveloped into the Christian rubric of the late-nineteenth century 

women’s home and subject to its judgment.  Second, indoor sewerage reinforced class 

divisions as toilets became status symbols. Third, architecture changed substantially, 

reflecting and reinforcing the populace’s own trepidation, as a new room and a new act 

had to find a place inside the home. Whereas previous methods of excrement removal 

caused one to have a more sensory-intense experience with excrement on a daily basis, 

the toilet flushing to a sewer main contributed to the ongoing reformulation of excrement 

as a waste.  Fourth, the public toilet became a liberated space in a time when speech was 

informally controlled by Comstockery and concerns with civilization.  

This chapter also answers basic questions ignored in most historical accounts of 

the period—such as where and how the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century 
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American defecated, the significance of the smell of excrement, and the relative lewdness 

of bathroom graffiti. Furthermore, this chapter helps to answer one of the fundamental 

questions of the dissertation: how did Americans come to adopt such a wasteful and 

environmentally unfriendly sewer system? Chapter one provides several parts of the 

complex answer (the unfettered belief in technological progress, fear of disease, small 

municipal budgets), and this chapter adds an important cultural reason. As excrement 

became domesticated during the second half of the nineteenth century, it was vilified. 

Excrement in the back yard was one thing, but in the house—the crucible for morality 

and civilization—it was something much worse. Catch phrases such as “cleanliness is 

godliness” proliferated in homemaking guides of the middle and late nineteenth century. 

Furthermore, women, who were supposed to be the guardians of virtue during this era, 

were the ones responsible for keeping excrement (and signs of it) out of the house as the 

toilet entered the domestic sphere. So the odd paradox of this period is that by entering 

the home, excrement was met with far more radical efforts to expel it forever.  

 

2.2 From the Outhouse to the Toilet  

Although they are far less popular than a century ago, outhouses still exist and 

function today. Some, such as the double-decker outhouse in Gays, Illinois, (see figure 

below) function today only as relics of a former era. Others, such as those that can be 

found in national parks still provide a convenient place for defecation and urination 
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where plumbing does not reach.  These were most often made of wood, but others were 

made of brick, stone, logs, and later sheet metal.  

 Nevertheless, outhouses were the typical location for defecation prior to and 

during the sewer-building boom.  Outhouses were commonly constructed as far away 

from the house as one could still reach conveniently—often between 50 and 300 yards. 

The buildings are most commonly constructed with wood, with four sides, and a door on 

one of those sides. Outhouses nearly always included some type of hole in the door or 

walls to let light in and let some air out. Thomas Jefferson requested that one of his 

outdoor privies use Venetian blinds for ventilation.
180

  Commonly, these holes were cut 

in the shapes of symbols such as suns and moons—suns or stars indicating a men’s 

outhouse and moons for women.
181

  The outhouse was usually built over a pit as deep as 

six feet. And the interior included a bench of sorts with one or two holes cut in it placed 

directly over the pit.
182

 Most outhouses also had seat covers or plugs to keep flies and 

vermin out.  

Although Gayetty’s Medicated Paper, America’s first toilet paper, was introduced 

in 1857, it was a luxury few Americans could afford. Therefore, most outhouses were 

equipped with a corncob hanging by a string from the wall. And after the Sears Catalog 

became commonplace in the 1890s, it was a staple in many outhouses for use as toilet 
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paper. Several photos from the early 19
th

 century of the inside of outhouses oftentimes 

feature scraps of newspaper or piles of rags. Some also had buckets of lime to control the 

odor. Occasionally, middle class outhouses were decorated with wallpaper, mirrors, and 

even carpets.
183

 

The outhouse was called many things depending on the region and the era. 

Although the “backhouse” was the most common synonym, Ronald Barlow, in his 

Vanishing American Outhouse, has listed several more:  

One-Holer, Two-Holer, Dooley, Backhouse, Pokey, Loo, Easer, Johnnie, 

Biffy, Donnicker, Ajax, Jericho, Depository, Willie, Convenience, Closet, 

Cloaca, Stool, Throne, Head, Vault, Pool, Post Office, Federal Building, 

White House, Garderobe, Roadside Rest, Oklahoma Potty [and in 

Pennsylvania Dutch country] der Abdritt un’s Scheisshaus.
184

 

And just as the nicknames varied from region to region, the styles varied considerably as 

well. An outhouse in the southwest might be constructed of adobe, while the outhouse of 

a wealthy northeasterner made of brick. It was also quite common for homes near rivers, 

ponds, or oceans to have an outhouse perched over it so the water could dilute the 

excrement.  

 One Department of Agriculture report written in 1871 describes a “typical” rural 

house in ominous terms:  
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The wastefulness and the danger of our present system are too much to 

contemplate, but we keep ourselves comfortable by not contemplating 

them. The actual condition of at least too many of our farm houses is very 

much as follows: […]At the bottom of the garden, or at some other 

inconvenient distance, stands—a temple of defame—the common privy of 

the establishment, covering a stifling vault, from the accumulations of 

which there arises in warm weather the vilest air to which the human 

senses have ever learned to accommodate themselves; while in winter the 

cold blasts that find easy passage through the loose foundation rise 

through the seat, causing infinite discomfort and danger to health. This 

necessary resort, even of delicate women, whose condition should 

command our greatest care, is approached by a path that is often blocked 

up with snow, deep with mud, or overhung with dripping trees, or 

overgrown with wet grass.
185

 

This description of a privy in a non-urban setting is especially cautionary in tone because 

it is part of an appeal for indoor toilets for the sake of American civilization (and 

specifically American women). The author goes on to claim that indoor toilets are quite 

obviously the next rung on our evolutionary ladder and that allowing rural people to use 

outhouses constitutes a breach of our standards of civilization: “Taking the whole country 

into consideration, the conditions described above are certainly as good as the average in 
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the case of those who live on farms and in small towns—probably better than the 

average—and they indicate how far we fall short of being a civilized people.”
186

 The 

author’s point is noteworthy in part because the standards of defecation have become 

very rigid in the minds of some since the outbreak of the Civil War, when so few had 

indoor toilets. But it is also noteworthy because the toilet is, at that point, at least 

according to this author, a symbol of advanced civilization. And furthermore, the toilet is 

a symbol of civilization at a time when a majority of Americans had no access to one.  

 Although it is unclear who precisely the audience was for the Department of 

Agriculture’s annual reports (perhaps farmers), he author, who may have been George 

Waring,
187

 makes a strong appeal for the widespread adoption of indoor toilets for the 

wellbeing of the women and children:  

 Surely it is not too much to say that no house, however well appointed in 

other respects, is a fit abode for civilized women, nor a fit place in which 

to bring up their children, that is not supplied with the simple 

conveniences that will enable them to attend to the calls of nature without 

exposing themselves to the public gaze, to the inclemency of the weather, 

and to the foul odors of a common privy. This is plain language, as the 

subject demands. Leaving out all other considerations, the proposed 

reform should secure the best efforts of all sensible men and women, for 
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the single reason that it will secure relief from an evil, our tolerance of 

which almost justifies Mr. Darwin's theory of our origin.
188

 

The subject of “evil” excrement receives more attention below, but all of these passages 

taken together indicate that the author believes indoor toilets are necessary for the safety 

and wellbeing of women and children in addition to being symbols of civilization and the 

advancement and evolution of America itself. Outhouses continued to exist in the United 

States in the years following this report. The CWA and WPA maintained an outhouse-

building campaign as part of the New Deal that built 250,000 outhouses between 1933 

and 1945.
189

 But the proportion of outhouses to indoor toilets continued to shrink as the 

Long Progressive Era advanced.  

An oft-overlooked aspect of literature on 19th century sanitation is the toilet itself. 

The 1870s witnessed a revolution in plumbing. Indoor plumbing had been an obsession 

of many do-it-yourselfers since the 1820s—as engineers were able to pipe water into 

cities—but the fixtures were pell-mell and lacked any sort of standardization. By the 

1870s, according to Maureen Ogle, “scientific plumbing” became a virtue, and by 1890 

this was codified by the omnipresence of standardized fixtures.
190

  But in the meantime, 

indoor plumbing faced many challenges.  First and foremost was the issue of what to do 
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with the sewage.
191

  Although the flush toilet was invented in 1775 by Briton Alexander 

Cummings, it was nearly a century later before American manufacturers such as Wolff, 

Kohler, and J.L. Mott began manufacturing ceramic and cast iron flush toilets—

sometimes stylishly embossed with Victorian designs, sometimes with pragmatic 

simplicity.  Sometimes a spare bedroom was converted into a water closet, and 

sometimes it was crammed underneath a stairwell.  But sewer gases, not yet entirely 

eliminated by newer toilet designs, complicated the question of where to put a bathroom. 

George Waring called household wastes stuck in sewer pipes “the seat of the enemy of 

which we hear so much under the name of ‘sewer gas.’” He went on: “there is no safety 

in sewerage or in house-drainage until we prevent the production of these gases.”
192

  

Waring still believed in the danger of miasmas in 1883, as many did, and these could 

arise from clogged or semi-clogged pipes, toilets without traps, or simply toilets that were 

not clean enough. 

By 1885, a middle-class American connected to a municipal sewer and 

waterworks had a dizzying number of toilet choices if they were to build a house or 

replace an existing one. Some popular choices for homes that were not yet supplied with 

water were earth closets, pan closets, and ash closets. But if one was connected, the 

standard choice was the water closet, or flush toilet. This was not necessarily a choice to 

be made flippantly. As William Paul Gerhard advised in an 1885 Good Housekeeping 
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article “in a certain sense the most important plumbing fixture in the house, is the water-

closet.”
193

   

William Paul Gerhard’s five-part series on bathrooms in Good Housekeeping’s 

first year of publication (1885), called “Domestic Sanitary Appliances,” indicates that the 

introduction of a bathroom to newer home designs was an important transition for 

Americans in the Long Progressive Era. On the one hand, there was no such thing as a 

standard bathroom. Today, when a house is listed as having 1.5 bathrooms or even 1.75 

bathrooms, it is clear that one bathroom contains a sink, a toilet, and a bath with 

showerhead, while the second bathroom contains a sink and a toilet and no bathtub. But it 

was not uncommon in 1885 for a bathroom to contain a bathtub (made out of wood or tin 

or zinc), a urinal, a water closet, and maybe even a slophopper
194

, or any combination 

thereof. Other bathrooms in less wealthy homes may just resemble an outhouse with a 

simple wooden platform with a pan underneath the hole (pan closet). As Gerhard points 

out, “The pan-closet, although still popular with ignorant architects and builders, is 

particularly faulty [in the respect that they do not effect a complete removal of faecal 

matter].”
195

 But even if one followed Gerhard’s advice and opted for a water closet, there 

was still an important choice to be made between dry hoppers, valve closets, plunger 

closets, washout closets, washdown closets, trap jet closets, and Dececo closets,
196

 just to 
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name a few of the available types. The type of trap, the shape of the bowl, the material 

used, style of flush, and the type of cistern were all important variables in consideration 

of which toilet to procure. All of these flush toilets had two things in common—they 

were designed to be defecated in (unlike the slophopper or urinal), and they had the water 

trap barrier to prevent odors from rising up into the house from the sewer pipes. In the 

evolution of the various types of toilets used in the 19
th

 century, this latter trait would 

prove to be crucial in future manifestations of the toilet—which hasn’t change all that 

much between its invention by Alexander Cummings in 1776 and today.   

The neutralization of the odor of excrement and its subsequent disappearance 

down the hole would be the two irresistible factors that justified using up to five gallons 

per flush.  As Gerhard notes, the water closet “is in all respects the most complete 

apparatus for the instant and thorough removal of waste discharges from the body.”
197

  

Furthermore, the Western Historical Publishing Company noted in 1892 that “it is well 

known to students of physiological science that one of the most potent factors in the 

health or disease of civilized communities, [sic] is the freedom of the dwellings from 

sewer gases.”
198

 Even though it was clear to most scientists and doctors by the 1890s that 

bacteria, not miasmas, caused diseases, sewer gases were still stigmatized as being more 

than just a nuisance.  Still in 1881, when President James Garfield was shot by Charles 

Guiteau, sewer gases were initially blamed for Garfield’s decline after a brief recovery. 
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George Waring was brought to the White House as a sewer gas expert to determine if 

miasmas were indeed causing his decline.
199

 In reality, Garfield’s advanced infection was 

most likely caused by a doctor sticking his finger in the President’s wound.
200

 By 1875, 

architect E.C. Hussey, who published a popular pattern book called Home Building: A 

Reliable Book of Facts, advocates sternly on behalf of the Jenning’s [sic]Sanitary 

Specialties toilets. Still under the mistaken impression that smelly miasmas of sewer gas 

poison those who smell them, Hussey warned of the dangers of indoor water closets: 

“[water closets] are the most potent sources from which arise, and spread through the 

premises, the death laden gases which prepare the way for many of the most dangerous 

diseases, attacking children and adults.”
201

 In the late 1870s and early 1880s, the 

Jennings
202

 water closet was the most advanced in terms of using water and an s-shaped 

trap to hold the gases under the toilet. Hussey also ties the added expense and safety to 

the growing virtue of civilization discussed in chapter one: “The matter of expense 

cannot, by civilized people, be allowed to interfere with the use of the very best appliance 

that can be used for such purposes [. . .] a just God will not hold us guiltless if we neglect 
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it in providing for others.”
203

 In other words, God will be angry if the homeowner buys 

something less than the Jennings Sanitary Specialties toilet.  

 

2.3 Excremental Habits in the Urban Home 

As architecture historian Gwendolyn Wright writes, the home can be viewed as a 

metaphor, “suggesting and justifying social categories, values and relations. Domestic 

architecture in particular illuminates norms concerning family life, sex roles, community 

relations, and social equality.”
204

 This view is especially valid upon the inclusion of an 

entirely new room and activity inside the home. While the dominant trend in the 

transition from Victorian homes to bungalows after the turn of the century was for homes 

to lose smaller, single-purpose rooms (e.g. libraries, parlors) to larger, more inclusive 

rooms, the inclusion of the water closet went against that trend. Undoubtedly, for 

Americans throughout the nineteenth century the water closet was a status symbol; or as 

David Inglis calls it, the bourgeois fecal habitus. While men of status and wealth such as 

Thomas Jefferson had indoor toilets even before running water, it was exceedingly rare 

for a New York tenement to have an indoor toilet a full century later.  

Some early American homes—mostly in wealthier home—incorporated a water 

closet into or at least very near the home structure. Empirical evidence remaining from 

Benjamin Franklin’s Philadelphia home suggests that he originally used an outhouse built 
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over a privy pit dug in 1765. When he expanded his home in 1787, he dug a very deep (at 

least 12 feet by my own estimate) brick-lined privy vault which was positioned just a few 

feet from the back door leading out of the kitchen. Its depth suggests that it was not 

intended to be emptied at all. Another Philadelphian, Elizabeth Drinker, recorded in her 

diary the two straight nights it took for five night soil men to empty her privy vault, 

which had been accumulating “offerings from the temple of Cloacina” for 44 years. At $3 

per foot, they removed enough night soil so that the seat was 16 feet from the bottom of 

the pit by the time they had finished.
205

 Thomas Jefferson had three flush toilets installed 

in the White House in 1801 and had three indoor toilets in Monticello finished in the first 

decade of the nineteenth century. He tended to keep locks on the bathroom doors (for 

unknown reasons), even offending his guest and friend Pierre S. du Pont de Nemours by 

denying him access to the indoor toilets once in 1815 when Jefferson was away.
206

   

Cesspools appeared in cities almost immediately after having water piped in. 

Manhattan, for example, received a steady and voluminous supply of water for the first 

time when the Croton Aqueduct was completed in 1842. The water table below the city 

certainly had a uniquely dense amount of fecal matter infiltrating into it for more than a 

century by then:  

In 1829 researchers from the Lyceum of Natural History estimated that in 

every twenty-four hours New Yorkers deposited over one hundred tons of 
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excrement into the alluvium, from whence, accompanied by other soluble 

waste, it percolated down to the water table. In the 1830s, due to the 

increase in privies and to seepage from old graveyards, downtown wells 

were bringing up a tainted brew.
207

 

However, the cesspools created after Croton water arrived made the city a swampy, 

malodorous mess. By 1849, physician John Griscom described the island as “thirty 

thousand cesspools studding it up and down, and filling the atmosphere with nauseous 

gases.”
208

 Wealthier New York residents took advantage of the new Croton water to 

transform a small bedroom of the house into a bathroom.
209

 

The tenement homes in New York were much slower than wealthier and more 

rural homes in transitioning to indoor bathrooms.  It is likely that the owners of tenement 

buildings simply did not want to invest the money or were not willing to lose the indoor 

space that adding indoor toilets would necessitate. One big difference between the 

outhouses in rural areas and the outhouses behind tenements was that those behind 

tenements were much closer to both the domicile and the water sources. There were 

codes in place that mandated privy vaults in city limits had to be lined with bricks or 

other stone to prevent, but these rules were frequently flaunted and the codes were 

virtually unenforceable.  
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Figure 1. Outhouses behind a NYC tenement, 1902-1914
210

 

Figure 2. Inside of a tenement outhouse, 1902-1914 
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Figure 3. Outhouse floor and privy vault, indicating various materials used for toilet 

paper, 1902-1914 

 

Figure 4. Tenement outhouse with hanging rags, 1902-1914 
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Figure 5. NYC Outhouses with graffiti, 1902-1914 

 

Despite significant advances in sewering and the efforts of individuals to build or 

remodel to include a place to defecate inside the home, such changes were heavily based 

on class. Indoor toilets came very slowly to the poor, even well into the twentieth 

century.  To some extent, indoor toilets became markers of not only civilization, but class 

as well. Still, the advances were remarkable. Out of Boston’s 52,669 dwellings in 1893, 

52,000 were estimated to be connected to the sewer lines.  Philadelphia, which built its 

waterworks already at the turn of the century, had 53% of its households connected to 

sewers.
211

 New York City had 123,000 dwelling connections to the sewer line with an 

estimated 81,828 dwellings—apparently meaning that many dwellings had multiple 

connections.
212

 Almost all of Washington D.C.’s were sewered,
213

 yet Baltimore was still 
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two decades from finishing its municipal sewer system.
214

 Southern and Western states—

the more rural areas of the country—were typically slower to acquire indoor toilets. By 

1940, when the U.S. Census began counting indoor flush toilets again, it found that 

64.7% of the country defecated inside the home.  But that number was as low as 21.5% in 

Arkansas, 18.7% in Mississippi, and 45.9% in Texas.  More urban areas like Maryland 

were at 94%, and 91.1% of New Jersey residents defecated inside the home with flush 

toilets by 1940. By 1990 the percentage of Americans without indoor flush toilets had 

dropped to 1.1%.
215

  

 

2.4 Excremental Habits in the Suburban and Rural Home 

The word “toilet” comes from the French for cloth or garment—indicating the 

space in an upper-class home where one changed clothes. This area was often the most 

convenient choice for putting a new toilet in homes that were already built. France’s 

proclivity for including toilets in the home preceded America’s, and over time, in France, 

the space where the flushing mechanism was located in the home became a euphemism 

for what is now called the toilet. Even through the 1880s, “toilet” was still often used in 

American architectural pattern books as a room used for changing clothes. Also, 

“bathroom” was quite often used in these pattern books as a word meaning a room with a 
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bathtub in it. It was common to see architectural plans calling for a bathroom with a 

bathtub and a “WC,” or water closet, either somewhere else in the house or perhaps 

completely absent of one (particularly in the cheaper houses).  

While the typical urban American home had little space for adding a bathroom, 

the country home often did. However, the rural home seldom had wastewater 

connections, and only some were connected to water delivery systems by the turn of the 

century. Still, in an era where the pace and pollution of urban life—in addition to urban 

afflictions like neurasthenia—made the rural areas seem like spaces for reinvigoration 

and natural health, the sanitation revolution (primarily an urban phenomenon), began to 

turn that model on its head. Dr. Harvey Bashore, a Progressive Era sanitarian, noted this 

trend reversal in his Preface to The Sanitation of a Country House from 1905:  

While municipal hygiene has made much progress during the last hundred 

years, the rural districts still cling to their old-fashioned ways, still trust in 

Providence and the “old oaken bucket.”[. . .]to make the country as 

healthy as the city—contradictory as it may seem—is the aim of this 

work.
216

 

In his work, Bashore offered a few alternatives for houses equipped with water delivery 

systems to the cesspool system—where a pipe takes the toilet’s wastewater from inside 

the house to a spot in the backyard where the effluent simply sits stagnant—which he 
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calls “a relic of medieval shiftlessness and carelessness for which no excuse can be 

offered.”
217

 While “water-carriage of excreta” to the sea was fine, Bashore also strongly 

advised against allowing the excrement to be piped into small streams, ponds, or rivers, 

reminding the reader that “’out of sight, out of mind’ is not hygiene.”
218

  This 

irresponsible attitude “has a bad moral effect on the rural citizen, who is by no means 

overburdened with sanitary devices.”
219

 A wastewater treatment system using sand 

filtration was one possible solution, though it is unlikely the rural citizen has the means to 

build such a system. The ideal solution for Bashore was to lead the toilet wastewater (as 

opposed to the wastewater from the bathtub or the sink) to an underground “settling 

tank,” where the excrement would be broken down into tiny particles. From there, the 

liquid would flow into a “flush-tank, from which it is discharged by an automatic siphon 

into surface gutters, and from these allowed to spread over the ground or run into furrows 

between growing vegetables or grain.”
220

 Bashore also granted the option of adopting this 

same system, though without using the settling tank and flush-tank.   

Sanitary engineers Frederick Dye and George B. Davis emphasized the magnitude 

of considering the fate of one’s excrement when building a home in a rural area. They 

wrote in 1898 that sewage disposal is “probably one of the most important subjects a 

sanitarian has to consider when dealing with a house in a country district, for whether the 

building be large or small all sewage matter must be disposed of in a proper and efficient 
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manner.”
221

 Writing in England and publishing their work seven years before Bashore 

might account for their advocacy of the cesspool method so despised by Bashore. Dye 

and Davis also wrote that sewage farming is a “very good” practice as well: “crops raised 

on such ground are as safe and good to eat as those grown in the ordinary way.”
222

 In 

addition, they also recommended using septic tanks or, as was practiced in France and 

England, subjecting the sewage to “the Hermite system, by which the sewage is indirectly 

subjected to electrical treatment.” 
223

 In this method, the sewage is blended with seawater 

and subjected to electrolysis to create an “oxygenated compound of chlorine.”
224

 The 

Hermite method was later proven to be ineffective on solid fecal matter and not used 

much after the first decade of the twentieth century.
225

  They also recommend using 

“Ferrometers” to infuse the sewage with iron and turn it into a “black inodorous mass.”
226

 

The ferrometer doses out an appropriate amount of iron into the water tank above the 

toilet. This method was used at Windsor Castle to neutralize the smell of Queen 

Victoria’s excrement.
227

 

In true fashion of Victorian architecture, in which each room has a single purpose 

and each domestic function, likewise, has its own room, many house designs in the 1850s 
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and 1860s called for “bathrooms” or “bath rooms” that were meant exclusively for 

bathing—with only a bathtub and maybe a slophopper or a sink. It was very rare in the 

1850s to see a combined bathroom and water closet, or WC as labeled in some 

architectural plans. We can still safely say that “bathroom” is a euphemism for the place 

where one defecates, but close study of 13 popular architectural pattern books
228

 from 

1848 to 1881 indicates that “bathroom” did not begin as a euphemism. Instead, it turned 
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into a euphemism after the time when water closets and bathrooms occupied the same 

space.  

Furthermore, over the course of the next few decades, into the 1880s, Victorian 

architecture was still the fashionable style for those with and without a great deal of 

money. Moving into the early 20
th

 century, however, the bungalow became the chic style, 

in part because of its reaction against the Victorian aesthetic and use of space. The anti-

Victorian crusade started in the 1890s, and the “popular crusade to replace Victorian 

aesthetic ideals and family standards reached a crescendo by 1910.”
229

 Among the new 

architectural values meant to reflect new Progressive American values were naturalness, 

honesty, and above all, simplicity.
230

 And part of that move toward simplicity was a 

conflation of many functions into fewer rooms. Parlors, for example, which were meant 

to exclude children and were stuffed with all sorts of bourgeois knick-knacks, were 

transformed into the family room or living room beginning in the 1890s.
231

 A china 

cabinet no longer needed its own room, vestibules lost their previous importance, and 

chambers and bedrooms were seldom separate entities.  

But an important change, as yet unnoticed by architectural historians, presaged 

this paradigm shift. Already in the 1860s house patterns started to combine the bathroom 

and the water closet. It is unclear whether this shift can be attributed to an effort to 
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simplify plumbing, or to save space, but the period from 1850 to the 1880 was when the 

term bathroom began to describe a place where one defecates. The water closet would be 

challenged in the mid nineteenth century by the earth closet and other designs, but when 

Americans really began to defecate in the home, the water closet was by far the most 

popular method. And although the benefits of defecating inside the house are clearly 

understood by modern Americans, the water closet did not become incorporated into the 

middle class American house overnight. It entered with fits and starts and a good deal of 

anxiety.   

Many factors played into the question of whether or not a family had an indoor 

water closet. Climate, region, rurality, whether or not the house had water delivery 

capabilities, negative experience and negative rumors regarding the supposedly noxious 

miasmas were all important factors in this decision. Certainly some houses built after the 

turn of the century still shunned the indoor water closet, opting instead for the outhouse. 

Architect and phrenologist Orson Squire Fowler, a fierce advocate for octagonal houses 

who wrote the popular book A Home for All (a pattern book of sorts) in 1848, doesn’t 

even mention water closets.
232

 It is clear that some Americans had by that time put water 

closets in their homes, but it hadn’t yet become practical or popular enough for cutting 

edge architects to include them. By 1850, Andrew Jackson Downing’s pattern book, The 

Architecture of Country Houses, already included water closets in a few of the designs 

for upper crust houses and mansions. Fewer than 10% of his designs included water 
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closets. If they were present at all, Downing often located a single water closet upstairs 

near the servant’s quarters, indicating that problems with containing the smells and/or 

negative stigmas tended to trump convenience with regards to the location.  

Over the course of the late 1850s, some pattern books included water closets, and 

some did not, but plans with water closets were still outnumbered by those without. 

Gervase Wheeler’s Homes for People in the Suburb and Country from 1855, for 

example, included 14 patterns with water closets and 23 without. It was rare for a house 

to have more than one water closet for fewer than 7 bedrooms, though a few mansions 

did have two water closets.  Of those 14 plans with water closets, some were accessible 

from outside, and almost all of the water closets were separate from bathrooms with 

bathtubs.  

Architects of the 1850s felt that the space, layout, and design of a house reflected 

the moral character of the family and could have a profound effect on the society. Henry 

William Cleaveland and the Backus brothers wrote in the introduction to their 1856 

pattern book that the  

degree in which [man] has been raised by civilization and refinement 

above the unreasoning animal is shown in nothing more clearly than the 

character of his dwelling [. . .] But we may well wonder when we see 

families, among people calling themselves civilized and Christian, content 

to dwell in hovels hardly good enough for swine [. . .] Regarded in this 
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light, human dwellings acquire new consequence. They become an 

important moral influence.
233

  

Cleaveland, Backus, and Backus not only emphasize the importance of the home, but 

they do so by underscoring their message with heavy-handed appeals to civilization and 

proper Christianity. Therefore the quality of one’s home is not an expression of how 

much money they have, but one of how dedicated they are to the ideals of an American 

society increasingly dependent on these notions of civilization and Christianity. In that 

context, there was a great deal at stake with the introduction of a new room and new 

domestic function.  

Whether the water closet was then seen as a way for dirt and filth to infiltrate the 

home or whether it was seen as a more sanitary way of disposing of excrement was 

unresolved at the time. Cleaveland, Backus, and Backus do not explicitly include water 

closets in any of their 25 designs, but go on to say toward the end of their book that  

[i]f the right precautions are taken, all causes of offence will be effectively 

precluded. The partial and imperfect method by which many have brought 

the water closet under cover—methods which, through ignorance or 

disregard of pneumatic laws, have converted the whole house into a great 
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flue for bad air—have undoubtedly prejudiced multitudes against all 

attempts of the kind.
234

 

So to answer the matter of whether water closets brought filth and contamination or 

greater sanitation into the home, Cleaveland, Backus, and Backus suggest that—

depending on the quality of the water closet and the proficiency of the plumber—it has 

the potential for both. Certainly, although the toilets we use today are very close in design 

to the toilets used 150 years ago, many of the early toilets had design flaws such as faulty 

or ineffective traps and bowls that were too shallow. And these faults often allowed for 

the escape of sewer gases into the home.  As mentioned above, Hussey also indicated that 

a few more dollars spent on a higher quality water closet could be the difference between 

sickness and health.  

 By 1859, Daniel Jacques’s The House: A Pocket Manual of Rural Architecture 

actually presented as many patterns with water closets as without. That same year, 

however, Samuel Sloan’s The Model Architect favored houses without water closets to 

those with by almost a two-to-one ratio.
235

  By Woodward’s National Architect in 1869, 

however, that ratio was reversed, meaning that if the pattern books accurately indicated 

what kind of homes were being built, more new homes were being built with indoor 

water closets than without sometime in the 1860s. Other factors very likely affected this 

statistic one way or another; for instance, some of the later pattern books included water 

closets in their plans for wealthier homes, but still left them out of their plans for cheaper 
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homes. But balancing that out is the fact that many Americans were also converting 

closets and small bedrooms into water closets in their pre-existing homes.   

 The sanitation revolution, kick-started in the 1860s with the efforts of the U.S. 

Sanitary Commission during the Civil War, no doubt had a strong effect on the way 

Americans thought about and dealt with their excrement.  The USSC taught Americans 

that dealing properly with one’s excrement meant the abatement of some very serious 

diseases. Furthermore, sewers, already present—however imperfectly—in places like 

New York, Chicago, and Boston, meant the possibility of excrement being swept away, 

out of sight and out of mind (with some 

serious caveats). But as mentioned above, 

Americans were not necessarily 

comfortable with the privy in the house 

right away.  

This apprehension can be seen in 

some of the pattern books beginning in 

1855. Wheeler’s Homes for People in the 

Suburb and Country features some water 

closets on the first floor that were accessible 

only from the outside. Though the rooms 

were still physically part of the house 

structure, one was forced to go out to a Figure 6. Design X from Sloan, 1861. One can see how the water 
closet is more of an appendage, and not fully integrated into the 
house. 
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veranda or into the back yard and then enter the water closet.  Typically this 

indoor/outdoor water closet was in the back of the house nearest to the kitchen.  

Woodward’s National Architect from 1869 features even more of these water closets 

accessible only from the outside than Wheeler’s book. The trend continued, but seems to 

be phased out by 1881.
236

   

Patterns with water closets in the home demonstrated some consistency 

throughout the 1860s through 1881.  For example, it was more common to see a water 

closet upstairs than downstairs. When downstairs, the water closet was usually near the 

kitchen, but not attached directly to it or opening into the kitchen. If they did happen to 

open to the inside, they usually opened to a hall or pantry or “lobby” off of the kitchen.  

When the water closet was found upstairs, it was usually quite far from the master 

chambers or master bedroom. Most often, as noted above it was located near the servant’s 

quarters, but almost always to a hall or vestibule, not directly into a bedroom. If it opens 

to a bedroom, it usually also opens to a hall. And given the cavernous nature of some 

Victorian houses, starting at the top of the stairs, one sometimes had to make 4-5 turns 

down hallways and through vestibules or around corners to find the water closet. The 

placement was undoubtedly a way to protect the homeowners from foul smells and 

dangerous miasmas. Perhaps there was also consideration of the idea that Progressive Era 
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Americans often tried to hide from guests the fact that they had bodies that performed 

natural functions.  

 

2.5 Women and Excrement 

Alexis de Tocqueville, in his famous visit to the U.S. in the 1830s, determined that the 

American home was the crucible for the American’s “love of order which he afterwards 

carries with him into public affairs.”
237

 The home, he claimed, offered stability necessary 

for democracy.  Even if we take deTocqueville’s claims as hyperbole, we must still admit 

a rupture in the order of things when a new room and a new practice enter that home. 

Architectural historian Clifford Clark goes further when he writes that from the 1850s, 

“(t)he new image of the middle-class American family home developed by the architects 

and social reformers projected a powerful ideal for family life—a cult of domesticity that 

was shared by a host of other essayists, advice-book writers, and ministers.”
238

 Indeed, 

the family and the house were thought by so many Americans in the late-nineteenth 

century to be the moral and psychological bedrock for a decent, democratic society. But 

the introduction of defecation into the home provided a new challenge for domestic 

caretakers—women—in the Long Progressive Era: namely, how does one keep the 

domestic sphere moral, clean, and decent when an “evil” such as excrement is figured in.   
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Throughout the course of the 19
th

 Century, the domestic space increasingly 

became the realm reserved for the female head of household.
239

  Thus, as defecation 

became a domestic act in the latter half of the 19
th

 century, women became authorities on 

ridding the domestic sphere of all types of filth.  This fact, along with women’s 

significant roles during the life of the USSC, offered women an unusual amount of public 

attention in relation to sanitary concerns.
240

 But, as Amy Kaplan points out via the works 

of Stowe, Beecher, and Sarah Hale, “the narrative of female domesticity became central 

to Separate Spheres, but also the constitution of the bourgeois home, which was the 

center of the civilizing mission.”
241

  Proper sanitation soon became emblematic of the 

values of upper- and middle-class white America, and thus an integral part of the 

civilizing project.   

The Victorian trend in architecture meant that American homes now had an 

individual room for every imaginable activity.  That is, each room had a function, and 
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often only one function. So in the 1860s through 1880s
242

 when Americans began to 

connect their houses to water delivery systems and build makeshift water closets in their 

home, it was not architecturally anachronistic to turn a closet into a single-purpose 

bathroom.  However, when bedrooms were converted to bathrooms (which was much 

more common), and when plan-book authors and architects began to include bathrooms 

in their designs, they often included a bathtub and sink in addition to a toilet. Thus, the 

transition of the American home from the cluttered, many-roomed Victorian home to the 

simpler and more practical bungalow around the turn of the century was preceded and 

presaged by the entrance of the bathroom as a multifunction room. Furthermore, as 

Clifford Clark admits, George Waring and his crusade against “poisonous” sewer gases 

paved the way for a shift in American consciousness: “Under Waring’s leadership, 

sanitation became accepted as a prerequisite for healthy middle-class family life and the 

campaign to get rid of damp basements, foul sewer gas, and dirty kitchens became a 

national crusade.”
243

 As proliferate as the sanitation revolution in the U.S. was in the late 

nineteenth century, it should be no surprise that it affected architecture and by 

consequence familial relations in a profound way.  

 Building from the USSC information from the first chapter and from the transition 

of the place of defecation from outdoors in the outhouse to inside the house and the 

domestic sphere, it is clear that the changing attitudes toward excrement in the long 

Progressive Era had a profound effect on the changing role of the woman during the same 
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period. George Waring pointed out the “natural” role for women outside of the domestic 

sphere when he wrote that the cleaning and organization of village society was 

“especially women’s work” requiring “the sort of systematized attention to detail, 

especially in the constantly recurring duty of ‘cleaning up,’ that grows more naturally out 

of the habit of good housekeeping than out of any occupation to which man is 

accustomed.”
244

 In other words, sanitary work in the home worked as a springboard for 

women to enter the public sphere.   

Historian Gail Collins writes of the social forces acting on women during the 

nineteenth century. Due to writers such as Sara Josepha Hale, Grace Greenwood, and 

others, the popular media available to women told them that they were lucky “to be 

presiding over the hearth rather than engaging in ‘the silly struggle for honor and 

preferment’ in the outside world.”
245

 More and more women in the mid-nineteenth 

century—such as Hale—were entering the workforce and the public sphere, but the 

notion of what the “True Woman” should do reinforced the idea that the woman needs to 

stay home and create a solid Christian household. Lydia Maria Child’s American Frugal 

Housewife from 1835 was dedicated to those who were “not ashamed of economy” in 

house-tending, and like Catharine Beecher’s Treatise on Domestic Economy, urged 

women to be the moral beacons of a clean home.    
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Sanitary reformer Harriette Plunkett wrote of the half of the Separate Spheres 

doctrine that justifies woman’s role as master of the home (specifically from a sanitary 

point of view) this way, using a quote from Dr. B. W. Richardson, President of the 

British Medical Association:  

As a rule, to which there are the rarest exceptions, the character of the 

judgment hereupon is dependent on the character of the presiding genius 

of the home, or the woman who rules over that small domain. The men of 

the house come and go ; know little of the ins and outs of anything 

domestic ; are guided by what they are told, and are practically of no 

assistance whatever. The women are conversant with every nook of the 

dwelling, from basement to roof, and on their knowledge, wisdom, and 

skill the physician rests his hopes.
246

 

In other words, that “small domain” of the home is one that is ruled by and known best 

by the women.  

One popular sanitation manual from 1904 (updated from 1887 and 1898 editions) 

makes it very clear that women housekeepers are definitively responsible for knowing the 

plumbing system and being able to fix it if necessary. The manual gives rather detailed 

instructions on ensuring a tight cesspool, proper ventilation of wastewater pipes, ideal 
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toilet fixtures, etc.  Richard’s sanitation manual for housekeepers also states the 

following, marking the movement women made between spheres:  

Every woman should have a knowledge of sanitation at her command [. . 

.] In all the more public forms of responsibility which women are called 

upon to assume, such as, work upon school committees, positions either 

upon boards, or as officials of penal and charitable institutions, a scientific 

and thorough understanding of sanitation, as well as of hygiene, is the only 

solid foundation of a successful effort.
247

  

This passage indicates that not only is the woman in the position of controlling the 

sanitation of the home, but that she is also responsible for taking that knowledge with her 

into the public sphere. That transition from the home to the public sphere was facilitated 

by domestic concerns, as is articulated well by Judith Ann Giesberg in Civil War 

Sisterhood. But the role of excrement has been understated in studies such as Giesberg’s. 

While women were responsible for cleaning the bedpans from the night’s activities, 

defecation was routinely reserved for the outhouses.
 248
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Plunkett made direct reference to the doctrine of separate spheres in this passage, 

in which she also charges women with the duty of cleaning the house of all excrement: 

But as the improvement of the sewers requires municipal action, a woman 

must take them as she finds them, and must concentrate her efforts on 

protecting her house and her family from the noxious effluvia generated in 

them. Her "sphere" begins where the service-pipe for water and the house-

drain enter the street-mains, and, as far as sanitary plumbing goes, it ends 

at the top of the highest ventilating-pipe above the roof.
249

 

Even while supporting the doctrine of separate spheres by acknowledging that the 

woman’s place is in the home, Plunkett is an example of a woman who used domestic 

science expertise as a springboard into the public sphere. Many of these women made 

that transition coming out of the USSC, as noted in the first chapter. Many, however, 

were from the next generation and, as Suellen Hoy points out in Chasing Dirt, became 

“municipal housekeepers” based on their proficiency in the domestic realm. For Plunkett 

and many sanitary reformers, mastering the excrement in the domestic sphere allowed 

them to breech that gap between the home and the municipal realm to advise and in many 

cases execute sanitary reform. Many particularly ambitious women did not have to “take 

them [the sewer pipes] as they find them” anymore, they could contribute profoundly to 

the public welfare. Alexis de Toqueville had a point, as mentioned above when he 

identified the American home as the foundation for their “love of order which he 
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afterwards carries with him into public affairs.”
250

 Beyond offering the female head of 

household the stability necessary for carrying out democracy in civil life, the new 

excremental duties brought on by the indoor toilet and the practices mandated by the 

USSC offered the right platform for women to be able to enter the public sphere as 

sanitation authorities in a time when the public desperately needed such experts.  

In many ways, the Beecher sisters’ American Woman’s Home from 1869 was a 

newer edition of Catharine Beecher’s 1841 Treatise on Domestic Economy.  Unlike the 

Grimke sisters, Angelina and Sarah, who believed that women deserved space in the 

public sphere equal to that of men, Catharine Beecher sought to assert a different style of 

feminism. Beecher found it more realistic and more practical that women empower 

themselves by claiming the role as master of the domestic sphere. As education was still a 

crucial factor in the success of the domestic engineer, Beecher wrote the popular A 

Treatise on Domestic Economy and several other domestic manuals. In it, Beecher 

present several house plans, including one that even shows a privy almost attached to the 

house structure.
251

  But nowhere in the exhaustive exposition of women’s domestic 

responsibilities does Beecher discuss cleaning the privies or outhouses/backhouses. 

Depending on the location and circumstance of the home, that responsibility was left to 

scavengers to clean out the privy vault or to the men to fill in the holes when near 

capacity, dig holes elsewhere, and move the outhouse atop the new holes. Daily 

cleanliness of the outhouse was most likely a chore shared by the family. However, since 
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the chore does not appear in Beecher’s book or in others’ domestic manuals, the duty 

may also have fallen to the man of the house or the children. Beecher’s Treatise was 

reprinted nearly every year until 1856, but by 1869, when she co-authored American 

Woman’s Home with her sister Harriet Beecher Stowe, so much had changed in society. 

Chief amongst these changes was the entrance of the toilet into the home.  

 Whereas privies enjoyed only a fleeting mention in the 1841 Treatise, 28 years 

later American Women’s Home included a full chapter on “excrementitious matter.”
252

 As 

noted above, it was in these few decades when new home plans started to include water 

closets within the structure.  Catharine Beecher, however, was one of the proponents of 

the earth closet
253

 over the more popular water closet. After defecation into an earth 

closet, more dirt is sprinkled over the excrement to contain the smell and begin the 

composting process. Beecher’s position in the debate of the better closet highlights the 

fact that there was debate regarding the sewer system’s inability to return important 

fertilizer to the earth. She wrote, “In China, not a particle of manure is wasted, and all 

that with us is sent off in drains and sewers from water-closets and privies, is collected in 

a neat manner and used for manure.”
254

  She went on to quote extensively from a 
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pamphlet written by sanitarian George Waring
255

 on the environmental necessity of 

choosing earth closets over water closets.  

 After Beecher’s Treatise, other domestic manuals assigned the cleaning of the 

toilet to the woman of the house. Helen Kinne in 1914 wrote that the “seat and basin of 

the toilet should be thoroughly washed daily.”
256

 Maria Elliott in 1905 wrote “No careful 

housewife thinks of neglecting to wash out the chamber when she does her chamberwork. 

Yet there are many who never do more than flush the closet, which perhaps receives all 

the human wastes of the house. Would these women think the chambers could be kept 

always pure and sweet by a mere rinse of cold water?”
257

 Elliott apparently visited 

households in which the toilet was not regularly cleaned. Other domestic manuals were 

written for the housekeeper, rather than the wife, and thus assigned toilet duty to the 

housekeeper.  

 As many municipal sewering and sanitation projects essentially bypassed African-

American neighborhoods, black residents often had to take matters into their own hands.  

Lugenia Burns Hope, an African-American social reformer in Atlanta, is yet another 

example of a woman working in the public sphere to ensure proper sanitation via toilet 
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reform. Born in 1871, Hope studied for several years in the early 1890s in Chicago, and 

while she was there she gained a good deal of inspiration and practical knowledge of 

social reform working at Jane Addams’ Hull House. Significantly, this was also at a 

moment when Chicago was updating their sewer system and experimenting with 

innovative sewers at the World’s Fair in Chicago. Shortly after moving to Atlanta, she 

became active in the fight for better municipal conditions for Atlanta’s black 

neighborhoods.
258

 By 1908 she was the president of Atlanta’s Neighborhood Union, a 

group designed to heighten “the standard of living in the community and to make the 

West Side of Atlanta a better place to rear our children,” according to their charter.
259

 The 

neighborhood union leaders took a survey of the neighborhood and determined that the 

presence of excrement caused considerable problems in the neighborhood.
260

 So in 

addition to adding playgrounds and settlement houses to the neighborhood, urging the 

citizens to replace their outhouses with indoor toilets and lobbying the city to provide 

adequate sewage treatment options were central to their mission.
261

 Hope and the union 

were relatively successful in their efforts. By 1914 the city passed ordinances forbidding 

outhouses
262

 and forced the Atlanta Board of Education the year before to acknowledge 

the overflowing toilets at many of the African-American schools in the city.
263
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 Hope was one of many women during this period who made the leap from 

housekeeper to “municipal housekeeper.” As historian Suellen Hoy writes, earlier women 

reformers were typically from the upper classes, but “middle class housewives made up 

the majority of club women interested in improving urban sanitary conditions” in the 

Progressive Era.
264

 Although many of them were inspired by—and sometimes trained 

by—Jane Addams, middle class women were much more likely to have knowledge of the 

daily rituals of housekeeping than upper class women who often hired housekeepers.  

 The entrance of the toilet into the home provided women the expertise necessary 

to make that leap into the social sphere and to tackle the problems many excremental 

problems municipalities faced. But a second effect of the toilet’s entrance into the home 

was that it ultimately hastened excrement’s removal. Prior to the indoor water closet, 

when the family defecated in the outhouse, it was quite likely the man’s duty to dig the 

privy pit, build the outhouse structure, and to tend to it when the hole needed to be filled 

and another one dug. No domestic manual for women in the nineteenth century that I 

have seen makes any mention at all of her duties with the outhouse. But excrement 

entered a new logic, a new set of rules, and a new tradition of morals when it came into 

the home.  

 

2.3 Evil Excrement 
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 The appearance of a Christian home was an important one for so many of the 

health and domestic manual authors and for many women across the U.S. in the middle 

and late nineteenth century. Women were charged with the responsibility of being the 

guardians of virtue and morality, and their homes were supposed to reflect that morality. 

Cleanliness was a crucial part of that matrix. In addition to the persistent linkage of 

excrement and evil, two phrases were commonly used in domestic manuals, health 

manuals, and sermons of the mid to late 19
th

 century that connect Christianity and 

cleanliness: John Wesley’s phrase “Cleanliness is next to godliness” and Deuteronomy 

23:12. Understanding the world through the lens of the Christian duality of good and evil 

was quite common in the 19
th

 century, especially among reformers who wished to cast 

certain vices such as alcohol as the work of the devil, impeding the path toward human 

perfectibility. Other virtues, and even foods such as milk, were contrastingly linked with 

god as something naturally good.
265

 That cleanliness, Christianity, civilization were 

intertwined during this era has been well documented. This section explains how 

excrement was conceptualized within that specific configuration.  

 Mosaic Law has been credited in the Christian tradition with providing certain 

rules for sanitary living. In Plunkett’s domestic manual, she credited a mixture of Mosaic 

Law and modern science with increasing human awareness to the laws of hygiene.
266

 She 

wrote that the West was further advanced in sanitation because of that combination and 

that “Till the light of Christian civilization has illuminated the entire Orient, there will be 
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occasional outbreaks of [disease].”
267

  She held up America as a sanitary beacon to the 

rest of the world. Beecher, even has a chapter in her book American Women’s Home 

(1869) entitled “A Christian House,” in which she declares that a “wise woman seeks a 

home in which to exercise [her] ministry.”
268

 Cleanliness is obviously part of this plan 

(especially clean air), and so is a healthy excrement disposal system.
269

 According to 

Beecher, this can be an earth closet or a water closet, though the water closet “must have 

the latest improvements for safe discharge.”
270

 In other words, the excrement must be 

able to exit the home swiftly and effectively.  

 She also described the moment when toilets moved indoors and cleaning became 

a woman’s social and religious duty. She also describes sewer gases and flatulence as 

“evil.” A great many writers of the nineteenth century—such as the health reformer 

James Jackson and a Harvard medical professor also named James Jackson—referred to 

constipation as evil. Others, such as the reverend Charles Brigham referred to feces as 

“pungent convictions of sin,” and considered it a vile besmirchment of the pure and holy 

body.  

 Brigham and dozens of authors of domestic manuals drew from Deuteronomy 

23:12, which states this:   
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Designate a place outside the camp where you can go to relieve yourself. 

13
 As part of your equipment have something to dig with, and when you 

relieve yourself, dig a hole and cover up your excrement. 
14

 For the LORD 

your God moves about in your camp to protect you and to deliver your 

enemies to you. Your camp must be holy, so that he will not see among 

you anything indecent and turn away from you. 

 The “indecency” mentioned is excrement. It is not precisely clear in this passage why a 

god who created humans would be offended by the excrement of one of his followers and 

chose to not protect that person. Nevertheless, the popular interpretation of this passage is 

a sanitary one—that a person should not leave excrement in his or her living space. 

Christianity did not always value bodily cleanliness as a corporeal equivalent to spiritual 

purity. Although the Bible provides plenty of inspiration for cleanliness via Mosaic Law 

and various Old and New Testament parables, the use of Christian doctrine as incentive 

for being clean, and subsequently for swift removal of excrement, only became 

customary in the mid to late nineteenth century.
271

  

 In a section of her work Women, Plumbers, and Doctors: or Household 

Sanitation, Harriette Plunkett specifically charges women with the duty of overcoming 

fecal squeamishness and roots this duty in the danger of disease and, poignantly, in the 

Bible:  
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The urgent and instinctive need of absolute removal [of excreta] is felt by 

every one; but the squeamishness which would regard the deliberate and 

thorough consideration of this subject by a faithful mother as a needless 

occupation of her thoughts by a repulsive and disagreeable matter, is 

certainly a misplaced delicacy. Neglected, it will thrust itself forward upon 

offended senses, and wreak its baleful power in sickness and death. Not so 

does the most refined mother feel, when she sees some darling first-born 

still in death, slain by the neglected poison. From the day when Moses 

issued the explicit directions contained in Deuteronomy xxiii, 12-15, to 

this latest hour of the nineteenth century, it has formed one of the urgent 

problems of civilization.
272

 

Interestingly, Plunkett urges women to toughen up and avoid being overly delicate when 

it comes to removing excrement from the home. It is one’s Christian duty, it is a step 

toward civilization, and it is highly important. Also significant is that Plunkett does not 

even feel the need to explain what Deuteronomy 23:12 contains. Plunkett also wrote that  

“To the woman, whose destiny it is to remain a large share of the time at home, whose 

divinely appointed mission it is ‘to guide the house,’ a new sphere of usefulness and 

efficiency opens with the knowledge that in sanitary matters an ounce of prevention is 

worth a ton of cure.”
273
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 Many women’s groups rose in the late 19
th

 century to fight on behalf of better 

public health. Oftentimes they made statements specifically regarding the proper place 

for excrement. The Ladies’ Protective Health Association, in New York, for example, 

was formed specifically to deal with the intent of protecting “the public against the 

nuisances which [the city permits] in the interest of manure-dealers.”
274

 They fought 

publicly against the placement of manure dumps (for livestock manure) in the city.
275

 The 

Municipal Order League, led by sanitary reformer Ada Sweet, also led the way for public 

baths in Chicago, which usually came equipped with water closets.
276

 They also 

complained of the poor state the scavengers left the streets in.
277

 And their influence is 

widely acknowledged for making the Chicago World’s Fair a far more sanitary fair than 

those of the recent past. The Columbian Exposition featured more than 3000 water 

closets, twelve times as many as the Paris Expo four years earlier.
278

  

 Scores of sanitation and domestic manuals quote Deuteronomy 23:12-14 as 

evidence that god wants them to get rid of their excrement as expediently as possible. The 

Southern Cultivator (which advertised itself as “a practical and scientific magazine”) 

referenced it in 1869 regarding excrement recycling.
279

 Another author writing in the 

Journal of the American Medical Association in 1891 used it to support his argument in 

favor of better rural hygiene, calling contaminated water “evil” and names Moses “one of 
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the first hygienists on record.”
280

 Dr. Samuel Treat Armstrong wrote a chapter in In 

Sickness and in Health: A Manual of Domestic Medicine and Surgery, Hygiene, 

Dietetics, and Nursing in 1896 that also argues for its quick disappearance as a matter of 

health and morality.
281

 And many more use this Old Testament passage for the purpose of 

hastening excrement removal from the home.
282

 

 Others don’t directly quote Deuteronomy or use the phrase “cleanliness is next to 

Godliness,” but still use a more broadly defined Christian ethos to justify excrement’s 

removal from the home.  In The Sanitarian Vol. II, from April 1874, Dr. John Fox quoted 

the Deuteronomy passage and wrote the following:   

The principle of the removal out of sight of dead organic matter, I 

maintain that no individual can violate without peril, and no nation can 

allow to be set aside without national loss and deterioration. Is it beneath a 

human, Christian Legislature,—not to re-enact the very words, but—to 
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reaffirm the principle of a Divine mandate? The daily offence indeed must 

daily be shed, and, in modern language it must, in the interest of public 

well-being be at once removed, hidden, or disinfected.
283

 

Another article from Albion Tourgee’s The Continent in 1883 argues for the proper 

drainage of one’s home, ensuring that all sewage is led out of the house to a safe place. 

The author (unnamed), wrote that “For every woman who has or expects to have a home 

is the duty of learning the simple laws of ventilation and drainage.” One paragraph later, 

the author amends the famous phrase: “cleanliness is godliness: for it is certain that 

whoever has learned it, not only for the body, but for everything in which that body must 

have its being, has mastered many problems, and is already cultured beyond any 

attainment that godliness without cleanliness can hold.”
284

  Still others use the term 

“cleanliness is godliness” more broadly in reference to general sanitation and may or may 

not refer directly to excrement, but the implication is clear.  

 One paper published by the American Public Health Association in 1875 by Dr. 

John Peters from New York used the term “Cleanliness is next to Godliness” in reference 

to how efficiently the Japanese are at removing their excrement from their cities.
285

 In 

1863, the hydropathy journal The Herald of Health editor published an article that uses 

the same phrase, qualifying it by writing that he does not just mean cleanliness on the 
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surface, but “cleanliness of the blood and secretions” as well, also bringing up 

excrement.
286

 The Eclectic magazine from 1871 included a piece on the phrase 

“cleanliness is next to godliness” in a section on religion and morals. It read “Cleanliness 

is part of the system of the God of law and order. That which, spread on our gardens and 

fields, turns to fresh beauty, life, and fruitfulness, out of its place becomes the cause not 

only of offence, but of disease and death to man and beast.”
287

  Another notable example 

of the marshalling of Christianity to improve hygiene was Virginia Randolph, an African-

American teacher paid for by the Jeanes Foundation, a fund set up to help African-

American schools in the south. In Randolph’s first report she wrote that “It must be 

impressed upon the minds of the pupils that ‘Cleanliness is next to Godliness,’ and when 

this law is obeyed, they have conquered a great giant.”
288

 Randolph’s attitude was also 

quite present in Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee Institute, which was very serious 

about hygiene and connected it with religion.
289

 

 And in a report made to the Illinois legislature in 1873, sanitarian S.W. Shattuck 

of Champaign wrote, “I believe that cleanliness is next to godliness, that proper sewerage 

is the basis of all sanitary reform.” He continues to admit that a water-based municipal 

sewage system—though it doesn’t lend itself to recycling of the excrement—is the most 

sanitary way to remove excrement from homes. In his relatively brief report he also 
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quotes Deuteronomy 23:12 in support of his argument that proper sewerage is a product 

of civilization. It should be no surprise then that he also repeatedly refers to excrement in 

cesspools—that is, excrement not being carried away from the home—as “evil.”
290

 One 

sanitary engineer, in a meeting of municipal and sanitary engineers in Birmingham, 

England, said that he considered cleanliness to be “before godliness.” However, even 

though Birmingham and Manchester were without modern sewage systems, he wouldn’t 

argue that the two cities “must therefore necessarily be Godless towns.”
291

  

 “Cleanliness is next to Godliness” was such a widespread phrase by the 1880s 

that Pears Soap used it in a series of advertisement with famous minister and brother of 

Catharine Beecher, Henry Ward Beecher, appearing in such magazines as The Ladies 

Home Journal. The copy read “If Cleanliness is next to Godliness, soap must be 

considered as a means of GRACE, and a clergyman who recommends moral things 

should be willing to recommend soap."
292

 His advertisements for Pear continued even 

after his death in 1887.  

 William Hammond, surgeon general of the Army, was one of the many who 

referred to excrement-tinged air in Manichean terms: “The water closets [of the West 

Philadelphia Hospital] are constructed after a bad plan, and though the trough may be 

regularly emptied every hour, the excreta remain in it that long, and render the air of the 
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wards more or less impure. The extension of the pavilions on the south side has added to 

the evil.”
293

 In fact, “evil” was perhaps the most common euphemism for excrement in 

the late nineteenth century. More is discussed on this topic in the following chapter.  

 The consequence of this new arrangement for women was easier entrance into the 

public sphere; the consequence for excrement was its swift removal via flushing and 

easier acceptance of our modern-day sewer system. The application of the Judeo-

Christian values regarding sanitation—the common use of the term “evil” to describe 

excrement, quoting Deuteronomy 23:12 either explicitly or implicitly, invoking the term 

“cleanliness is Godliness”—functioned to hasten excrement’s removal from the domestic 

realm. Indeed, it makes sense that this passage resonated with Americans in the late-

nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the specific, persuasive logic used by these authors of 

these medical, health, and homemaking articles consequently made excrement “evil” in a 

very powerful sense.  

2.6 Public Defecation 

According to sanitation engineers George B. Davis and Frederick Dye, “[t]he inception of 

public conveniences is, without a doubt, due to the late George Jennings (the founder of 

the present firm) who, however, did not live to see his advanced ideas in this direction 

realized. It was in 1858 that he first called public attention to the defilement of our city 
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thoroughfares [. . .]”
294

 George Jennings had a novel idea about public restrooms: “I am 

convinced the day will come when public lavatories, replete with every convenience, will 

be constructed below the pavement level.”
295

  Davis and Dye did not share his idea for 

urban, subterranean public restrooms, but they did include in Treatise several plans for 

palatial public restrooms for both genders and staffed by two attendants. They continue 

with a rare boldness, even for late-nineteenth century sanitarians: “It is acknowledged 

that accommodation of the kind is an absolute necessity for the natural consequences of 

eating and drinking, and why there should ever be false delicacy in recognizing and 

providing for this cannot be explained. This strange form of modesty prevails, however, 

with the weaker sex, as public conveniences are, as yet, more often failures, financially 

and practically, than a success.”
296

  Davis and Dye were correct in their assessment that 

public restrooms would not be a booming new business. 

 Public restrooms had actually been in existence for several hundred years (at 

least) in Ancient Rome.
297

 These public restrooms were often attached to the public 

bathhouses, which could be spaces of ruckus behavior. Seneca complained in the first 

century A.D. about the noise and rowdiness occurring in the bathhouses.
298

 Even though 

the restrooms were built over fully operation sewer lines connected to Rome’s main 
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sewer—Cloaca Maxima—the rooms themselves were not lit well or ventilated properly 

and they were likely co-ed, perhaps lending them to illicit behavior. Some were also 

decorated with fountains for hand-washing and statues. The actual toilets consisted of 

marble benches along the walls with holes cut out of the seats.
299

 As such, there was no 

privacy whatsoever. Small streams of water ran by the defecators’ feet, presumably so 

they could clean the sponge attached to the end of a stick that they used for cleaning 

themselves.
300

  

 Although some questions remain regarding the public toilets and customs in 

Roman toilets, the stone architecture presents modern historians with enough evidence to 

make some basic conclusions about them. Oddly, we know comparatively little about 

public toilets in the U.S. even in the late nineteenth century. Plumbing and Mechanical 

Magazine has credited The Tremont House in Boston with having the first public (not in 

the sense that it was open to the public outside of paying guests) bathrooms with modern 

plumbing. Built in 1829 by prodigious architect Isaiah Rogers, it had eight toilets on the 

ground floor and several more “bathrooms” (for bathing) in the basement.
301

 It was a long 

time before hotel rooms came with their own private toilets; Rogers’ set-up with the 

toilets on the ground floor was common throughout the 19
th

 century. Very few American 

cities had municipally owned water closets or “comfort stations.” Europe, by contrast had 

many. A National Purity Congress poll taken in 1894 revealed that Chicago had no public 
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toilets or urinals; Boston reported 21 urinals; St. Louis had no urinals or stalls aside from 

a few provided in parks; Brooklyn, likewise, only provided a few in the parks; 

meanwhile, Birmingham, England has over 500 stalls and urinals; and Liverpool had over 

800.
302

  In 1894, members of the National Purity Congress (of which Anthony Comstock 

was of course a member) actually called for American cities to attempt to rival Europe’s 

cities regarding public baths and toilets in order to increase cleanliness and hence 

purity.
303

 Not all public water closets turned out to be bastions of purity, however. One 

public water closet was reported to the State Secretary of Indiana in 1888 situated in the 

“courthouse yard.” The county health officer complained that despite cleaning it often it 

“smells to heaven” and was the county’s only “glaring nuisance.”
304

 Although there was 

most certainly a shortage of sanitary places to defecate in the city, few cities responded to 

that need by the 1890s. New York and Boston were two that eventually built large public 

comfort stations with toilets. Chicago began to do the same at the turn of the century.
305

 

But there were some semi-public options for citizens needing to defecate in the city when 

away from home. Men could and did urinate on the street, and the most likely could 

defecate in privies behind saloons, and more wealthy men may have been able to use the 

facilities in restaurants, department stores, and private clubs.
306

 Throughout this country’s 

history, women have always had a more difficult time finding accommodations; 
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oftentimes the men who made decisions about where to locate a toilet did not want 

women participating in the public sphere in the first place.
307

  

 One notable exception to this trend was the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. Out of 

the more than 3000 total toilets at the fair, the Clow Sanitary Company, owned by 

William E. Clow, installed 2,221 of them, complete with wash basins. While a third of 

these were free to the general public, the rest were furnished with upscale accoutrements 

and cost five cents to use. This arrangement effectively created a class hierarchy of toilets 

and, as tickets were required to use the pay toilets, turned the modern conveniences into 

an attraction itself. It also caused some confusion and anger in fairgoers who were under 

the impression that the only toilets they could use were the pay toilets. They were located 

in 32 spots around the fair, and may be the first large-scale pay toilet arrangement in the 

United States. It is unclear how much Clow paid to build and move the toilets to the fair 

or what he did with them afterwards, but he did manage to gross over $300,000 over the 

course of the fair.
308

 And insofar as the world fairs are understood as opportunities for the 

host countries to advertise their modernity and progress, this fair no doubt showed its 

international visitors that it had relatively high sanitary standards.
309

  

Nevertheless, standing in stark contrast to the anxiety and morality that surrounded the 

indoor water closets in the U.S. from the Long Progressive Era, most public restrooms at 

that time functioned as spaces of relative freedom. While behavior inside public 
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restrooms is lost to history, patrons of them quite often left their own wisdom on the 

walls for future generations to study.  

One such collection of public toilet graffiti comes from the folklorist Vance 

Randolph, in his two-volume Unprintable Ozark Folksongs and Folklore, published 

posthumously in 1992. The idea was first proposed to him by renowned psychologist G. 

Stanley Hall in 1915.
310

 Randolph, perhaps in jest, used the Latin “inscriptoria” and 

“latriniana” to refer to the “wall-scribblings” of public restrooms. One poem was 

contributed by a man named “Mr. B.C.” of Salem, Missouri. According to Randolph, “he 

says his grandfather found it in a local privy during the War Between the States, and that 

the tax was a war measure of the 1860s.” It read as follows:  

 When you come here to leave your wax 

 Don’t forget the old War Tax,  

 Article second, chapter third 

 Says put a stamp on every turd.
311

 

Much of the privy poetry Randolph found was political.  Interestingly, Randolph notes 

that although writings in women’s toilets are less prevalent than those in men’s toilets, 

the women write inscriptions that “are quite as nasty as those found in back-houses 

frequented only by men.”
312

  He also notes that of the graffiti collected by Allen Walker 
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Read and the graffiti he collected, the themes of the poetry ranged from sexual 

solicitations (usually homosexual) to urination, to humor dealing with excrement.
313

 

 Occasionally, Read came across evidence of either old graffiti or graffiti that was 

passed down over the course of the decades referring to a historical matter. One example, 

as follows, refers to the sinking of the USS Maine in 1898 in Havana Harbor:  

  Remember the Maine 

  The sinking Ship 

  So pull the chain 

  And sink your shit 

              —Longfellow
314

 

Even nineteenth century toilet graffiti tried to mix wit with breaking the taboo of 

defecation. The satirical reference to Longfellow aside, older graffiti appears decidedly 

more literary than graffiti in the present era.
315

  

 Lexicographer Walter Allen Read, author of Lexical Evidence from Folk 

Epigraphy in Western North America: A Glossarial Study of the Low Element in the 

English Vocabulary from 1935 and fan of colloquialisms, justified his study of epigraphy, 

or latriniana, or inscriptoria or (below) latrinalia, with the following:  

The word defecate would be fitting for a process carried out with a 

sterilized silver tube under the supervision of a doctor, but not for an act 
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so commonplace in everyone’s life. That any one should pass up the well-

established colloquial words of the language and have recourse to the 

Latin defecate, urinate, and have sexual intercourse, is indicative of grave 

mental unhealth.
316

 

For Read, then, privy poetry was a liberating violation of social constraints that forced 

too much haughtiness of tone. Perhaps the lewdness of the act of defecation or the semi-

public (yet private in the sense that the scribbler is isolated from the view of others) 

medium, or a combination of the two, provided an ideal setting for a practice that has 

lasted for several centuries.   

Another set of records of pre-21st century bathroom graffiti has been collected 

and critically interpreted by the folklorist and anthropologist Alan Dundes.
317

 In a paper 

entitled “Here I Sit: A Study of American Latrinalia,” presented at the 1966 California 

Folklore Society at Davis, California, Dundes stakes a claim for the relevance of 

latrinalia or “shithouse poetry.” Arguing more broadly for a place for scatological matters 

in the humanities, he writes “Germane to the present study is the lack of data in standard 

ethnographies on defecation and urination. When, where, and how are these acts 

performed? When and how precisely is toilet training for infants introduced? One can 

read an entire ethnography without ever coming upon any reference to these daily 

necessities. The study of man must include all aspects of human activity.”
318 

Perhaps 
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what is most poignant from Dundes’s study is the well known fact that the bathroom 

served as a place of relative social freedom. Utterances considered unacceptable in 

society are freely and animatedly recorded on the bathroom walls. Even though there is 

no synonym for bathroom in standard English that refers directly to the acts of defecation 

or urination,
319 

the walls around the toilet no doubt offer a space for bawdy and elicit 

solicitations and musings, as expressed by the piece of latrinalia below:  

  Some people come to sit and think 

  Others come to shit and stink 

  But I just come to scratch my balls 

  And read the bullshit on the walls
320

 

This bit of self-conscious graffiti legitimizes itself by pointing out the commonness of the 

practice of writing on privy walls. And by no means is this a practice limited to the 

twentieth century. It is quite likely that much of what Dundes found were permutations of 

much older bathroom poetry. After all, even the Ancient Romans were practiced in the 

art.
321
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2.7 Conclusion 

 The intimate space of the home’s bathroom, under the domestic watch of the 

female head of house and often a Judeo-Christian ethos, and the social space of the public 

restroom, represented by its relative anarchy, both places for defecation, could hardly 

have operated under more disparate codes of behavior. Many factors came together to 

alter the place where Americans defecated. The advent of running water made it possible 

to have a water closet inside the house. Some before that time used earth closets and a 

tiny minority, such as Thomas Jefferson, were able to build indoor toilets with long 

chutes underneath connected to a tunnel where the slaves could go to clean up the mess. 

But for most of America, indoor toilets were installed only after the introduction of a 

waterworks system in a community. This trend began in the 1850s and continued 

piecemeal through the country until the turn of the century. During that period, new 

houses began to include an entirely new room for the water closet. At first this new room 

created a great deal of anxiety in the home-dwellers, as the architecture reflects; miasma 

theory of contagion continued to be believed even beyond the turn of the century. Many 

homeowners retrofitted their homes by putting the new water closet in what was a closet 

or small bedroom.  

 With such an important routine act now being done inside the domestic sphere, 

the implications of this move were profound. First and foremost, the detail of making 

sure the excrement was cleared from the house was now the woman’s. Domestic and 

plumbing manuals frequently told women that keeping her home free from miasmas and 

the excrement that caused it were her duties. One positive consequence of this shift is that 
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it contributed significantly to women’s reputations as sanitation experts, facilitating the 

transition to similar positions in the public sphere for many women. Lugenia Hope, 

Catharine Beecher, Ada Sweet, Harriette Plunkett, Virginia Randolph, and many more all 

gained prominent public reputations and some of them built careers as “municipal 

housekeepers,” in part because of the authority afforded to them by knowing the proper 

way to deal with excrement. Meanwhile, a plethora of media in the late-nineteenth 

century used Deuteronomy 23:12 to denounce excrement as an “evil” that needed to be 

excoriated and expelled from the home as swiftly as possible. On top of the assumed 

health reasons for flushing it away immediately, women were also compelled by moral 

reasons to keep their homes pure, and free of the unholy “filth taint.” So as soon as the 

practice of defecation entered the home, it became doubly imperative to get it out. While 

the American home’s bathroom during the Long Progressive Era was under strict 

supervision of god and the woman of the house, the public bathroom was a social space 

defined by defiance.  Although it is impossible to know of the many activities that may 

have gone on in the public bathroom, one activity—privy poetry—was intended to last. 

Some folklorists who came slightly later realized the impermanent nature of the graffiti 

and preserved it in books and articles.  

 In all, many things changed for defecators during the Long Progressive Era. The 

nature of that change depended greatly on one’s gender, social class, and geographical 

location. Most Americans acquired water delivery systems and sewers by 1920, or at 

least had access to indoor, sewered toilets. And, as the Long Progressive Era was also the 

time when women gained unprecedented access to the public sphere and municipalities 
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took on enormous public works projects and responsibility for a healthy populace, the 

implications of those changes were considerable. As the next chapter demonstrates, 

excrement had meaningful interactions with several other trends of the Long Progressive 

Era—specifically diet reform, exercise, and the rise of medical science.   
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Chapter Three—Eliminating the “American Disease:” Waste and the 

American Body322 

3.1 Introduction 

 

The previous chapter discussed how life changed for Americans during the Long 

Progressive Era when the toilet moved inside. With the introduction of new waterworks 

and sewer systems, Americans were pressured by municipalities, health experts, and 

sanitarians to abandon previous methods of excrement removal and adopt the water 

closet. The toilet (and the act of defecation) thus began its move from the outhouse to the 

indoor water closet, and as such fell under the dominion of Judeo-Christian morals. 

Naturally, this shift affected gender relations, architecture, and helped reinforce class 

divisions. Sewers also helped abate cholera and typhoid outbreaks; however, without 

proper sewage treatment, the dangerous pathogens were often simply sent downstream to 

the next town. The new way that Americans dealt with excrement via the toilet and the 

bathroom also contributed to the larger matrix of Long Progressive Era attitudes toward 

excrement: facilitating the transformation of excrement from a commodity to a waste in 

the broader sense of the word. This chapter turns to the province of the body: specifically, 

how Americans reacted to the idea that their bodies created and harbored something as 

supposedly poisonous and dangerous as excrement.  
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 Due to a variety of factors, the late nineteenth and early twentieth century was an 

era in American history in which unprecedented attention was paid to the body. 

Prominent men in American culture such as Sim D. Kehoe (Indian club swinger and 

exercise enthusiast), Theodore Roosevelt, Dudley Sargent, Eugene Sandow, and Bernarr 

Macfadden trumpeted the extraordinary capabilities of the human body if only it was 

fine-tuned and vigorously trained. Others such as Sylvester Graham, John Harvey 

Kellogg, James Jackson, Ellen White, and Horace Fletcher glorified the role of a proper 

diet in human health to the end of creating a healthy and robust body. Furthermore, the 

industrial revolution in the U.S. in the second half of the nineteenth century provided a 

relatively new and powerful metaphor, the machine, for how Americans could make 

sense of the mysteries happening inside their bodies. All of these factors—the 

physicality, the focus on diet, and the machine metaphor—were magnified near the turn 

of the century because of the rapid proliferation of media via newspapers, magazines, and 

journals, many of which catered specifically to the new concerns Americans paid to the 

body.  This climate contributed in some rather unique ways to the radical transformation 

of excrement into actual and metaphorical waste. As a result of this transformation, 

excrement was not only something that had to be eliminated from the house, but 

something that had to be evacuated from the body as quickly as possible.  

This chapter maintains that it was the confluence of these factors, along with 

excrement’s new consideration as corporeal waste that ultimately determined that it was a 

waste in the universal sense of the word. The late-nineteenth century’s focus on 

efficiency and civilization allowed Americans to consider excrement a social and 
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economic waste in a way that they had not previously. And indeed, the social and cultural 

forces caused by this era of intense, semi-rational fear of human waste were strong. The 

American Long Progressive Era witnessed a society in which constipation was thought to 

cause not only diseases such as tuberculosis and cancer, but also death. By some expert 

accounts, constipation led to insanity, suicide (even “double suicides”), and homicide.
323

 

One author even keyed into Victorian-American anxieties about sexuality and claimed 

that constipation in young girls carved a path straight to masturbation. Neurasthenia, the 

other faddish illness of the day, certainly caused rational and irrational fears in the 

American populace, but constipation’s consequences were arguably more dire and its 

presence more ubiquitous. The medical and marketing frenzy that naturally followed in 

the wake of the fears of autointoxication led people to eat sand as a cure. It also led to a 

marked increase in the use of enemas and rectal dilators in addition to stool softeners, 

laxatives, purgatives, fiber-rich cereals, interesting exercises, and even rectal electrode 

therapies. Many patients of constipation even had significant parts of their large intestines 

removed so that the “kinks” would not impede the normal path of the excrement from the 

small intestines to the rectum.  

The Progressive Era’s quest for efficiency also played a significant role in this 

transformation of excrement. The body as machine analogy was nothing new to the U.S. 

during this period. But the comparison gained an enormous amount of currency as the 

industrial revolution in the U.S. took off and as Americans paid unprecedented attention 
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to the body’s capabilities—via exercise, diet, and defecation. Some even posited the 

possibility that, if given a perfect diet and if one masticates properly (excessively), the 

body wouldn’t have to produce any excrement at all and defecation would be obsolete. 

Most did not go so far, but nevertheless, excrement’s place as human waste was 

reinforced and reified as a poisonous danger that doesn’t belong in the human digestive 

system.  

 In the process of this transformation, a gulf widened between the physiological 

body (the real body) and the constructed body. This gulf can be understood as a case of 

medicine being under-informed and simply incorrect about the complex processes of 

digestion. But we are also obligated to seek an answer for why the body was 

misunderstood in this specific way, a way that led a distressed public to think that the 

natural process of their own digestion was killing them, causing them to kill others, or 

leading them to sinfulness. The answer is not simple. Eventually this gap was bridged as 

technology improved and medicine got smarter—debunking some of the harmful myths 

that led American society during the long Progressive Era into a state of paranoia. 

But the imprint that paranoia left on American culture and society is profound 

enough to be evident not only in the way we think about human waste today and the 

infrastructure that reflects that attitude, but also in the way the body (and its effluent) was 

used to classify and subjugate non-Anglos around the turn of the century.  In the case of 

municipal sewering, these projects informed a large number of health reformers and 

physicians to make analogies between the body and the city in order to emphasize the 

notion that the anus was essentially the same thing as an open sewer drain. But the 
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relationship became like a feedback loop as these worries increased anxiety in general 

about the danger of excrement and quickened the process of municipal sewer building 

that has continued since then without much reflection. 

Further, the body—already the site of swirling gender and class politics by the 

turn of the century—became the site of racial and ethnic discrimination based in large 

part on the idea that excremental practices of non-whites were savage or “pre-civilized.” 

Chapter 4 explains this shift more fully, but it is important to keep in mind throughout 

this chapter that a broad spectrum of the social reality of Americans was influenced by 

the excremental politics at work. Making this point clearer is that the logic quite often 

used to justify such attitudes, Christianity and civilization, were already aligned with the 

white, American mainstream. And it was often used on its own to justify subjugation of 

non-white Native Americans, immigrants, and foreigners alike.   

 This chapter first links the problem of constipation with general assumptions 

about human digestion. While I do not intend to pose as a medical authority on 

gastroenterology, it is important to note where and why various health reformers diverged 

from medical or biological fact. The chapter then moves toward a brief history of 

constipation leading up to the Gilded Age and Progressive Era. Constipation was hardly 

new to Americans by the beginning of the Civil War. However, certain new milling 

processes and agricultural developments likely contributed to a rise in the frequency of 

constipation during the early part of the Gilded Age and thus played an important social 

role in the transformation of the social and cultural meaning of excrement. This chapter 

also showcases a series of prominent health reformers connected by both ideology and 
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personal relationships, beginning with Sylvester Graham and continuing through Ellen 

White, James Jackson, Horace Fletcher, John Harvey Kellogg, and Bernarr McFadden. 

Each of these reformers played an important role in the story of autointoxication. I then 

detail the many “dangers” these health reformers and other felt were imminent in patients 

with constipation in order to provide some context for the many contraptions, bad ideas, 

and outright dangerous methods some doctors used to cure it. I end the chapter with an 

analysis of the effects of efficiency, civilization, and the Judeo-Christian tradition on 

waste as it became a tool for empire building. Throughout, I seek to highlight the socio-

cultural forces acting on excrement as well as the fundamental role excrement played in 

American life during the Long Progressive Era. Overall, this chapter explains how fears 

of autointoxication contributed to the reformulation of excrement as not only a waste but 

a serious danger.   

3.2 Scope of the Problem of Constipation  

Food has long been considered a valuable window into the history of American culture 

and society. How foods are grown reveals a great deal about the economy, infrastructure, 

and sometimes the values of a society. What foods are available to us locate us in a 

specific geosocial sphere. The foods we choose to eat within that sphere often speak 

volumes about us uniting and dividing us by our ethnicities, our economic status, and our 

social status.  How we cook those foods often pegs us to a certain time and usually a 

plethora of traditions handed down to us. And the communion (or lack thereof) we 

experience as we share that food has often been considered a sacred ritual. Food, at 
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whatever stage, has provided us keys to understanding culture and society—that is, of 

course, until the food enters the digestive system and the nutrients are taken from it. At 

that point food/bolus seems to become irrelevant. But it is at that point, once the first bite 

is taken, that food undergoes its most radical transformation.  

So at what point does food become fecal matter or excrement?
324

 And why does it 

seem to lose all of its cultural and social relevance once digestion occurs? Regarding the 

first question, doctors do not agree on when precisely that 

transformation/transubstantiation occurs. Up until 1822 the whole process of digestion 

was a relative mystery. It was in that year that a Canadian fur trader named Alexis St. 

Martin was shot in the side of his abdomen by a musket. As his wound healed, a gaping 

hole in his stomach remained. An American army surgeon named William Beaumont 

cared for St. Martin and helped him survive his wound.
325

 Beaumont also recognized St. 

Martin’s unique wound as an amazing opportunity to understand digestion on a much 

more profound level. Curiously, St. Martin allowed Dr. Beaumont to perform many 

experiments on his gaping wound, including dipping food on a string into the patient’s 

stomach through the hole and pulling it out to see what sort of changes occurred to that 

food.  
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 There are many different names for the food as it passes through the digestive 

system: bolus,
326

 stool,
327

 alimentary mass,
328

 digestion-ash,
329

 intestinal content,
330

 

succus intericus,
331

 chyle,
332

 and chyme,
333

 to name a few.  And at some point it becomes 

fecal matter and then excrement as it passes out of the colon and through the rectum in a 

bowel movement. Historian James Whorton even calls it “waste” as it leaves the small 

intestine and enters the colon.
334

 Etymologies for both “excrement” and “feces” originate 

or were at least synonymous with terms used to describe what was left over after making 

wine. The dregs, the lees, or the silt, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, were 

constituted of the sediment resulting from the winemaking process.
335

 Medically 

speaking, the analogy is somewhat appropriate. We know now that the average lump of 

human excrement is about 75% water. And if we dehydrate the mass completely, most of 
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what is left is made of bacteria (predominantly dead bacteria). The rest is undigested 

food.  

So, technically, excrement is indeed waste produced by the human body. It is 

composed of matter left over from the process of digestion. But stepping back and 

viewing excrement from ecological, environmental, and economic perspectives, 

excrement was not waste at all. It was a valuable fertilizer, it was bought and sold, and it 

was a real part of everyday life of an urban and rural existence in the 19th century. The 

sanitation movement had profound effects on the fate of excrement—such as the indoor 

toilet and the modern sewer systems. The late-nineteenth century’s focus on the 

individual, on efficiency, and on civilization, however, allowed excrement to be 

considered a social and economic waste in a way that it hadn’t previously. This chapter 

maintains that it was the confluence of all these factors, along with excrement’s new 

consideration as corporeal waste that ultimately determined that it was a waste in the 

universal sense of the word.  

Nineteenth-century Americans, however, were convinced that the excrement that 

remained in the colon longer than normal effectively functioned as poison, leading to all 

kinds of sicknesses from tuberculosis to cancer to epilepsy. Auto-intoxication, as 

constipation was referred to since the turn of the century, was perhaps the most popular 

sickness of its time—more so even than the legendary catch-all ailment of neurasthenia. 

John Harvey Kellogg, cereal inventor and owner of the famous Battle Creek Sanitarium, 

put constipation in the center of American maladies of the early 20th century:  
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Torpidity of the large intestine is a condition very common among 

sedentary people, especially women. It is the result, in part, of eating fine-

flour bread and irritating condiments. One of the greatest causes—the 

chief, perhaps—is neglect to attend promptly to the calls of nature. When 

the feces are retained in the rectum, they become hard and dry through the 

absorption of their fluid portion. Thus a considerable part of this foul 

matter is taken into the system, permeating every fluid and tainting every 

tissue. The dry, hard residue becomes packed in the intestine, and makes 

defecation difficult, and is productive of several serious diseases of the 

bowels and other abdominal organs.
336

 

Compared to many doctors of the era, Kellogg understated the seriousness of constipation 

in this passage. Several decades later, in 1918, his tone had grown much more serious:  

Modern medical research has clearly incriminated the colon as the source 

of more disease and physical suffering than any other organ of the body. 

The artificial conditions of civilized life, sedentary habits, concentrated 

foodstuffs, false modesty, ignorance and neglect of bodily needs, have 

produced a crippled state of the colon as an almost universal condition 

among civilized men and women. Intestinal toxemia or autointoxication is 
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the most universal of all maladies, and the source of autointoxication is the 

colon with its seething mass of putrefying food residues.
337

 

How brutal this fate must have seemed to the upper crust American who valued 

civilization so much that their esteemed trait would lead to cancer if not treated. Kellogg 

addressed this consideration as well, calling “the civilized colon” a “Golgotha of 

pollution” and a “veritable Pandora’s box of Disease.”
338

  

Kellogg was far from alone in his belief that one’s own excrement was lethal if 

the bowel was not evacuated on a daily (or thrice daily) basis. In fact, very few medical 

experts contested this view. Arnold Ehret, German-American health reformer and one of 

the inspirations for the naturopathy movement, described constipation as a “crime” that 

can and should be fixed given its dire consequences: “[c]hronic constipation is the worst 

and most common crime against life and mankind—a crime unconsciously committed, 

and one whose full enormity is not yet fully realized.”
339 

Likewise, the Reverend Charles 

Brigham, writing in 1870, extended the negative ramifications of constipation far beyond 

the sufferer, blaming it for a wide array of social ills: “[m]ore of the wretchedness in the 

world is caused by digestive troubles than by any other cause, we might almost say than 

by all other causes together.”
340

 Writing two years earlier in a well known health manual, 
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William Hall used the human/machine metaphor and blamed retention of this bodily 

waste for 75% of one’s ailments: 

It is from the habitual failure to act out this almost intuitive truth, that three-

fourths of all the diseases arise, which torture the body, enfeeble the mind, and 

waste the life of civilized man. Three-fourths of all our ailments occur, or are 

kept in continuance, by preventing the daily food which is eaten, from passing 

out of the body, after its substance has been extracted by the living machinery, 

for the purpose of renovation and growth.
341

  

This belief that constipation was the root cause for many other diseases and for many 

undesirable acts was as mainstream and widespread (and incorrect) as the miasma theory 

was in early epidemiology. But when did this belief come about? And why does it appear 

that the entire late-nineteenth century U.S. was populated predominantly by sufferers of 

constipation?   

 Many historical celebrities have been quite forthcoming about their low motility 

and the suffering that it caused them. Martin Luther, for example, wrote extensively 

about his own digestive problems. Quite a number of his writings contra the pope were 

colorfully scatological. In fact, he quite often wrote some of his most well known work 

while sitting on his stone toilet trying to defecate, and allegedly had his “revelation in the 

tower” while sitting on “the cloaca” (Latin for sewer; sometimes used as toilet). 
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Napoleon and Henry VIII famously suffered from hemorrhoids, a common symptom of 

constipation. And Frederick the Great, the 18
th

 century Prussian King, once quipped that 

“All culture comes through the stomach.”
342

 While it is clear that digestion holds an 

important, if often understated, place in culture, and fears about improper digestion are 

not unique to any time or place, the American Long Progressive Era presented the most 

radical manifestations of these fears. The next section traces the constipation epidemic in 

the U.S. from the early nineteenth century, when health authorities began to grumble 

about proper diets, to the early twentieth century, when constipation was so feared that 

Americans ate sand and had important parts of their intestines removed.  

3.3 Prominent Figures and Events in the History of Constipation and Autointoxication  

3.3.1 Sylvester Graham 

The origins of the problem of constipation run deep and are not entirely unique to 

nineteenth century U.S. However, some social developments of nineteenth century 

contributed to constipation’s unique timeline in the U.S. Many historians have noted that 

the European/North American diet was one that was generally low in fiber. The European 

diet aside, one nineteenth-century phenomenon that most definitely had an impact on the 

U.S. diet was the proliferation of flour mills in the Northeast in the first half of the 

century. While refined white flour was hardly new in the nineteenth century (the Ancient 

Romans already baked a bread with refined white flour), it became much more common 
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as the mills proliferated and as millers simplified the refining process. For example, 

millers began using bolting cloth to remove the husks, the bulk. While the removal of the 

husks from wheat made for a finer, whiter flour, it also eliminated an important source of 

fiber from their diets, making constipation more normal. In addition, physical movement 

aids in the digestion process, and as more and more Americans turned to desk jobs and 

sedentary lives, another important factor in healthy digestion was removed.  

Sylvester Graham, one of the 19th century’s most prolific diet reformers, found 

refined flour to be among the greatest problems in American society. Graham was sick 

often as a youth, was raised with strict religious fervor by a minister father, and tended to 

be fanatical about his ideas.
343

 After Graham was ordained as a minister of the 

Presbyterian Church in 1826, he joined the Bible Christian Church, an Anglican offshoot 

that practiced vegetarianism. According to historian Ronald Deutsch, Graham was drawn 

to the Bible Christian idea that “there was a ‘natural’ kind of living for mankind, and an 

‘unnatural’ kind, especially in terms of eating.”
344 

Graham quickly began to associate the 

“unnatural” white flour not only with poor health but also moral decay. Whorton writes 

that the “lightened loaf was a physical evil because of its constipating effects, and a moral 

one both because it appealed to civilized society’s misguided desire for luxury and 

because it was a distortion of God-given natural wheat.”
345

 Graham’s own writing 

supports Whorton’s point, though Graham was perfectly willing to make the argument 

solely on physiological bases.  
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In A Treatise on Bread and Breadmaking, Graham wrote in 1837 that “[i]t is, 

probably, speaking within bounds, to say that nine tenths of the adults, and nearly as large 

a proportion of youth in civic life, are more or less afflicted with obstructions and 

disturbances in the stomach or bowels.”
346

 He points out that most diseases result from 

problems in the “alimentary canal,” and thus ultimately makes a vague version of the 

autointoxication argument that would be so prevalent two generations later. To this end, 

Graham also writes that in hundreds of chronic diseases that he has witnessed, 

“costiveness of the bowels has in every instance been among the first and most important 

symptoms.”
347

 Notably, Graham refrains from making the leap in logic to causally 

linking constipation and disease, a false link that doctors made for a full century after he 

wrote. The importance of Graham’s prescribed remedy—to avoid refined flour and 

indulge in whole wheat bread—however, was still not understated in Graham’s writing. 

Claims such as the ones that sexual excess causes insanity or that “folly in dress” killed 

80,000 Americans per year made doctors cast a “skeptical but curious and uncertain eye” 

toward Graham.
348

 Still, he had a devoted legion of followers, and many of his ideas, 

including those on fiber, gained traction as the century progressed.  
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3.3.2 Midcentury Milling 

Already by the early 19th century, bread was viewed through the filter of class.
349

 In fact, 

the Ancient Romans and Greeks already deemed white bread—a luxury at the time—to 

be a signifier of wealth and prosperity. A passage from Hippocrates actually specifies that 

one indication that white bread was healthier was that “it makes less faeces.”
350 

The fact 

that whole wheat bread caused bulkier stools led many doctors in the B.C. era to believe 

that it was not as nutritious as wheat bread.  But this process of yoking class and bread 

was repeated in the late Middle Ages in Northern and Western Europe as well.
351 

 As 

Italian historian Piero Camporesi writes, “The hierarchy of breads and their qualities in 

reality sanctioned social distinctions. Bread represented a status symbol that defined 

human condition and class according to its colour, varying in all shades from black to 

white.”
352

 Preferences certainly ranged from one culture to another. For example, 

Germans preferred the darker pumpernickel and rye, while the French preferred bread 

that had been refined and whitened. But for the most part, white bread—bread that had 

gone through the process of having the husks removed—was more expensive and more 

indicative of higher classes in the later Middle Ages.  
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Several factors came together in the 1870s and 1880s that likely increased the 

production of white flour and caused the production of a smaller percentage of whole 

wheat flour bread. One consequence of this dietetic shift would have been an upsurge in 

cases of constipation throughout the U.S. A significant change in the raw wheat market 

occurred in the 1870s when the Mennonite population, driven out of Russia by a change 

in the conscription laws, brought a Ukrainian hard winter wheat species into the Great 

Plains. The American debut of this particular wheat, also sometimes called the Turkey 

hard red winter wheat, can be traced back to a man named Bernhard Warkentin in Kansas 

in 1873.
353 

Previous to the hard red winter wheat, red fife, also from Ukraine, was used 

for several decades alongside other soft wheats. According to agronomists Paulson and 

Shroyer, the use of the hard red winter wheat, red fife, and the later Kubanka durum 

wheat was as profound an impact on U.S. agriculture as “the steam engine, the Bessemer 

Process, and electricity were to the industrial revolution.”
354

 The Turkey hard red winter 

wheat had several advantages over the soft wheat grown in the Plains and in the Midwest 

before its arrival. First, it is a hardier wheat and not as susceptible to the cold and the 

droughts. Second, and more significantly, although it made for a low quality whole wheat 

flour and bread, it made for a very high-quality white flour when the bran was 

removed.
355

  

Another change in the wheat consumption habits of the 1870s and 1880s—which 

may have contributed to a rise in constipation—occurred because of the adoption of a 
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practice called “new process milling,” which began in Minnesota, and incorporated the 

use of the new sifters in the method of bolting. According to Northwestern Miller editor 

Albert Hoppin in 1881, “new process milling,” used primarily in the decade before he 

wrote the article, can be broken down into four steps.
356

 Aiding in this process was the 

invention, or rather perfection, of the middlings purifier by Edmund LaCroix in 1871. 

This purifier used air flow to separate the three parts of the wheat. And according to mill 

restorer Theodore Hazen, LaCroix’s middlings purifier “made it possible for the 

Ukrainian hard wheat to be developed from an inferior [whole wheat] flour to a superior 

white flour.”
357

 In other words, the same process that was used to clean dirt and rocks 

from the grains was also then employed to clean the bran from the endosperm, resulting 

in a high-quality white flour that displaced wheat flour in the major wheat markets. This 

process had been used in slightly variant forms in the past, but it had never been done on 

such a large scale and so cheaply. According to Cadwallader Washburn
358

 biographer 

William C. Edgar, LaCroix’s purifier had such a profound effect on the proliferation of 

wheat that “it changed the industrial future of the [Midwest].”
359

 And it very well may 

have had a hand in changing the torpidity of Midwestern or even national bowels.  

Due to these advances, the price of white bread dropped significantly in relation 

to the price of wholewheat bread. In fact, by 1865 in England, white bread was actually 
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cheaper than whole wheat bread.
360

 Furthermore, many studies in the 19th and early 20th 

centuries stated that white bread was in fact more nutritious than whole wheat bread.
361

 

So despite the efforts of Graham and his Bread Reform League, there were compelling 

pecuniary, social, and academic reasons supporting the consumption of white bread over 

wheat. While it is not possible to confirm an increase in cases of constipation in the U.S. 

in the 1870s and 1880s, the technological and agricultural components necessary for such 

a shift no doubt existed.  

There was enough concern regarding the role of wheat in the American diet that 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture commissioned a study on the role of bread in 

American diets, which they published in 1900. Specifically, A Report of Investigations on 

the Digestibility and Nutritive Value of Bread explored the effect milling had on the way 

we digest these flours.
362

 Chemists performed a number of tests on four different types of 

bread (“ordinary wheat flour [white flour], so-called Graham flour, true Graham flour, 

and entire wheat flour”
363

) and the “feces” of 24 men who ate these breads. The bread, 

the excrement, and the urine produced were all weighed and tested for weight, proteins, 

carbohydrates, fat, and calories to determine the digestibility of each type of bread. The 

chemists determined that the results were inconclusive because of unsatisfactory 
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methods, but the very fact that the study was commissioned indicates a great deal of 

concern about the debate on bread and the excrement resulting from it.  

No matter how significant a role bread played in the history of constipation and 

the rampant fear of excrement, it was only part of the story. The inactivity resulting from 

an increase in management jobs and a 19th century diet that was high in fat and generally 

low in fiber, combined with snowballing fears of autointoxication all contributed to the 

growing constipation epidemic and the re-imagined role of excrement in society and in 

relation to the body. But to complete the story of the ascension of constipation in 

American society, it is important to go back to Sylvester Graham and the perspectives he 

passed on to future generations of health reformers.  

Whereas the general American populace yoked class and culture-based signifiers 

to the various types of bread, Sylvester Graham saw white bread specifically as a health 

and moral problem. In his book, A Treatise on Bread and Breadmaking, he quotes a 

Briton at length: “The eating of fine bread therefore, is inimical to health, and contrary to 

nature and reason and was at first invented to gratify wanton and luxurious persons who 

are ignorant both of themselves, and the true virtue and efficacy of natural things.”
364

 

This passage supports his larger point that white bread is for the wealthy and those 

lacking in morals. All of this is to say that constipation was no doubt a ubiquitous malady 

that was taken extremely seriously. And furthermore, the seriousness with which it was 

taken had profound consequences on the way Americans felt about excrement.  
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So although historian Ronald Deutsch considers Sylvester Graham to be one of 

his “nuts among the berries,” Graham was in fact at least partially correct by today’s 

medical standards. Removing his rhetorical flourishes and morality judgments from white 

bread, it is at least medically accurate to suppose that substituting white bread for whole 

wheat bread could (depending on how substantial a part of one’s diet bread was) certainly 

cause constipation. While mainstream America was, for the reasons mentioned above, 

moving quickly toward a diet rich in white bread, Graham and a significant number of 

alternative health advocates created a countercurrent seeking regular bowel movements 

(and sometimes a higher stratum of morality) by returning to whole grains.  

3.3.3 James Jackson 

James Jackson (1811-1895) was another of those alternative health gurus who 

fought a sincere battle against white bread and constipation. Jackson, who ran a 

sanitarium in Dansville, NY, was decidedly opposed to one’s excrement remaining in his 

or her body a second longer than necessary. As one of the central figures in the U.S. 

advocating hydrotherapy and as a medical doctor, Jackson had the connections and 

profile necessary to gain financial backing to buy his own sanitarium. And in 1858 he 

created the “Our Home on the Hillside” sanitarium and water-cure spa in Dansville, a 

health center that was arguably more successful than J.H. Kellogg’s Battle Creek 

Sanitarium.
365 

 Jackson fell ill in 1847 and sought treatment from Dr. S.O. Gleason at 
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water-cure spa in Cuba, New York. He recovered and became a devotee of the water 

cure, then studied to become a doctor himself.  

Various elements of water-cure were being regularly practiced in sanitariums such 

as Jackson’s Our Home on the Hillside. As constipation became a widespread problem, 

these “sans” proliferated the enema treatments that were increasingly more popular by the 

first decade of the 20th century. Jackson offered a therapeutic respite from constipation at 

his sanitarium in Dansville via a combination of diet, exercise, and various hydrotherapy-

inspired douches and enemas. Like Graham, Jackson recommended whole grains instead 

of refined flour. Proper digestion was central to Jackson’s preference for whole grains. 

He wrote that when nature called, one should “go to the closet at the appointed hour, sit 

for a few minutes, gently straining to effect a passage.”
366 

Drugs such as “Castor oil, 

Rhubarb, Aloes, in pills made of watery extract, Granular Citrate of Magnesia, Cascara” 

were a last resort for Jackson, only to be used when all other methods failed. Other 

methods to be tried before the abovementioned cathartics included bathing, water-

drinking, exercise, special baths (Sitz bath, hip pack (wet warm towel laid across 

abdomen), “fomentation of bowels,” “wet girdle,” “Cold flagellation” (this is where an 

attendant whips the abdomen of patient with strips of cold wet “crash” for 8-10 

minutes,
367

 hot and cold hand rubbing, enemas, manipulations (massages and exercises 

called “Swedish movements”), electric therapy via “faradizations of the spine and 
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bowels” 3-7 times per week—“Sometimes the introduction of one electrode directly into 

the rectum, the other being passed over the abdomen and back, constitutes an effective 

measure of treatment.”
368

 As a vegetarian and naturopathic doctor, drugs were, in 

Jackson’s mind, truly a last resort. He also advocated cereals and avoiding too much 

starch, using “meal instead of flour” when possible.
369

   

Jackson used the popular knowledge about the supposedly toxic “miasmas” 

arising from excrement to draw his own conclusions about the nature of excrement inside 

the body:  

Sewer gas in dwellings, or escaping into the streets, in quantity, is well 

known to have caused single cases of diphtheria, spotted fever, etc., as 

well as epidemics of these diseases. Should not, also, the utmost 

precaution be taken to secure perfect drainage  and sewerage for these 

human temples, if we would avoid sickness and untimely death, and their 

attendant evils?
370

 

He felt that the gases and the excrement itself “poison[ed] the blood and nervous centres, 

and disturbing the whole family economy.”
371 

Jackson was certainly not alone in making 

this intuitive—yet incorrect—analogy.  

Guests at Our Home on the Hillside were encouraged to live very regimented 

lives during their stay. Although they were encouraged to sleep long hours, wear loose 

clothing (no corsets for women or swaddling infants too tightly), and spend a good deal 
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of time in the fresh air, they were to practice efficiency and moderation, avoid 

“stimulation,” exercise in moderation, and “be regular in all of [their] habits.”
372

 That 

included avoiding alcohol and tobacco, and practicing thorough mastication of their 

meals (several years before Fletcher popularized the practice). The chapel and steady 

“unsectarian” Christian practices were the status quo at the Jackson san as well.
373 

James 

Jackson and his family believed strongly in the dual nature of humanity—that both the 

body and the mind are extensions of god. One former patient referred to it as 

“illuminated,” a “city set on a hill.”
374

 By 1897, the san had also acquired a “Moliére 

Thermo-Electric Bath” that sent waves of electricity coursing through the water. This 

contraption was intended to remove “poisons” from the body, and the yearbook 

description of the bath notes that it was especially helpful for aiding “congestion” of the 

“stomach and bowels.”
375

  

 Although Jackson himself was an ardent vegetarian, he did not want to impose the 

relatively unpopular idea onto his patients. Therefore, Our Home served meat regularly to 

those guests who requested it. They also served “Graham bread” as well as white bread, 

and all guests were treated to Jackson’s own invention, Granula—made from winter 

wheat—since 1863.
376 

Essentially twice-baked Graham crumbs, Granula resembled 
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Grape Nuts. According to Jackson’s grandson, James A. Jackson, the cereal was typically 

mixed with whole milk and left to sit overnight in the icebox. “In the morning, the glass 

was completely full of soaked Granula, and the top section was largely risen cream. This 

glassful was stirred and put into a cereal dish, then served with sugar and cream to 

taste.”
377

 Advertisements for Granula, and Jackson’s coffee substitute Somo, oddly did 

not specifically mention that it helped prevent constipation or any other ailment. By the 

late 1890s, however, the many Granula knock-offs usually made the constipation-

relieving qualities a centerpiece of their advertisements. Even those advertised in 

Jackson’s own publications, such as J.W. Clark’s “Phosphi-cereal Coffee” promised to 

cure constipation.
378

 Curiously, John Harvey Kellogg also “invented” a cereal named 

Granula. Since Jackson did so earlier, he sued Kellogg, who then modified the name of 

his version to “granola.”
379

 

Whereas the water cure and various water cure spas dotting the country 

popularized enemas among a relatively limited group of Americans, health spas such as 

Jackson’s Home on the Hillside and Kellogg’s Battle Creek Sanitarium brought enemas 

further into the mainstream and melded it with a very Christian set of health principles. 

Clara Barton once stayed at the sanatorium
380

 around 1880 to treat exhaustion, and 

reportedly had a very positive experience.
381

 Another of “Our Home on the Hillside’s” 

most prominent guests, and one whose stay was perhaps more consequential in the scope 
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of this work, was Ellen White, a former Millerite who co-founded the Seventh-Day 

Adventist Church. Ellen White was the person responsible for turning John Harvey 

Kellogg on to the ideas of natural living, vegetarianism, and full evacuations. In 1863, 

White, already by that time a religious leader propelled by vivid and symbolic visions of 

god, stayed at “Our Home” for three weeks. She returned to Battle Creek with her 

husband, new recipes from Jackson for toasted crumbs of Graham bread (essentially 

Jackson’s main ingredient for granula), and pamphlets on water cure and diet reform.
382 

 

By 1866, the Whites had started a health journal called The Health Reformer and opened 

a new health center called The Western Health Reform Institute in Battle Creek, 

Michigan. One member of the Seventh Day Adventist Church and a large donor to the 

Institute was John Preston Kellogg, father of 14-year-old John Harvey and 6-year-old 

Will Keith Kellogg. John Harvey Kellogg received his M.D. and took over the Institute in 

1876, renaming it the Battle Creek Sanitarium.
383

 Kellogg refined the standard water cure 

practice to put more emphasis on the enema when the Battle Creek San began.
384

  

3.3.4 John Harvey Kellogg  

Kellogg considered constipation a very serious problem that caused a number of 

illnesses, including “premature senility.”
385

 He claimed that not only is it dangerous for 
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adults, but “constipation is often the most serious obstacle in the way of the proper 

mental and moral development in children.”
386

 And “[o]ne bowel movement a day is 

positive evidence of constipation.”
387

 For that reason, “normal bowel rhythm 

unquestionably demands at least three evacuations daily.”
388

 If this doesn’t occur 

normally through proper diet habits, one should not hesitate to use an enema.  

Kellogg was an enthusiastic user of enemas and promoted their use very often for 

his patients. “If necessary,” he writes, “take an enema every night. Keep clean inside.”
389

 

Keeping clean inside was a general rule for Kellogg, but he also got much more specific 

as to why we need to be internally “disinfected.” In The New Dietetics, Kellogg explains 

the shortcomings of each part of the digestive tract and how to address these problems. In 

each case, the problem boils down to inefficiency in evacuating the “food residue” 

quickly enough to avoid putrefaction and the proliferation of unhealthy bacteria. 

According to Kellogg, the stomach harbors mold; the duodenum, “one of the great storm 

centers of the body,” is a  “receptacle of poisons” and can be disinfected along with the 

gall bladder by drinking “a solution of hydrochloric acid” thrice daily; the cecum “is a 

source of almost infinite mischief;” the ileocecal valve is “always incompetent and hence 

there is no hindrance to the extension of the infection into the small intestine and the 
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development of all the evil results of autointoxication.”
390

   And the lower colon simply 

can’t evacuate the excrement quickly enough, but that problem can be addressed with 

enemas containing B. acidophilus, according to Kellogg.
391

  

As odd and harmful as some of Kellogg’s treatments sound, he had a relatively 

accurate understanding of the digestive system, and many of his practices (e.g. the 

acidophilus enema) are still in use today. Nevertheless, he was very much a man of his 

era, and, combined with those of other contemporary doctors, his attitudes toward 

excrement go a long way in telling us how much of the U.S. felt about it. Like so many in 

the early twentieth century, Kellogg was a sincere follower of Horace Fletcher for several 

years. Fletcher believed in the notion of health through efficiency of living. The core of 

Fletcherism involved chewing each bite 32 times as the first step in efficient digestion, 

though he also advocated Fletcherizing “all their habits of life so as to get the most 

efficiency out of themselves.”
392

 Kellogg had Fletcher’s literature available in the lobby 

of the San, and a relatively large “Fletcherize” sign could be found in the dining room.
393

 

And they also exchanged a series of letters notable for their open discussion of 

defecation. In one, Fletcher wrote to Kellogg “I rank it as a very enjoyable operation if 

healthy conditions prevail and it is as agreeable as anything I know and if we could 
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indulge it as handily as do the birds without regard to the proximity of human beings and 

other worms crawling abou[sic] on earth, I would like to be doing it all the time.”
394

 

However, Kellogg was horrified by Fletcher’s unwillingness to stick to a regular 

defecation schedule (Fletcher claimed he produced so little excrement it was only 

necessary to defecate once every week or so compared to Kellogg’s three times per 

day)—Kellogg called this problem “the rock on which Fletcherism split and went to 

pieces as a system,”—he did advocate the Great Masticator’s call for “thorough 

chewing.”
395

 Kellogg also took issue with Fletcher’s diet, claiming that he did not eat 

enough roughage.
396

  

In order to provide “scientific” justification for his beliefs, Kellogg performed 

various experiments on human feces measuring the level of “intestinal putrefaction” in 

the excrement of subjects whose diet varied in terms of their protein intake. In a follow-

up experiment, he mixed excrement with various foods and left the mixture in an 

incubator for three days, after which he measured the levels of indole (a bacterial 

compound produced in the intestines) in each sample. The intent of the experiments 

seemed to be to prove that meats putrefy at a higher rate than other foods.
397
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Men such as Fletcher and Kellogg adopted and developed an attitude about the 

body that was unique to the Long Progressive Era. Drawing in part from the time/motion 

studies of Frederick Winslow Taylor, from the 1880s and 1890s, they found the human 

body to be nearly as perfectable as a machine so long as its functions were properly tuned 

and routinized. Another figure who took these beliefs in a slightly different direct was 

Bernarr Macfadden.   

 

3.3.5 Bernarr Macfadden  

Along with John Harvey Kellogg, weightlifter and publisher Bernarr Macfadden 

completes the line of influence of great health reformers concerned with excrement from 

the mid-nineteenth century to the early twentieth century beginning with Sylvester 

Graham. In 1929, MacFadden, who was no doubt influenced by the writings of Graham, 

Jackson, and Kellogg, and certainly knew of the successes of Jackson’s sanatorium and 

Kellogg’s sanitarium, bought Jackson’s Home on the Hillside and renamed it the Physical 

Culture Hotel.
398

 And his attitudes regarding constipation were very similar to those of 

Kellogg, Fletcher, Jackson, and Graham. In his Physical Culture magazine from 1901 he 

wrote the following in Kelloggian terms:  

It is internal cleanliness which must be sought for. It is this internal 

cleanliness that keeps the body ever free from disease, and it cannot 
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possibly be acquired and retained unless the circulation be regularly 

accelerated with some kind of muscular exercise. or [sic] a substitute is 

regularly used in the form of an internal bath or hot-air or hot-vapor 

bath.
399

 

MacFadden’s typical response to any health issue was that it should be addressed by 

vigorous “muscular exercise.” If the exercise itself did not cure the malady, the benefit 

one’s character would receive from being more muscular would likely prevent future 

sicknesses and alleviate current ones. Furthermore, like many doctors of the era, 

Macfadden noted that the trend was more pronounced in women and that many problems 

women complained of were due to constipation: “nine-tenths of the women who are 

nervous wrecks, have been reduced to that condition [neuralgia, headaches, hysteria, 

heart palpitations, nervousness] by the malady in question.”
400

  

Regarding the dangers of constipation, Macfadden is clearly in line with the 

doctors of the day who claimed that the excrement in essence poisons the bloodstream, 

causing diseases: “When the bowels become inactive, the poisons bred of waste matter 

that should have been eliminated, but are not, are distributed through the circulation, and 

then we have disease instead of health.”  But his get-tough attitude toward remedying 

constipation and fighting off autointoxication bears his own trademark sturdiness: 

“Constipation is due to a break in the functional powers. Hence, as a part of its cure, 

functional vigor must be restored by a system of general exercises designed for that 
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purpose.”
401

 He prescribed a series of exercises such as laying flat on the floor and 

pulling the left knee up to the chest,
402

 jumping up and down 300-800 times,
403

 and others 

in order to strengthen one’s core muscles. Throughout Physical Culture’s run and in 

various books, MacFadden took up the cause of fighting constipation a number of times, 

and always added something new. Typically, however, he prescribed eating raw 

vegetables, warned of the dangers of white flour, advocated raw fruits and nuts, and 

“thorough mastication.”
404

 In general, proper digestion and the timely elimination of 

one’s excrement was crucial in maintaining vigor and vitality.  

 

3.4 Dangers of Constipation 

A study of advertisements, medical books, and health journals from the middle of the 

nineteenth century to well into the twentieth century reveals that Americans were indeed 

in a perpetual state of morbid fear that their feces were poisoning them.  Constipation, 

they thought, caused not only the normal level of discomfort, but an enormous array of 

medical problems that we now know are entirely unrelated to constipation. Americans 

therefore went to great lengths to cure themselves of constipation; and entrepreneurs, 

quacks, and legitimate health experts were ready to offer solutions—some of which 
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worked, most of which failed in terms of cost-benefit ratio, many of which caused more 

complications than the vulnerable patient bargained for.  

Already in 1861 Americans felt that excrement was by nature poisoning the 

bowels and in turn the body. Therefore it was incumbent upon them to avoid constipation 

at all costs. Writing in The Water-Cure Journal in 1861, prolific author and doctor 

Russell T. Trall claimed that “[diarrhea] is an effort of nature to overcome morbid 

conditions and remove obstructions. It is remedial. It should be allowed to accomplish its 

work. To suppress it with drugs is simply to war upon the human constitution. This 

remedial struggle should be managed, regulated, directed, not subdued. It [defecation] is 

a process of purification which should be guided, not suppressed.”
405

 In other words, as 

unpleasant as diarrhea may be, the body sometimes requires it in order to expel the 

poisonous excrement.  

A good portion of the warnings regarding constipation remained as vague as 

Trall. This is especially the case in the 1860s and 1870s. Later in 1870, Dr. A.L. Wood, 

physician and owner of the New York Hygienic Institute, wrote “Any thing which causes 

constipation is conducive to disease instead of health. More ills and ailments are the 

direct results of constipation of the bowels than of any other one cause.” Wood also 

recommended not eating farina for breakfast anymore.
406

  Occasionally, however, experts 

employed more passionate rhetoric to make the same point. Sir James Eyre, from the 
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Royal College of Physicians, wrote that the stomach, “when it duly furnishes its pure 

functional secretions, is, like fire, invaluable,--as a slave; but otherwise it becomes a 

dangerous, because too powerful, despot!” The stomach can sometimes resemble “the 

rude violence of elemental strife, devastating by its impetuous fury all that impedes its 

disastrous course.”
407

 There is no excuse for anything less than daily bowel movements, 

according to Dr. Eyre, as laxatives and enemas are always options.
408

 Eyre goes on to 

refer to excrement as “hurtful”:   

The bowels and the bladder, as receiving the most hurtful excretions of 

our bodies, ought not only to be emptied when they crave relief, but a wise 

man waits not for this; and I would implore all of either sex to remember 

through life that they ought to anticipate, whenever they may be able, the 

call to evacuate the intestinal canal, and especially to get rid of the last-

named poisonous product; for this, of all others, is the most dangerous to 

our health to retain, even when composed of its legitimate qualities.
409

   

Even when digestion is normal and the body is healthy, then, excrement needs to be 

eliminated quickly. Claiming that the “best promoter of digestion is a contented mind,”
410

 

Eyre felt one should ideally defecate twice per day. Significantly, Eyre’s manners prevent 
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him from using the term “defecate,” preferring instead the euphemism “call to the temple 

of Cloacina.”
411

  

The legitimate debris of the constitution ought, each twenty-four hours at 

least, before absorption of it to any extent can take place, to be duly and 

habitually expelled or bad breath, offensive perspirations, drowsiness, and 

still worse evils will arise. My most healthy patients are those who have 

habitually two motions daily. Happy are those who require not ‘peristaltic 

persuaders.’
412

  

The term “peristaltic persuaders” is Eyre’s careful and indirect way of referring to 

enemas and laxatives, and “legitimate debris of the constitution” is his euphemism for 

excrement. Eyre insists that for proper digestion one exercises mildly before dinner and 

then lies “in perfect repose” after dinner.
413

  

Around the turn of the twentieth century, several “life guide” books were 

published, aimed at young men and women. Defecation was not a topic that the authors 

tended to shy away from. In What a Young Wife Ought to Know, Emma Frances Angell 

Drake reminded the reader no less than eight times of the importance of “daily evacuation 

of the bowels.”
414

 Another author of a similar book attempted to frighten the reader into 
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regular bowel movements with the inevitability of unacceptable impropriety. Mary 

Wood-Allen, in What a Young Girl Ought to Know, from 1905, warns that   

[s]ometimes when girls do not attend promptly to the daily movement of 

the bowels, the matter collects in the lower bowel, and little worms gather 

there and then wander out of the bowels into the other private parts to 

create irritation. The girl may try to quiet this itching by her hands, and so 

acquire the evil habit of solitary vice. But if she attends to eating simple 

food, to having the bowels move once a day, to keeping the private parts 

clean, she will not be troubled with this itching sensation, and so will have 

no temptation to allay it by the use of her hand.
415

 

For Wood-Allen, then, worm infestations resulting from constipation (from neglect) was 

not in itself threatening enough to dissuade little girls from ignoring their calls of nature; 

constipation led to masturbation. Kellogg already forged the link between constipation 

and masturbation twenty years earlier. He claimed that the “hardened mass” of excrement 

pressed on the male’s sexual parts, “causing excessive local excitement.”
416

 By extension, 

chronic constipation will eventually result with the patient compounding his suffering 

with “satyriasis.” This correlation between masturbation and constipation—a stretch, 

physiologically—were both considered by some Long Progressive Era Americans to be 

manifestations of impurity, vice, and violations of Christian doctrine. In many of these 

passages on the dangers of excrement, the authors adopt a quasi-religious tone. 
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 Alcinous B. Jamison, a New York City proctologist and clairvoyant, wrote several 

books about the dangers and cures of constipation. In Intestinal Ills from 1901 he wrote, 

“Millions of human being are sent to untimely graves by these ailments [caused by 

constipation]. Indeed, the body of nearly every human being is a pest-house of absorbed 

poison instead of being the worthy temple of a wondrous soul.”
417

 By Jamison’s 

estimation, the “protean monster” of constipation “deranges more lives with nervousness 

than any other pathological condition to which the flesh of man is heir!”
418 

 

Health experts seldom specified the exact ingredient in excrement that caused 

death and disease. Some, however, believed it was not the excrement itself, but the gases 

emitted by it that were dangerous. James Jackson intuitively applied the en vogue miasma 

theory of disease used in municipal sewering arguments to the body. Since “Sewer gas in 

dwellings” can cause well known diseases, humans should take care to “secure perfect 

drainage and sewerage for these human temples”
419

 Others perpetuated that analogy as 

truth, as well. Physician and author Josiah Oldfield, in his Constipation, and How to 

Avoid It, and How to Cure It, also insisted that it is the gases emitted from the constipated 

excrement that damage the large intestines—a strong testament to the lasting belief in 

miasma theory.
420
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Dr. Jogendra Lal Chundra, a member of the Royal Institute of Public Health in 

London writing in India in 1911, claimed “It is an absolute fact that 90 per cent of all 

diseases may be directly traced to some derangement of the stomach or intestines.”
421

 

Some doctors, however, specifically named what ailments were caused by excrement 

poisoning the body through the intestinal walls. “It rarely kills directly, but indirectly it is 

a great factor in producing disease and death. It is a great aid in building arteriosclerosis, 

heart diseases and chronic bronchitis,” wrote physician and author Rasmus Alsaker in 

1917.
422

  

The ill effects reportedly arising from constipation were not merely physiological 

in nature. Many doctors between 1860 and 1920 determined that there was a link between 

constipation and severe mental illness. According to the highly influential Austro-

German psychiatrist Richard von Krafft-Ebing, intestinal irritation and the toxic blood 

caused by constipation leads to insanity: “It cannot be doubted that the acute, and to a 

still greater degree chronic, inflammation of the digestive tract not only lowers the spirit 

of the people but calls forth psychoses which as a rule have the character of melancholia 

and hypochondriases.”
423

 

J. Ellis Barker even has a chapter in his Chronic Constipation: The Most Insidious 

and the Most Deadly of Diseases, Its Cause, Grave Consequences and Natural Cure from 
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1927 called: Chapter IV: “How Chronic Constipation Causes Insanity and Suicide” And 

in an article from Physical Culture in 1913 called “Insanity—its prevention and cure,” 

Bernarr Macfadden associate Carl Easton Williams wrote that “Auto-intoxication is a 

frequent cause of insanity, and since this is entirely a matter of nutrition and digestion it 

is both preventable and curable.”
424

 The stakes were much greater for some, however. 

Medical doctor W.H. Birchmore wrote an article that originally appeared in the American 

Journal of Clinical Medicine in 1906 and was reprinted in Physical Culture causally 

connecting mental illness and constipation. Entitled “Internal Uncleanliness a Possible 

Cause of Homicide and Insanity,” the article argued that “Biliousness, melancholia, 

homicide—such is the observed sequence now,” was the all-too-common pattern seen in 

murders across the country.
425

 In these cases, the “victim is intoxicated, drunk on the 

products of his own decomposition.” He continued: 

It has been shown by experts, that men have committed homicides in the 

first stage of this same poisoning, or drunkenness who, while legally 

responsible in the courts, were morally as irrational as any men could be to 

whom there had been given hashish without their knowledge. It was 

affirmed as a matter within the experience of all, that from time to time, 

cases appeared in which a man who was known to his neighbors, as one 

very careful of his health, would suddenly commit homicide, or suicide. 

Especially often was this the case of a mother, whose suicide was 
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accompanied or preceded by the murder of her child. The most of these 

cases were demonstrated by the clinical history to be cases of 

autointoxication (poisoning or drunkenness caused by the retained poisons 

of food), and there have been a number of ‘double suicides’ from the same 

cause. The evidence offered was simply overwhelming that madness, 

suicide and murder were absolutely the mental symptoms of the blood-

poisoning by the substances circulating in the blood, and absorbed by the 

intestines.
426

 

In addition to numerous homicides and suicides, Dr. Birchmore goes on to claim that a 

rash of child suicides in New York should be attributed to increasing instances of 

autointoxication. And furthermore, it is incumbent on physicians everywhere to take this 

threat more seriously. “Experts” in the field of health, such as Benjamin Lust and wife, 

assert their own claims attesting to the seriousness of constipation. Mrs. Lust even 

claimed that a quarter of all children die from “bowel difficulties.”
427

 

However overblown and sensational Birchmore and the Lusts painted the disease 

of constipation, they were by no means outliers in this discussion. James Jackson’s book 

about constipation from 1882 highlights the seriousness of the ailment worth quoting at 

length.   
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Among the many derangements of bodily functions to which human flesh 

is heir, there is, perhaps, not one more common, more chronic, or more 

disastrous in its effects upon the general health, than constipation. So wide 

is its sweep that it may truthfully be said to afflict humanity from the 

cradle to the grave. It embraces among its victims of both sexes, of all 

temperaments, nationalities, occupations, and habits. This evil is allowed 

insidiously to gain possession and finally to undermine the general health, 

because of the ignorance of the majority of the people in regard to its 

dangerous consequences.
428

  

In addition to the weight Jackson gives constipation, it is notable that his version of it 

does not discriminate in terms of race, gender, or lifestyle, putting him in contrast with 

many of his contemporary physicians and bureaucrats.  

 For Jackson, and for many of the mid-19th century water-cure and naturopathy 

advocates, the blame should be put on the nation’s shifting favor to white flour for the 

constipation plague. It was an anti-modernist stance that blamed new technological 

advances for straying away from the way things were supposedly always done. But 

Jackson and others also presaged the neurasthenia craze by several decades (and George 

Beard’s 1869 article "Neurasthenia, or Nervous Exhaustion" by one year ) by blaming 

sedentary lifestyles and “brain-work.” “A physician would know almost instantly that the 

constipation from which the person suffered was the natural and legitimate result of an 
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over-taxed brain.”
429

 This congestion of the brain led to “defective action of the bowel,” 

and then constipation ensued.
430

  

 Jackson was one of the health experts of the nineteenth century who took popular 

attitudes regarding miasmas and applied them to the “human sewer” system. He felt that 

the gases emanating from fecal matter in addition to the fecal matter itself that was 

destroying the otherwise good health of Americans.  

In constipation, where the bowels become more or less filled up with 

refuse matter, some of the most noxious gases and compounds are formed 

[  . . . ] The odor is often observed in the gas coming from the stomach and 

bowels of the persons troubled with indigestion and constipation, and 

indeed, they frequently complain of a rotten-egg taste in the mouth. This 

gas, in its poisonous effect, is similar to hydrocyanic or Prussic acid, only 

not so powerful. It is a very destructive agent in its interference with those 

vital processes concerned in ultimate nutrition, robbing the blood 

corpuscles of vitality, and preventing the transformation into tissue of the 

nutrient conveyed by the circulation, and of worn-out tissue into waste, 

thus poisoning the blood and nervous centres, and disturbing the whole 

family economy.
431
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Jackson’s description of the biological mechanisms making fecal matter internally toxic 

are slightly different from Oldfield’s, but the results are no less dire. According to 

Jackson in 1892, the “evils” of constipation, or the results of it, included the following:  

Headache, Dullness of mind, palpitation of heart, general malaise, 

Hypochondriasis, Insanity, Hysteria, Diseases of the sexual system, 

Dyspepsia, Chronic Intestinal Cattarh, Functional Diseases of the Liver, 

Dyspnoea or oppressed breathing, Ringing in the ears, Rush of blood to 

the head, Abnormal sensations of cold and heat in the extremities, Pains in 

the Back, Dragging and dull pains of the genitals, Pains in the thighs, 

Sense of abdominal distensions, Hemorrhoids, Ulceration of the colon and 

rectum, Peritonitis, chronic  and acute, Paralysis of the muscular coat of 

the bowels from over-distention.
432 

 

In an earlier list, Jackson included “nasal catarrh, sore eyes, sore throat, severe deafness, 

cankered sore throat, asthma [. . .] spermatorrhoea, leucorrhoea, piles, palsy, vertigo, 

apoplexy, insanity, chronic melancholy, hysteria, rheumatism, neuralgia, and scrofulous 

eruptions on the skin.”
433

 Clearly, constipation was considered by many doctors of the era 

to be the one seminal malady that caused dozens of other illnesses.  
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  The dangers of constipation, or autointoxication, as it came to be called closer to 

1900, seemed to have some root in basic intuition. After all, many diseases that struck 

Americans in the 19
th

 century had constipation as a side-effect. Though it was not the 

cause of the disease, as so many had thought, excrement was in fact a pollutant in many 

ways. Historian James Whorton identifies fecal contamination to be a spiritual and bodily 

pollutant to basic human perceptions: “Holiness seems to require wholeness and freedom 

from blemish. Dirt defiles, and bodily evacuations, in particular, whether mucous 

secretions, menstrual discharge, or feces, have been universally regarded as spiritual 

pollutants.”
434

  And, as detailed earlier, excrement was a serious environmental pollutant 

as well. On another intuitive level, however, excrement is a combination of food 

(presumably non-toxic) and gastrointestinal secretions used to break that food down, so it 

makes little sense that it would effectively poison one’s body if not evacuated 

immediately.  

But while it lasted, the autointoxication fad was hardly limited to alternative 

health doctors or unlicensed quacks. “[C]onventional physicians and researchers were at 

the forefront of developing the principles of autointoxication,” according to medical 

historian Micaela Sullivan-Fowler.
435

 Perhaps the first person to use the word 

“autointoxication” specifically to refer to poisoning via excremental putrefaction was a 
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French doctor named Charles Bouchard,
436

 who in 1887 wrote a book called Leçons sur 

les auto-intoxications dans les maladies. In it, he claimed that “Man is in this way 

constantly living under the chance of being poisoned; he is always working toward his 

own destruction, he makes continual attempts at suicide by intoxication. And yet this 

intoxication is not realized, for the organism possesses numerous resources which enable 

him to escape the intoxication which is always threatening.”
437

 Bouchard felt that the 

potass and ammonia specifically made excrement toxic.
438

  

Most histories of the idea of autointoxication trace it back to a Ukrainian Nobel-

Prize-winning scientist named Elie Metchnikoff of the esteemed Pasteur Institute.
439

 He 

wrote a book called Etudes sur la nature humaine in 1903, translated as The Nature of 

Man, in which he explained his theories about the harmful toxic putrefaction of fecal 

matter:  

The large intestine is the reservoir of the waste of the digestive processes, 

and this waste stagnates long enough to putrefy. The products of 

putrefaction are harmful. When faecal matter is allowed to remain in the 
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intestine, as in cases of constipation, a common complaint, certain 

products are absorbed by the organism and produce poisoning, often of a 

serious nature. 
440

  

Metchnikoff also believed that the “colon was a useless appendage, a vestige of a 

primitive state which evolutionary processes had unfortunately failed to eliminate.”
441

 

The theories of autointoxication had been popular in the medical community for several 

decades, but Metchnikoff was able to articulate it in more convincing scientific 

terminology, and his stature in the medical world no doubt contributed to the popularity 

of the disease.  

Although many doctors were skeptical of the autointoxication diagnosis, a 

venerated organization of medical science would not come down definitively either way 

until 1913, when the Royal Society of Medicine in London met to discuss “intestinal 

toxaemia” and openly questioned some of the more severe treatments for constipation.
442

 

Over the course of the next decade, the myth of autointoxication was more or less 

exposed as simply a myth. 

 One physician, Walter Alvarez, wrote a famous article in 1919 claiming that 

most cases his fellow doctors had labeled as autointoxication were actually something 

else—and occasionally the actual disease from which the patient was suffering had 
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constipation as a side effect. His article in the Journal of the American Medical 

Association claimed that autointoxication was not only a bogus diagnosis (he said it may 

happen in rare cases), but it was in fact counterintuitive to think symptoms such as fever, 

increased heart rate, and dizziness were caused by intestinal poisoning when those same 

symptoms subsided immediately after a bowel movement.
443

 He was correct. He was also 

correct when he wrote that “I feel sure that [the typical symptoms of autointoxication] are 

caused by the mechanical distension and irritation of the lower bowel by the fecal 

masses,” noting that patients complain of the same symptoms with various suppositories 

or rectal plugs.
444

 Another American doctor, Arthur Donaldson, reported in 1922 how he 

replicated the symptoms of supposed autointoxication by stuffing the rectums of four 

healthy men with cotton “pledgets soaked in petroleum and dusted in barium”—thus 

proving that symptoms such as headaches, sweating, and irritability were caused by 

distension of the colon, and not chemical poisoning.
445

  Judging by the advertising for 

products that remained on the market for several decades longer, the verdict determined 

by Alvarez, Donaldson, et al. took quite some time to trickle down to the masses. To 

make matters more confusing to patients of intestinal ills, those who profited from 

keeping the fear of intestinal autointoxication alive branded themselves as experts as 

well.  
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 It should be noted that constipation is not entirely incapable of causing severe 

health problems. Coprostasis, or fecal impaction, is a serious affliction that can even in 

very rare cases be fatal if left untreated. In a normally functioning bowel, the “bolus” is 

propelled through the intestines by peristaltic waves. But in some cases due to use of 

certain medications, nervous disorders, or a very rare illness called Hirschsprung’s 

Disease, the bolus simply does not move through the intestines. One such sufferer of 

Hirschsprung’s Disease was a 29-year-old man known only as the “balloon man.” He 

toured in freak shows and circuses until he died one day on the toilet. His autopsy 

revealed that his death was due to pressure exerted on the heart by his massive distended 

colon, which weighed 47 pounds at death.
446

 After his death in 1892, his colon was put 

on display at the College of Physicians in Philadelphia where one can still view it. But 

cases such as that of “balloon man” were extremely rare.  

 A look at the percentage of books mentioning certain key terms indicates that 

constipation was on a steady rise throughout the 19
th

 century. “Costiveness,” a term 

synonymous with constipation, was more common than “constipation” in 1800, but 

slowly fell out of favor and was very rarely used by 1900. “Constipation,” however, 

which replaced “costiveness” in the popular lexicon, steadily rose throughout the first 

half of the 19
th

 century and spiked twice: in 1882 and again in 1912. This rise in usage 

indicates that it was in fact a larger perceived problem (and perhaps a larger real problem 

as well) beginning in 1870s and dropping off precipitously in the late 1910s, soon after 
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doctors began to speak out against the belief that one’s excrement was toxic while 

making its normal way through the colon.
447

 

 

Figure 7. Occurrence of "autointoxication" and "constipation" in books and magazines from 1800 to 2000. The 

x-axis refers to the year, and the y-axis refers to the percentage of published material in which these terms 

appear.  

Likewise, the use of the term “autointoxication” was used beginning just before the turn 

of the century and plateaued in the 1910s. After the late 1910s, its use dropped off and by 

1930 it was seldom used at all. This arc coincides with the adoption of the term by 

doctors at the turn of the century and the decline of the term after the discussion by the 

Royal Society of Medicine in 1913 and the tests of Alvarez and Donaldson in 1919 and 

1922, respectively. Surprisingly, frequency of the term “constipation” fell even more 

sharply between 1915 and 1925. Nevertheless, the appearance of these terms in print 

media demonstrates that the panic subsided by the 1920s.  
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3.5 Cures 

A great number of health books recommended very simple, sensible remedies for 

constipation. Famous gynecologist Alice Bunker Stockham’s 1883 Tokology: A Book for 

Every Woman, for example, advocated patient and gentle straining, drinking cold water 

before breakfast, and eating whole wheat products. “A little intelligent care,” she writes, 

“will generally secure a call for defecation at a specified time.”
448

 She quotes James 

Jackson at length from his recently published Constipation, and she also quotes a Harvard 

Professor named Ephraim Cutter, who wrote in the American Medical Weekly that white 

flour is “foolishly fashionable flour,” and that “to use flour in which the gluten (from the 

bran) has been removed, is almost criminal.”
449

  But medical science of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century did not yet have a secure grasp on the workings of 

the digestive tract. Furthermore, as new media proliferated and quackery in the name of 

“progress” became lucrative, many new health reformers and physicians offered their 

own cures for constipation. All of these factors combined with the crescendo of fears 

regarding constipation led to scores of absurd and quite often harmful cures being shilled 

in magazines, books, and health journals. Some of the remedies are valid according to 

today’s medical science standards. Many, however, were not, but serve as a testament to 

the lengths Americans went to rid their bodies of excrement.  
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 One treatment called Vita-Bac, produced by Bergman Laboratories in New York, 

sold a milk that contained B. acidophilus, a popular remedy in the present day.
450

 

Another, named Clayton and Russell’s Stomach Bitters, featured on its label a naked 

muscular man wrestling two wild dogs. It contained 35% alcohol and was popular in “a 

community that has recently been deprived of its saloons” according to a letter sent to the 

AMA Fraud division by Dr. Jay Crowley from Rock Rapids, Iowa, an area with a strong 

temperance union presence.
451

 Likewise, Hufeland, the “original Swiss stomach tonic,” 

was 25% alcohol. The AMA determined it had no medicinal value outside of its alcoholic 

effects.
452

  

Physical exercise was of course a popular prescription for defeating constipation. 

Physician George Herbert Taylor encouraged his patients to engage in a number of 

exercises that that would speed the alimentary process along. Some of the exercise 

descriptions he gave, however, are difficult to decipher. He mentions 12 different 

movements such as “Wing legs angle backward lying, thighs rotation” and “Forward bent 

support standing, chin knocking.”
453

 The patient should combine four or five of these 

movements and repeat them until a bowel movement is achieved.  

Bernarr Macfadden also advocated various exercises and related physical 

activities. In addition to eating sand (he later changed his mind regarding Windsor’s 
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method), Macfadden felt that 5-10 minutes of abdomen slapping would help.
454

 In his 

book Constipation, Macfadden included scores of photos of exercises one can do to flush 

“the great sewer of the body”
455

—most of these exercises involved his central idea of 

strengthening one’s core muscles. “The stomach and all the important organs located in 

the vital centers must be vigorous, must possess normal strength, or severe suffering will 

ensue,” he wrote in 1903.
456

 Although it is doubtful that one can strengthen one’s 

organs—as opposed to the muscles surrounding one’s organs—Macfadden’s rhetoric 

resonated with the readership of one of the largest publishing empires in the country.
457

  

 Though Macfadden was certainly his generation’s leading advocate for vigor and 

physical strenuousness as a cure for nearly all maladies, so many Americans joined him 

on this bandwagon. The spectacle was often part of the appeal. Physician and professor 

Samuel Goodwin Gant wrote that “[i]f there is anything that writers on constipation are 

agreed upon, it is the fact that frequency of stools may be increased by exercise.”
458

 Gant 

also recommended massage with a “cannon- or bowling-ball, muscle-beater, or some one 

of the numerous massage-rollers,” adding that “muscle-beaters come with a long 

whalebone handle, to the end of which is attached a rubber ball, and are designed with a 
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view to stimulate muscular contractions with repeated striking of the muscle with the 

ball.”
459

 In addition to a number of sports and beatings, Gant recommended “driving over 

a rough road.”
460

 One nurse’s textbook from 1909 suggested patients indulge in 

“electricity, gymnastics, [and the] cannon-ball massage of the abdomen,” to cure 

constipation.
461

  

 The Zander Institute in New York, named after one of the fathers of 

mechanotherapy Gustav Zander, offered contraptions for aiding bowel movements in 

men and women. One of which, the “Circular Abdomen Kneading” machine, rotated two 

wheels in a circle around the user’s abdomen. This machine not only cured constipation 

by assumedly easing the bolus across the transverse colon, but “reduces hips and 

abdomen when used,” and is “invaluable to women who are inclined to stoutness.”
462

 A 

similar device was advertised beginning in 1917 called the Kolon Motor. “By localized 

massage treatment and exercise of the abdomen and intestines it induces regular and 

natural action of the colon with none of the injurious effects of physics,” one ad 

claimed.
463

 The costive patient attached one end of the Kolon Motor to the wall and the 

other was pressed up against the abdomen. Upon turning the crank, the plate at the 

abdomen end turned in a circle, thus massaging the large intestines from the ascending 

colon to the transverse colon to the descending colon. One advertisement cloaked as an 
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article in Popular Science Monthly claimed that the Kolon Motor helped keep “the colon 

sweet and clean” by “exercising the lazy muscles that cause constipation.”
464

  

 Dr. William Windsor, a professor of anthropology who also made money on 

matchmaking based on phrenological exams,
465

 marketed the “sand cure” for 

constipation. In one advertisement in his own book, the caption below a picture of 

Windsor reads “Dr. Wm. Windsor, ‘THE SAND MAN.’”
466

 Then the pitch reads as 

follows “The Fairy Tale of your youth described the “Sand Man” as the good spirit who 

brought sleep to your eye-lids. Dr. Windsor has brought restful sleep to thousands by 

producing a good digestion, without which perfect sleep is impossible.” Windsor did not 

simply rely on the double entendre of “sand man,” he also made this claim: “A 

Tablespoonful of Purified Sand taken after each meal promotes digestion, disinfects the 

Alimentary Canal, sweetens the Breath and positively cures Indigestion, Constipation, 

Chronic Diarrhoea, Summer Complaint and all disorders of the Stomach and Bowels.”  

The sand cure continued for more than a decade in the U.S., with advertisements and 

testimonials appearing as late as 1907. One alleged patient wrote in to Physical Culture 

to explain how it worked on him. He wrote that it is meant to “scour out the inside of the 

stomach, opening the pores that the gastric juice might come out the better and assist the 
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digestion.”
467

  After explaining which types of sand are the best for this anti-constipation 

treatment, Windsor also made the argument that it was the only real cure for appendicitis 

and other ailments. He wrote, “Unless you use sand, you cannot have clean bowels. 

Without clean bowels you cannot have health.”
468

 And for a time, Bernarr Macfadden 

also personally endorsed the sand cure before warning against it in 1906.
469

 

 Nonetheless, some alleged cures were relatively innocuous. Diocletian (Dio) 

Lewis, a prominent nineteenth-century homeopathy advocate, acknowledged the 

seriousness of constipation but took a lighter approach to solving the problem. He 

claimed that “politeness,” “good table furniture” or anything “which brings feelings of 

comfort and pleasure at the dinner table” would work on torpid bowels. He also 

suggested someone play the Aeolian harp and good conversation at the dinner table, for 

“a cheerful temper charm the stomach.”
470

  Another likely harmless remedy was the 

poorly named Kill-Kare Sanatorium in Armonk, New York, that offered “post-graduate 

remedies.”
471

 Likewise, Pepto-Pads, cloth-like pads that adheres to one’s belly for five 

days, were marketed from at least 1906 to 1919 and determined to be fraudulent by the 

AMA in 1914. One ad for Pepto-Pads claims that they are made from “common plasters” 

and without opium.
472
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 Likewise, the Kneipp “water cure,” popularized by hydrotherapists such as 

Benjamin Lust, prescribed fairly innocent tasks for curing constipation. It called for a 

teaspoon full of water with each meal as well as a teaspoon each hour (and normal 

drinking when thirsty). Kneipp also wrote that one should “[wash] the abdomen 

vigorously with a handful of water […] pour fresh cold water  on the knees for one to 

three minutes (knee-gush), an excellent application for producing the moving of the 

bowels.”
 473

 The water-cure patient might also want to consider lying on “wet sheets” a 

few times a week. Although many offshoots of the Kneipp Cure included Jackson’s 

various remedies and the enema, the original hydropathic cure was much less intrusive. 

Many remedies straddled the fence between constipation curing and sexually 

gratifying. Dr. Young’s Rectal Dilators and Dr. Bragdon’s Sphincter Expanders, for 

example, appear remarkably similar to modern sex toys. While some letters were 

published that expressed sincerity in the effects of these tools, it is of course possible that 

there was a shadow market who purchased these items purely for sexual gratification. It 

is also quite possible that Drs. Bragdon and Young used the constipation craze to market 

their sex toys under the radar of Anthony Comstock. Young’s dilators were sold in 

packages containing four different sizes. Dr. Bragdon’s Sphincter Expanders were 

virtually the same, though he patented his product much later, in 1912. The idea was that 

the dilators worked the muscles of the rectum to the point where they could expel 

excrement at will. As soon as the patient masters the smallest size, he or she “graduates” 
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to the next size. “When ready to go on to the next larger size, it is best first to use for a 

few minutes the same size you have been using, inserting and withdrawing it a few 

times.”
474

 Another brand, the Weirick Rectal 

Dilator, allegedly functioned in a different 

way: “It checks nerve waste when it is 

located in the rectal orifice; profoundly 

accelerates the capillary circulation of the 

blood and strengthens the action of the heart, 

lungs, stomach, and other vital organs.”
475

 

Perhaps that is why Weirick’s product cured 

asthma and rheumatism in addition to 

constipation. What historian James Whorton 

calls the “unhappily named” Veedee vibrator 

was a hand crank vibrator that bore a striking 

resemblance to the hand crank vibrators 

created before and after it that were intended for use in curing women’s hysteria.
476

  

Various vibrators were also on the market by the middle of the nineteenth century. 

The high end Chattanooga vibrator, for example, was one type of vibrator that was 

intended for both external and internal use. But there was a good deal of ambiguity from 
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both advertisements and from doctors’ accounts as to whether the vibrator was for 

internal or external use, and for that matter whether it was meant to cure hysteria in 

women or constipation in men or women. A number of vibrators were intended 

specifically for women, though virtually all of them were sold under the auspices of 

health care improvement of one kind or another.
477

 One White Cross electric vibrator 

advertisement made the claim that in one case it “Cured Constipation of Three Years’ 

Standing.”
478

 Another White Cross vibrator ad claimed that “Vibration is Life,” and that 

one could recover health through “scientific manipulation of the organs.”
479

 Elco 

vibrators promised to banish constipation with their “Violet Ray, Vibration, Electricity, 

and Ozone” vibrators.
480

 Thermalaid, patented in 1920, was an electrified metal rod 

“attached to electric power sources.”
481

 It was inserted into the anus with the intent of 

curing “obesity” as well as “autointoxication” and “declining nerves.”
482

 This 

advertisement, from Popular Mechanics in 1920, included a section entitled 

“Thermalaids are ethical” claiming that this medical tool can be sold to the patient 
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because it is harmless—confirming that many of these devices did not go without 

scrutiny from regulatory agencies and the general public.
483

   

 Enemas were also a popular remedy for constipation. Most Americans did not 

approach the frequency of some enthusiastic enema advocates such as Kellogg, but using 

an enema was not a great taboo or shame during the nineteenth century. Whorton points 

out that Queen Victoria used them so often that “her royal druggist could hardly keep 

them operational.” In the U.S. enemas were also known as clysters and syringes. John 

Wesley’s book Primitive Physic was edited and updated for an American audience in 

1858, and it includes a number of “clysters” with various ingredients such as milk, salt, 

butter, brown sugar, chamomile, and cayenne pepper.
484

 The most prominent enema in 

advertisements from the time period of this study was the J.B.L Cascade. The “J.B.L.” 

stood for joy, beauty, and life, perhaps a subtle acknowledgement that it could be used for 

autoerotic purposes.   

 The J.B.L. Cascade is essentially a bladder with a nozzle sticking straight up out 

of it. So rather than having to insert a nozzle and pump with one’s hand, the user could 

ease down onto the apparatus and the weight of the person on the bladder would inject 

the liquid into the rectum. Charles Tyrrell, a world traveler whose seemingly incurable 

illness was cured by an enema, began selling the Cascade in 1894, and received a medical 
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degree from the Eclectic Medical College of New York a few years later to substantiate 

his authority.
485

 In his The Royal Road to Health (which has apparently had at least 260 

editions), Tyrrell explains that “the preservation and restoration of health depends 

entirely upon cleanliness, especially internal cleanliness, and to attain that condition we 

are told is next to godliness, there is nothing equal to water—especially ‘hot water,’ 

which is the great scavenger of nature.”
486

 His J.B.L. Cascade then is the “perfect” 

solution because it “rids the process of injection of all its objectionable features.”
487

 

Many advertisements for the Cascade feature pictures of the device. Many also rely on 

expert testimonial. Some also list the names of prominent users of the enema, including 

U.S. Senator A.P. Gorman of Maryland, Ex-Governor Goodell of Vermont,
488

 and a 

number of prominent judges, lawyers, and reverends.
489

 In another advertisement, Tyrrell 

claims that “there is scarcely any known disease for which the “J.B.L. Cascade” may not 

be confidently prescribed.”
490

 Tyrell was investigated and reprimanded by the American 

Medical Association, who called his advertising “highly misleading” and called Tyrell a 

quack. Selling a vacuum tube that creates suction on one’s eyeball in order to cure poor 

eyesight did not help matters for Tyrell.
491

 Eventually, Tyrrell would have to share the 

stage with other comparable enemas, including Sweet’s Colon Bath and the Dupell 
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Internal Bath, each of which features sketches of the product combined with text 

explaining the “perils of bacterial poison” and the “scientific improvements” they make 

on other enemas.
492

 The Cascade, however, sold into the 1940s, long after Tyrrell passed 

away.
493

  

Other remedies were more serious or even injurious than changing one’s diet or 

pouring water on one’s knees or even cannonball therapy. Most health experts advised 

against prolonged use of purgatives and laxatives, but they were still widely used in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and advertisements for them abounded in magazines 

and journals. Walter Alvarez, the physician whose 1919 article marked the point at which 

respectable doctors could no longer slap the label “autointoxication” on any disease, 

wrote that the use of laxatives and purgatives had increased significantly since public 

fears of autointoxication became so prevalent.
494

 Benjamin Brandreth (1809-1880) was 

among the most well-known makers of purgatives in the U.S. in the nineteenth century. 

His pills are even mentioned in Moby Dick. Marketing a product known simply as 

“Brandreth’s Pills,” Brandreth advertised aggressively and wrote long pamphlets 

extolling the benefits of his pills over other purgatives. In one 1861 advertisement for his 

pills is written “if the BLOOD IS PURE THE HEALTH WILL BE GOOD,” and then 

later “BRANDRETH’S PILLS SECURE PURE BLOOD.” A little further Brandreth 

explains just how this purgative purifies the blood: “Purging with BRANDRETH’S 
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PILLS takes out of the body the ‘death principle.’”
495

 Although the term “death 

principle” is not technically a euphemism, it does stand in for excrement in this 

advertisement.  

One laxative reported to the AMA was called Dr. True’s Elixir, the True Family 

Laxative and Worm Expeller.
496

 One saline-based purgative that advertised aggressively 

in the early twentieth century was Anti-Auto-Tox. The New York based company sent 

pamphlets to doctors and advertised in popular media. One advertisement from The 

Medical Record in 1911 claimed that it worked so well because the sulphates in them 

were radioactive.
497

 The late-nineteenth-century American would also have been exposed 

to advertisements for Harter’s Little Liver Pills, Carter’s Little Liver Pills, Analax, 

Warner’s Log Cabin Liver Pills, and Beecham’s Pills (“they act like ‘Magic’”), among 

countless more.
498

  

Even more injurious, Arbuthnot Lane performed scores of ileosigmoidostomies—

operations that removed the entire colon between the ileum and the sigmoid—in order to 

remove the “kinks” in the intestines that he believed to cause intestinal stasis. Lane was 

British and performed his operation in England, but many American doctors visited him 

to witness his technique. John Harvey Kellogg was among them and implied that Lane 
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performed too many of these procedures; Kellogg felt that 90% of the cases of 

autointoxication “may be made well and maintained in good health by the thoroughgoing 

and persevering application of measures of treatment which wholly exclude surgical 

procedures.”
499

 He added that the “last ten years will be known in medical history as the 

colectomy era.”
500

 Lane’s procedure certainly faced considerable opposition both in 

England and in the U.S. Still, by 1916 in the U.S., Charles Mayo—a very well respected 

surgeon and co-founder of the Mayo clinic—wrote in the Journal of the American 

Medical Association that there is “just enough truth in [Lane’s] theory and sufficient that 

is not true to require years to standardize the diseases and conditions between the border 

lines of medicine and surgery.”
501

 While Mayo advised against colostomies for simple 

constipation, he and the top journal in the field of medicine were still unsure of the 

validity of ileosigmoidostomies in treating autointoxication. Mayo claimed that in a 17-

year period leading up to the article, “the right half of the colon was resected for tumors, 

disease and stasis in 235 cases, with an operative mortality of 12.5%.”
502

 John Bottomley, 

a surgeon practicing in Boston around the same time, boasted of performing 

ileosigmoidostomies on ten of his patients suffering from arthritis (as a result of 

autointoxication). Seven of the ten of his patients felt no relief from joint pain (four got 
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worse), and one of the ten was effectively cured—“I wish I knew exactly why,” wrote 

Bottomley.
503

  

 While the ileosigmoidostomy was the most severe treatment administered for 

constipation, scores of other treatments capitalized on a nation frightened of their own 

excrement. Doctors routinely claimed falsehoods such as 90% of all illnesses stem from 

constipation, so the stakes were high for patients. If curing constipation could also cure 

baldness, satyriasis, hysteria, tuberculosis, etc., spending $200 on a Zander machine or 

$15 on a set of rectal dilators or a cannonball was not so absurd. Many fortunes were 

made on the intuitive—yet incorrect—notion that retention of excrement was poisonous. 

Some of the dangerous cures severely hindered the quality of life of the patients. Among 

the most innocuous of the cures were the ones that tapped into the spirit of the machine 

age and tended to treat the body as a perfectible mechanism.   

3.6 The Body and Efficiency 

Though Kellogg was not as convinced as Metchnikoff or Lane that the colon was “a 

dangerous and useless portion of the anatomy that should have been left behind 

thousands of years ago,” he was willing to entertain that possibility.
504

 As the apparent 

location of so much suffering and misery, the colon was an easy target for those looking 

to place blame on the incompletely evolved human anatomy. Plus it produced 

excrement—the cause of widespread disease outbreaks, the most offensive natural human 
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creation, and the perfect manifestation of the inefficiency of our bodies. This inescapable 

fact that humans produced excrement created a real psychological tension. After all, as 

historian Samuel Haber points out, the Progressive Era was a time when the value of 

efficiency permeated all significant parts of society, from personal life to bureaucracies 

and from businesses to government.
505

 He writes  

The progressive era is almost made to order for the study of Americans in 

love with efficiency. For the progressive era gave rise to an efficiency 

craze—a secular Great Awakening, an outpouring of ideas and emotions 

in which a gospel of efficiency was preached without embarrassment to 

businessmen, workers, doctors, housewives, and teachers, and yes, 

preached even to preachers.
506

   

Added to that list should be anyone concerned with the body and human digestion. This 

group would be continually frustrated by their eagerness to make digestion an efficient 

process and the inability to do so. The following sections detail how this tension played 

out. On the one hand, Americans felt compelled to move toward civilization in all moral 

and social matters. On the other hand, civilization expressed via inactivity and manners 

was clearly one of the causes of constipation and suffering. Furthermore, given the 

progress achieved through industrialism and the greatness of machines, it made perfect 
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sense that men and women alike tried to fashion their own bodies into machines, or at the 

very least to look to machines as a useful metaphor for ourselves. 

Heightened fear of human excrement poisoning the body was no doubt a result of 

the new fears propagated by germ theory as well as old fears of noxious miasmas. The 

belief that miasmas could cause harm to the smeller traces back at least as far as 

Hippocrates, but subsided in the centuries before the nineteenth century. Benjamin 

Franklin’s flippant essays about flatulence suggest that miasmas were not considered 

with the same gravitas as they were in the late nineteenth century. The confluence of 

urbanization, industrialization and its accompanying messes, and the cholera and typhoid 

outbreaks led to a more serious consideration of the role of miasmas. But this 

exaggerated fear was also a result of the new cultural attitudes about efficiency and 

waste. The machine-heavy industrial revolution and the new focus on business during the 

Gilded Age brought about a shift of consciousness in terms of what efficiency is and 

what role waste plays within that paradigm. In her study of the modern American 

relationship with electricity, historian Carolyn de la Pena identifies the late nineteenth 

century as the period when the body-as-machine metaphor became ubiquitous.
507

 “Such 

human-machine comparisons were not new, but they did represent a fundamental shift in 

how individuals viewed their physical frames,” writes de la Pena.
508

 This shift can be 

seen in the way bodies are represented in health magazines, and also in the way the body 

was treated by industrial revolution icons such as Frederick Winslow Taylor, who was “at 
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the very center of the efficiency craze.”
509

  Often considered the founder of scientific 

management, Taylor revolutionized the efficiency of industrial work by transforming the 

body of the human worker into a mechanized being. “Maximum productivity,” he wrote, 

could only be accomplished with “the smallest combined expenditure of human 

effort.”
510

 Taylor began implementing his scientific management theories in the 1880s 

and 1890s, but his influence in American culture was vast, and his efficiency-based 

doctrines quickly spread across the spectrum of business and labor. Between 1900 and 

1910 there were already hundreds of books written on business management.
511

 Frank 

Gilbreth used Taylor’s ideas of scientific management and more directly applied them to 

human motion, assuring the business class that by making employees operate more like 

machines, he could save them a great deal of money. And the very point of Taylorism 

and its many parallel projects in business, the factory, government, etc., was to eliminate 

waste: wasteful motions, wasteful ingredients, and wasteful employees.  

Naturally, then, in this socio-cultural context, Americans reevaluated their bodies 

on similar grounds. Zander machines were created to build muscles more efficiently, 

inventions such as the bicycle were popularized in order to move the body more 

efficiently, and of course many Americans considered how to digest their food more 

efficiently, without as much waste. Many Americans grew frustrated that their bodies 

performed so imperfectly, producing not only waste, but a waste that was repulsive and 
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required a great deal of resources to dispose of properly. Already in 1870 the architect 

and Unitarian reverend Charles Brigham wrote that “[the stomach] should be treated as a 

machine with nice adjustments, and not merely as a receptacle for the waste material of 

the satisfied palate.”
512

 Brigham’s metaphor would become commonplace in health 

manuals and books by the height of the Progressive Era.  

As literature critic Cecilia Tichi notes, industrial culture was reflected in wider 

culture in a variety of ways. From its toys to its art to its writing, American culture in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth century often imitated the aesthetics and the ideologies 

of the industrial world.
513

 And as Rabinbach points out in The Human Motor, the 

body/machine metaphor has existed for many centuries, popularized especially by 

Descartes and his human machine.
514

 Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward from 1888 is 

an example of the utopian literature that exalts these notions of efficiency and minimized 

waste that became so important during this period. The rejection of waste and the 

elevation of efficiency as a prime social virtue was a major theme in Bellamy’s utopic 

future precisely because it was becoming such an important virtue in the society around 

him. German physicist Hermann Von Helmholtz, a father of 19th century 

thermodynamics theory, also contributed to Long Progressive Era attitudes on the 

body/machine metaphor significantly with the idea that the universe was a system 

inescapable destined for energy loss via entropy. George Beard, who coined the term 
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neurasthenia in 1869, was among a generation of physicians in the later nineteenth 

century who turned to German scientists for explanation of the natural world.
515

 His idea 

that neurasthenia was due to a “depletion of nerve force” was influenced by Helmholtz’s 

writings on entropy from a few decades earlier.
516

 Beard found human activity such as 

masturbation to be essentially a non-productive and wasteful activity that sapped the 

human’s “nerve force.”  The role of human waste in these equations of efficiency was 

rarely stated explicitly, but the message was clear enough—the body functioned as any 

other system in the natural world or machine and has a finite amount of diminishable 

energy. The two groups of people who were particularly vulnerable to this affliction were 

businessmen and women, providing an obvious reason for doctors such as David Reeder 

that these same groups were the most constipated. 
517

 

James Whorton claims that industrialism had a profound impact on the American 

perception of physiology and vice versa. Therefore, proper digestion and the regular 

bowel movement served to assuage their fears, providing “assurance that the rapid and 

disturbing transformations sweeping through society could be kept under control and the 

process made predictable.” Constipation, then, “was grit in the gears, a jamming of the 

body factory’s machinery. The unrestricted operations of a laissez-faire system were as 

much to be desired in the animal economy of the bowels as in the marketplace.”
518

 From 
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Whorton’s perspective, then, constipation not only caused anxiety that the victim was 

poisoning him or herself, but that costiveness was also a reminder of the dangers the 

industrial age posed for the late-nineteenth century American. Excrement in this equation 

was all the more considered as a bodily and a social waste.  

 If the object, excrement, in our case, was determined to in fact be waste, then it 

made sense to eliminate it as quickly as possible, both from the human body and then 

from the immediate environment. Seeing as human waste was no longer being used on a 

large scale as a fertilizer, few had the foresight as Solomon Schindler did in his sequel to 

Bellamy’s Looking Backward to make use of it somehow. Tichi explains that this social 

and cultural disdain for waste was reflected in literature via a popular novel called Waste 

by Robert Herrick, in poetry via Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922) and also in modernist 

poetry’s turn from the prolix flowing verses of Whitman to the lean, efficient lines of 

William Carlos Williams.
519

  

For so many Progressive Era Americans, then, disease was an effect of an 

inefficient system. Benedict Lust wrote in his introduction to Arnold Ehret’s essay on 

constipation that “Disease is Nature’s effort to rid the body of disease matters and 

eliminate waste from the system.”
520

 In other words, we have “disease matters” in our 

systems, be it from diet or lifestyle, and the central purpose of the digestive system is to 

treat it as waste and evacuate the bowels of that disease/waste. And Fletcher claimed that 
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conquering the diseased state Americans were in was a matter of “teach[ing] ordinary 

persons how to become chauffeurs of their own corpmobiles.”
521

  

Many health experts used the analogy of the city or the municipal sewer systems 

being rapidly built at the time to understand the human body. Benedict Lust wrote that 

“Constipation is a blocking-up of the human ‘sewerage system’ and makes of man a 

‘walking cesspool!’ Can you think of anything more repulsive than forced retention 

within the body of putrid, decaying, germ-laden ‘sewerage?’ Would you willingly reside 

beside an open cesspool? Most certainly NOT! And yet this is exactly what the 

constipated individual is doing.”
522

 One advertisement from 1900 for the J.B.L. Cascade 

also made the body-as-city and alimentary canal-as-sewer analogy:  

It is known that seven-tenths of all disease arises from the retention of 

foreign matter in the human system; also that the greatest part of this 

waste is held in the colon, which is Nature’s sewer. Hence the flushing of 

this sewer removes the greatest cause of disease. While immeasurably the 

best treatment for constipation, indigestion, etc. there is scarcely any 

known disease for which the “J.B.L. Cascade” may not be confidently 

prescribed.
523
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And James Jackson as early as 1868 made the same analogy to help the reader better 

understand their digestion: 

Sewer gas in dwellings, or escaping into the streets, in quantity, is well 

known to have caused single cases of diphtheria, spotted fever, etc., as 

well as epidemics of these diseases. Should not, also, the utmost 

precaution be taken to secure perfect drainage  and sewerage for these 

human temples, if we would avoid sickness and untimely death, and their 

attendant evils?
524

 

Although the body-as-city metaphor differs from the body-as-machine metaphor, the 

rhetoric surrounding municipal sewerage certainly used the terminology of efficiency.   

During the Long Progressive Era there were many health figures such as Dr. 

Alcinous B. Jamison, one of the early twentieth century’s many enema enthusiasts, who 

advocated taking enemas at least twice daily. During this period, from roughly 1890 to 

1920, when fears of autointoxication abounded and many men concerned themselves 

with manipulating the human body to train it to run more efficiently, more like a 

machine, there were several experiments attempting to make excrement odorless, and 

perhaps to prevent excretions altogether. Horace Fletcher was one of the first to extol his 

own neutral-smelling feces, attainable through his method of very thoroughly chewing 

each bite of food. Frequency of bowel movements is not important in Fletcher’s scheme; 
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“[t]he true test of healthy Z,
525

 is absence of odour and completeness, ease and 

cleanliness of delivery.”
526

 Fletcher, who was, along with John Harvey Kellogg and 

economist Irving Fisher, one of the founding members of the Health and Efficiency 

League of America (not to be confused with the Taylor Society, the Efficiency Society of 

New York, or Efficiency Magazine)
527

, also details the “economic digestion-ash,” as he 

calls his own inoffensive excrement, in his New Glutton or Epicure (1899): “There is no 

stench, no evidence of putrid bacterial decomposition, only the odor of warmth, like 

warm earth or ‘hot biscuit.’”
528

 He goes on to say that this “digestion-ash,” left for five 

years, simply disintegrates and is “lost” or gone. The implication of Fletcher’s claim is 

that if one eats properly and if the corporeal machine we use functions properly, there 

will be, ultimately no waste, or at least no trace left of our vulgar corporeality. The 

body’s digestive system nears, in other words, perfect efficiency.
529

 When excess food is 

taken in and remains too long, “you prostitute your stomach” for the sake of gluttony. 

Fletcherism’s converts was a “who’s who” of cultural elites at the beginning of the 20
th

 

century. Converts included William and Henry James, Bernarr Macfadden, John D. 

Rockefeller, Upton Sinclair, Henry Bowditch, and Leonard Wood, proving that 
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Fletcherism, though certainly a fad, was a fad that spread throughout society and had a 

lasting impact on the way Americans thought about food.
530

 

Hereward Carrington, like Jamison an occult enthusiast and health reformer, took 

Fletcher’s dream of odorless excrement one step further and determined that it is 

possible—via perfect nutrition and portioning—that defecation need not exist at all. 

Horrified by the images of the bowel described by Jamison as a foul sewer filled with 

putrefying matter and “bacterial poisons,” and troubled that our “beautiful form” is 

besmirched by this dreadfulness, Carrington wrote in his Vitality, Fasting and Nutrition: 

A Physiological Study of the Curative Power of Fasting  (1908) that theoretically one 

need not produce any excrement at all!
531

 As one of the many health experts (Kellogg and 

Macfadden among them) around the turn of the century who advocated fasting in order to 

cleanse the body and as a self-professed psychic, Carrington was a likely candidate for 

taking Fletcher’s prescription for efficient dieting to an impossible level.  

 According to Jamison’s Intestinal Ills, a big influence on Carrington, enemas 

should be incorporated into daily practice. Unlike for Fletcher, whose “ash” could be 

passed every 6-10 days, two or three times a day was quite normal for Jamison since 

“[m]an is the only creature that has formed the habit of making a fecal cesspool out of his 

large intestine; hence, his diseases of many varieties.”
532

 And speaking to the potential 

waste of time and space hazards associated with taking two to three enemas per day, 
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“making a reservoir of the lower bowels is not a time-saving habit, but, on the contrary a 

breeder of many poisons.”
533

 Jamison also expressed via poetry his attitude about the way 

excrement trapped in the colon for more than 12 hours caused the body to deteriorate. 

Below is one of the very few examples of poetry about excrement from this period:
534

 

 

BEAUTY'S FALL.  

It was an image good to see.  

With spirits high and full of glee,  

And robust health endowed ;  

Its face was loveliness untold,  

Its lines were cast in beauty's mold ;  

At its own shrine it bowed.  

 

With perfect form in each respect.  

It proudly stood with head erect  

And skin surpassing fair ;  

Surveyed itself from foot to head.  

And then complacently it said :  

“Naught can with me compare.”  

 

When lo the face began to pale,  

The body looked too thin and frail.  

The cheek had lost its glow ;  

The tongue a tale of woe did tell.  

With nerves impaired its spirits fell ;  

The fire of life burned low.  

 

In the intestinal canal  

Waste matter lay, and sad to tell,  

Was left from day to day ;  

And while it was neglected there  

It undermined that structure fair.  
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And caused it to decay.  

 

The doctor's words I would recall  

Who said: “Neglect precedes a fall,”  

And verily 't is true;  

For ye who disregard your health.  

And value not that precious wealth.  

Will surely live to rue.
535

  

 

Only in the fourth stanza is it clear that Jamison’s poem is about this maiden’s failure to 

fully evacuate her bowels. At that point he makes the relatively bold step (for a poem) of 

identifying the excrement, as “waste matter,” laying in the “intestinal canal” “left from 

day to day.” In the fifth stanza, the constipation is simply named “neglect” and then 

“disregard.”  Ignoring the calls of nature and apparently neglecting to take enemas, 

according to Jamison, caused this embodiment of physical and formal perfection to 

wither and “decay.” Dr. Jamison’s theory behind autointoxication was that the feces 

ended up poisoning all nearby organs, and that these organs desperately attempted to 

perform what he called “vicarious defecation.” Through vicarious defecation organs 

apparently simulated the flushing out of poisonous bacteria and gave the patient and the 

doctor the faulty impression that the organ—which is in essence experiencing a 

secondary poisoning—is the primary point of infection.
536

 Apparently the organs of the 

muse in “Beauty’s Fall” were not able to vicariously defecate fast enough to recover from 

her constipation.  
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Physician William Whitty Hall took a very common-sense approach to the matter 

of digestion and defecation. For him, proper defecation was a matter of mathematics:  

Three fourths of all our ailments occur, or are kept in continuance, by 

preventing the daily food which is eaten, from passing out of the body, 

after its substance has been extracted by the living machinery, for the 

purpose of renovation and growth. A healthy laboring man will eat daily 

two pounds of solid food, of meat, bread, vegetables and fruit; these two 

pounds, if brought together in one heap, would fill to overflowing the 

largest-size dinner-plate, and yet there are myriads of grown-up men and 

women to whom the idea has never occurred, that if this mass is retained 

in the body, day by day, inevitable harm must accrue. The question, "What 

becomes of it?” seems never to have occurred, or to have been definitely 

or intelligently answered. If a man eats two pounds daily, near two pounds 

daily must in some way or other pass from his body, or disease and 

premature death is a speedy and inevitable result.
537

 

In other words, if the “living machinery” that is the alimentary canal somehow doesn’t 

produce the same weight of food it took in, some of that food is hiding somewhere, 

rotting, and poisoning. When the digestive tract does not work with perfect efficiency, 

Hall seems to say, a person will die or be stricken with disease.  
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Herald of Health editor and physician Martin Luther Holbrook
538

 was concerned 

about excremental efficiency in a slightly different way. Bothering him was the fact that 

analyses of excrement showed that the human digestive system was not digesting all of 

the food it took in. Writing in 1888, he claimed that  

Good digestion is at the base of perfect nutrition. The best food in the 

world, imperfectly digested, will not be so useful to the animal body as the 

poorest food well digested. But the digestion of no animal is quite perfect. 

If it were, then the excrement which passes away would not contain 

undigested substances. Now this is not the case. The excrements of all 

animals furnish food for multitudes of insects, and birds feed with avidity 

on the dung of grain-fed horses and cattle, as farmers well know.
539

  

Holbrook was very concerned with making digestion as efficient as possible. He even 

included a table in his book Eating for Strength showing a number of different foods and 

how much of those foods go through the digestive system intact, or as he put it, the 

“Amount of solid food residue passing away from the body by the alimentary canal.”
540

 

According to his data, we should be eating mostly sugar and rice and very few 

vegetables. Presaging Fletcher by more than a decade, Holbrook also stated that the first 

method to achieving “perfect digestion” is mastication.  
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If this is not accomplished much of the food is not brought under the 

influence of the digestive juices and so is lost. Count Rumford calculated 

that one-fourth less food is required if it be perfectly masticated. [. . .] It 

has been stated that Mr. Gladstone is so impressed with the importance of 

perfect mastication that he makes a practice of himself, and has taught his 

family to do the same, of giving each mouthful thirty-two bites—one for 

each tooth in a perfect mouth. It is no wonder that he is able to perform 

such an amount of intellectual labor.
541

 

Also to the end of perfectly efficient digestion, Holbrook was nearly a century ahead of 

his time in starting a not-so-efficiently named “Eat-Your-Food-Slow-Society” with his 

friend Professor E.F. Bacon. Holbrook was the president of the club and they emphasized 

the idea that “every meal should be a festival of cheerfulness and love.”
542

 They did, 

however, fine each other when caught eating too quickly, apparently under the logic that 

time saved eating quickly amounted to nutrients lost during digestion.  

Common among all of these authors and health reformers is the notion that the 

body can perform as efficiently, or nearly as efficiently as a machine, though sometimes 

with the aid of frequent enemas. In this calculus of nutrition and the body, a normal 

person’s excrement is in effect determined to be poison. The diseases of the day—

cholera, typhoid, yellow fever, etc.—played a role in determining excrement to be 
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poisonous, but in the formulations of these popular authors and others, the influence of 

efficiency upon the cultural meaning of excrement is unmistakable.  

One major consequence and indication of this era’s focus on efficiency is that 

excrement was refashioned as one of the terms most commonly used for excrement 

today, “human waste.” I have not been able to find a single usage of the term (meant to 

indicate excrement) before 1867. In 1885 its use spiked and remained high (though not 

nearly as high as “excrement”) for several decades. It is clear from this fact and from the 

writers mentioned above that excrement went through a semantic transformation during 

the years of this study. Human excrement was valued at around $35 per year per person 

(adjusted for inflation) in 1873, but would be worthless as a commodity by 1890. So on 

several different levels excrement became waste between 1860 and 1900.  

3.7 On civilization 

In a quote attributed to C.L.R. James, “American civilization can be summed up in one 

word: plumbing.”
543

 Historian Martin Melosi highlights the fact that Americans in the 

1890s expressed the connection between civilization and the removal of filth in several 

ways: “The ‘White City’ of the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair and ‘Hygeia,’ the mythical 

Victorian city of health, were standards toward which to strive.”
544

 Melosi also points to 

the progressive “City Beautiful” movement that sought to link civic virtue and a clean, 

pollution-free metropolis.
545

 The corollary to the civilization brought on by the massive 
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plumbing and sewering project the U.S. was going through, however, was the fear of 

overcivilization. The danger of an overcivilized populace, according to some prominent 

Progressive Era figures, was a bunch of effete, weak, and soft Americans who were not 

procreating fast enough to keep the dominant American race dominant for very long. 

Native Americans, African-Americans, and dark-skinned foreigners, for example, were 

considered to live closer to nature, reproduce more, and even defecate more.  

In 1899, in a letter to psychologist and social Darwinist G. Stanley Hall, Theodore 

Roosevelt wrote that “[o]ver-sentimentality, over-softness, in fact washiness and 

mushiness are the great dangers of this age and this people. Unless we keep the barbarian 

virtues, gaining the civilized ones will be of little avail.”
546

 Roosevelt was essentially 

agreeing with Hall, who had been warning his listeners of the dangers of 

“overcivilization” for some time.
547

 No matter if Hall’s similar critique of American 

society was based on Nietzsche (who did not share Hall’s racist ethos), Hall’s 

proclamations of the dangers of overcivilization tapped into the growing fear of 

neurasthenia, race suicide, and the immigrant menace among white Americans at the turn 
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of the century and resonated with people like Roosevelt. The future president embraced 

the expression of barbarian virtues through “manly” acts and outdoorsy vigor. Within the 

project of the advancement of the superiority of white civilization, however, there is an 

obvious contradiction in that one must first embrace certain characteristics of non-white 

“savages” in order to “rescue civilized manhood.”
548

   

 A very similar paradox existed for health advocates such as Macfadden and 

Kellogg, both of whom had fears of race suicide near the center of their health crusades. 

Part of the project of civilization has been the denial of the body, and specifically 

excrement. Americans felt that if excrement must happen, it shall be ushered away as 

quickly as possible with a vast network of porcelain and pipes. Furthermore, highly 

coded language and rules of manner forbade one from discussing excrement openly. 

However, as many health advocates came to acknowledge, it was precisely a problem of 

civilization or overcivilization (via physical inactivity, brainwork, and manners) that was 

constipating (and hence sickening and killing) Americans at an unacceptable rate. 

Therein lies the paradox. Thus it was in health journals that the tension broke and 

relatively open discussion of excrement and defecation took place. So the very same 

principles of civilization that led to a relatively candid discussion of excrement 

conversely led to the need to undo that civilization to the degree that Americans could 

produce proud bowel movements. A closer look at how this paradox played out is 

indicative not only of the shifting semantic meaning of excrement, but also of the central 

role excrement played in the turn-of-the-century attitudes toward civilization and race.  
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 Both J. Ellis Barker and John Harvey Kellogg bluntly stated that “Constipation is 

a disease of civilization.”
549

 Kellogg probably does more to elucidate this paradox than 

any other one public figure. Here he outlines the impending danger of civilization to any 

set of intestines:  

A stagnating sewer soon becomes an intolerable nuisance. Unfortunately, 

the average human colon in civilized lands, if not already a menace and a 

torment, is liable at any moment to become such. As a matter of fact, in 

the light of modern research, the colon must be held responsible for a large 

share of the miseries that have heretofore been charged to the account of 

the stomach.  

At times it appeared as though Kellogg did not quite understand the civilizing process as 

would later be outlined by Norbert Elias: “Among civilized people a strange, false 

modesty has led to a strange and most harmful neglect of the colon and of proper 

provision for its care.”
550

 Elias’s 1939 work, The Civilizing Process (not translated to 

English until 1978), was the first major attempt to unpack the relationship between the 

body (and its attendant wastes) and centuries of shifting European social relations.  
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The fact that many health experts of the era felt that civilization was to blame for 

the widespread digestive torpidity is irrefutable. Furthermore, even if not stated 

explicitly, earlier health reformers such as James Jackson and Sylvester Graham—who 

blamed refined flour and white bread—implied that civilization and class concerns were 

at least indirectly responsible for harmful diet choices. It is also important to 

acknowledge that men such as Kellogg, Jackson, Graham, and Macfadden did not 

dismiss civilization wholesale. They simply blamed it for escalating certain diet habits 

and social parameters to an unhealthy degree. Kellogg, Fletcher, and many other health 

reformers of the early twentieth century depended on deeply entrenched notions of 

civilization in order to secure their places in popular culture and society in the first place, 

and Roosevelt certainly felt that civilization was an integral part of the matrix of values 

and characteristics that separated the Anglo-Saxon core of patriarchs from the masses of 

inferior immigrants and savages.  But if they were to continue to bestow the morals of the 

“blessings-of-Civilization Trust” upon the rest of the worlds, they would certainly need to 

conquer their “ruined abdomens” first.
551

  

  Kellogg was especially insistent upon linking the disease of constipation to 

civilization: “A stagnating sewer soon becomes an intolerable nuisance. Unfortunately, 

the average human colon in civilized lands, if not already a menace and a torment, is 

liable at any moment to become such.”
 552

 Alcinous Jamison, the New York proctologist 
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mentioned earlier, is one of many other doctors who echoed Kellogg in yoking 

specifically constipation to the “civilized” world: “Too often criminal negligence or the 

lack of proper convenience has brought on the habit of using the intestinal canal as a 

storehouse for dried feces, and the glands and blood-vessels as reservoirs for the absorbed 

fluid poisons from the feces that have been stored and thus dried. This baneful habit is 

general throughout civilized communities.”
553

 And already in 1870 the Reverend Charles 

Brigham made the same causal connection, claiming that civilization exacerbates 

costiveness: “Civilization only adds to the gastric burdens of men. Those who dwell in 

high-ceiled houses to-day, have more cause to envy the ‘hard bowels of the reapers,’ than 

the satiric poet of Rome.”
554

 And even earlier, William Hall noted that, “[i]t is from the 

habitual failure to act out this almost intuitive truth [that preventing a stream from 

flowing is harmful], that three fourths of all the diseases arise, which torture the body, 

enfeeble the mind, and waste the life of civilized man.”
555

 Over the course of the entire 

long Progressive Era, then, the notion that certain trappings of the civilized lifestyle 

should be blamed for either causing or worsening the constipation plague was clear to 

many.  

 One natural consequence of this diagnosis was that health reformers turned to the 

“uncivilized” peoples for wisdom on proper defecation habits.  Kellogg cited several 

missionaries—one in India, the other in Aden (what is now part of Yemen)—who wrote 
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to him to tell him that “[p]rimitive people show better sense in relation to care of their 

bodies and have proper respect for their natural functions.”
556

 The medical missionary in 

India wrote to say that the priestly cast is in charge of bowel movements and charges 

fines “in case of neglect.”
557

 The missionary in Aden told him that the natives there had 

three or four bowel movements per day and tended to “evacuate their bowels” only in the 

toilet—which was apparently different from other cities and towns in the area.
558

 Kellogg 

was also advised by a Dr. A.H. Browne that the vegetarian Indian in Amristar have 

“’large, bulky, and not formed, but pultaceous stools.’”
559

 Kellogg compares these stools 

to the gorilla’s, quoting another acquaintance who said that “the stools of the gorilla are 

large, mushy and practically odorless.”
560

 Odorlessness of one’s feces is most obviously 

linked to Fletcher and his odorless “ash,” but clearly Kellogg saw it as a virtue as well. 

Overall, though, the main point of these health reformers is that “primitive” people and 

animals have bowel habits that the “civilized” class should strive for.  

 But what was it about civilization that caused constipation? Kellogg blamed a 

wide array of modern inclinations among the civilized class. He wrote that “[t]he 

artificial conditions of civilized life, sedentary habits, concentrated foodstuffs, false 

modesty, ignorance and neglect of bodily needs, have produced a crippled state of the 
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colon as an almost universal condition among civilized men and women.”
561

  Barker 

claimed it was a matter of Victorian sensibilities, or refinement:  

Civilization means refinement. Refinement decrees that it is vulgar to 

blow one’s nose, although that act is healthy and necessary. It is still more 

vulgar to cough and spit, or pick one’s teeth. Hence retiring for emptying 

one’s bowels is considered offensive, disgusting, unpardonable. A refined 

woman will confess that she would rather die than leave the room. Refined 

people go to stool so surreptitiously that one might think that that 

physiological act was a deed of shame.
562

 

Both Kellogg and Barker were right. Kellogg was accurate in blaming everything from 

the foods they ate to their inactive lifestyles. And Barker keyed into the biggest problem: 

the fact that excrement was something difficult to even discuss in the first place, and that 

manners produced shame, especially in women. For well over a century, public spaces 

have reflected American culture’s unwillingness to accept that women defecate: women’s 

access to toilets in government buildings, schools, and public businesses has been far 

worse than men’s access to toilets throughout the nineteenth and twentieth century.
563

 In 

retrospect one can blame this disparity in the nineteenth century on the fact that women 

had less access to the public sphere in general, but comments such as Barker’s, 
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Kellogg’s, and Ehret’s below suggest a deeper problem with the female defecator. As 

Collins notes, the woman of status in the nineteenth century was supposed to be 

“virtuous,” “sexless,” and “beautiful,” a vision starkly different from their role in the 18
th

 

century as “morally unreliable descendants of the sinful Eve.”
564

 In other words, as the 

nineteenth century progressed, social pressures encouraged women to mask their 

bodiliness and were encouraged to live up to their “spiritual” ideals. This conundrum put 

women in a very difficult place in the nineteenth century: while it was impolite and 

uncivilized to give any indication that she might defecate by part of the population, 

another part was blaming her for not defecating enough, thereby producing unhealthy 

children.  

Arnold Ehret takes a unique stance on the matter by blaming pregnant women for 

intoxicating the developing fetus by eating too much and being constipated. Writing in 

1922, he claimed “It is a fact that man, the product of ‘civilized’ society of the much 

vaunted ‘advanced’ twentieth century, is born unhealthy, because his mother, is almost 

invariably, suffering from constipation.”
565

 He went on to rail against civilization and 

compared men to animals: “On the outside, the man of today is carefully groomed, 

perhaps unnecessarily and over carefully clean; while inside he is dirtier than the dirtiest 

animal—whose anus is as clean as his mouth, provided said animal has not been 

‘domesticated’ by ‘civilized’ man.”
566

 He continued by criticizing the “swamps of 
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civilization”
567

 and the “unnatural” “diet of civilization” that caused the digestive tract to 

be “literally glued together with sticky mucus and feces.”
568

 Some products catered to 

this line of thinking as well: Fisher’s Indian Remedy, for example, which claimed to cure 

everything from constipation to the Spanish flu. One of their advertisements featured a 

line of white people with poor posture waiting to be treated by an upright Native 

American in front of a teepee. The headline read “Come back to nature.”
569

 

 Elias’s 1939 The Civilizing Process is a close examination of the growth of 

civilization in Europe and the consequential rise of manners and taboos governing social 

life, from table manners to spitting to defecating. These forms of restraint of bodily 

functions and a willingness to play the game of manners were pathways to the upper 

classes and power as violence subsided. For instance, Elias tells the reader that the 

Wernigerode Court Regulations of 1570 announced that “one should not, like rustics who 

have not been to court or lived among refined and honourable people, relieve oneself 

without shame or reserve in front of ladies, or before the doors or windows of court 

chambers or other rooms.”
570

 As time went on and as Europe became even more 

civilized, however, the social rules became stricter and more refined. 

 Meanwhile, Dominique Laporte’s History of Shit, published in 1978 and 

translated into English in 2000, argues that the history of French excrement parallels the 
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rise of capitalism and the cleansing of language. He cites two French edicts, both handed 

down in 1539. One states that all Parisian citizens are responsible for cleaning up their 

own waste products; that is, they must stop throwing the contents of their bedpans out of 

their windows in an effort to make the city stink less. The other law stated that all official 

documents must be written in French rather than Latin. Laporte notes that the coincidence 

of these two laws—the cleansing of excrement and the cleansing of language in a process 

by which “language is liberated from excess”—implies that in the regulation of 

excrement, one may also find the regulation of other elements of civilization.
571

  

 While the processes of civilization, according to Laporte and Elias, were active 

within Europe since the 15
th

 century, the process was different in the U.S. due to different 

living circumstances, cultural heritages, and social forces at work. Whereas England was 

able to maintain enough public dialogue to build proportionately more public restrooms 

around the turn of the century, the U.S. was not. And whereas German culture features 

hundreds of nursery rhymes, poems, aphorisms, etc., revolving around excrement, 

American culture has not.
572

 Furthermore, as later critics have mentioned, the shapes of 

the toilets are different in the U.S. and across Europe, the restrooms are situated 

differently and according to different codes, the euphemisms are entirely different, etc. 

Whatever social developments that occurred in Europe, American technological advances 

in the form of plumbing, sewerage, toilets, etc., and attitudes about efficiency and the 

body  worked in a continuous feedback loop with the quickly paced advance of 
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civilization in the second half of the twentieth century. So when Barker writes that “[w]e 

civilized beings are slowly tormented to death by chronic diseases of degeneration, the 

vast majority of which are almost unknown among primitive races, by diseases which are 

due in the main to faulty nutrition followed by chronic constipation and auto-

intoxication,” he highlights this paradox in the logic of the turn of the century—that the 

very mechanisms that distinguish them from the lower ilk are the ones that are killing 

them.  

 

3.8 Sinful Stasis  

Even though excrement can be unhealthy in certain circumstances, it was not always 

thought to be so. Certain metaphysical orders deemed excrement to be holy. According to 

19
th

 century amateur anthropologist John Bourke, Buddhists venerated the excrement of 

the Grand Lama, collecting it “with sacred solicitude to be employed as amulets and 

infallible antidotes to disease.”
573

 Bourke also wrote of a small order of Christians, the 

Stercoranistes (from the Latin stercus, or feces), a small group of monks who in 831 AD 

posited that the Eucharist was subject to digestion like any other food.
574

  In the 

nineteenth century U.S., however, given the deadly cholera and typhoid outbreaks and the 
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sanitation revolution, it made sense that excrement would be considered unholy if it was 

incorporated into religious logic.
575

   

 Deuteronomy 23:12 was used frequently during the Long Progressive Era, mostly 

by Protestant ministers and sanitarians, to urge Americans to rid their homes of 

excrement, as it is unholy and impure. Related to civilization yet articulated with 

different language, late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century Americans quite often 

used the logic of the Judeo-Christian tradition and passages from the Bible in order to 

transfigure excrement from something unhealthy or ungainly into something evil. As the 

common belief was that stagnant excrement could potentially kill someone, the leap to 

evil was not especially noteworthy in itself. But what was significant was that excrement 

was now condemned by a very powerful logical system. So if excrement in the home was 

“evil,” excrement in the bodily temple—even in the colon—would not sit well with 

some.  

 James C. Jackson considered the matter of treating an illness to be beyond simple 

medical treatment. In order to truly recover from ailments such as constipation, or 

hemorrhoids, one must “partake of His vitality” by becoming “imbued with His spirit, 

and live as He did.”
576

 In other words, Jackson’s own Protestant beliefs permeated his 

medical knowledge to the point that he felt illness was a result of lifestyle choices, which 

were in turn resultant from impure thoughts. He believed strongly in the notion of “bodily 
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holiness,” correcting the common 19th century problem (as he saw it) of giving one’s 

soul to Jesus and one’s body “over to Satan.”
577 

The extension of this rationale as it 

applies to excrement is relatively consistent with what the medical professionals of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries thought anyway: that excrement pollutes the 

body and is unholy. Elsewhere, Jackson wrote that “This evil [constipation] is allowed 

insidiously to gain possession and finally to undermine the general health, because of the 

ignorance of the majority of the people in regard to its dangerous consequences.”
578

 

Furthermore, excrement is not something to be “passed” or “excreted” for Jackson. He 

prefers instead to use a more religious term, writing “This indigestible residue from the 

food, together with certain elements of waste from the body—the product of excretory 

functions—constitutes the feces. The office of the colon and rectum is to receive and cast 

out this material by act of defecation.”
579

 He also describes the body as “the human 

temple,” further supporting his position regarding “bodily holiness.”
580

 Also consider 

Alcinous Jamison, who wrote that “Idle substances, like idle minds, have decomposition 

and the devil for companions” regarding the threat of autointoxication.
581

 Jamison 

implied that excrement withheld in one’s body was the devil’s matter. However, Jamison 

was not the only one to link body and spirit in this way.  

  The consideration of excrement as something unholy or even evil is congruent 

with the abundant use of the passage of Deuteronomy 23:12 in that the body is holy and 
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the body’s waste products, specifically excrement, are offensive to god. The implication 

in both examples is that excrement should be evacuated from the body as swiftly as 

possible and that it should be removed from the vicinity of the body and the home as 

quickly as possible as well. This religious policy, along with the scientifically justified 

social policy developing in the late nineteenth century that excrement is best kept out of 

sight and out of mind via toilets and municipal sewer systems, effectively functioned as a 

powerful combination in eradicating not only the unhealthy practices using the backyard 

as a cesspool and letting privy vaults leech into groundwater, but also in ending any hope 

for the use of excrement as fertilizer on a large-scale level, or, for that matter, of simply a 

less wasteful system of excrement removal.  

 This passage from Home Health Club: Dr. David H. Reeder’s Practical Hygiene 

Lectures is worth quoting at length for its metaphors alone, but also for the way he brings 

“God” into his biology lesson and for how he represents excrement as turning harmful 

and ungodly as soon as it reaches the colon: 

The peristaltic motion of the canal, distended and further weakening the 

membranes until all power is nearly or quite lost. This accumulation of 

food and death-dealing matter is filled with bacilli, which may be taken up 

by the lymphatics and conveyed to any part of the system, and wherever 

microbes are found the tissue in some way suffers from their 

presence….God in his infinite wisdom has created everything beautiful 

and good. The clear and limpid waters flow from the mountain stream, 
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traverse the valleys, and join the sea. The rose and the sweet-scented violet 

open their petals and shed their fragrance on the air, The majestic oak 

towers toward the sky and yields a cool shade for the weary traveler. The 

lower animals, guided by instinct, live naturally fulfilling the laws of their 

destiny, and are seldom sick. They attain the age allotted to their species 

and lay down the physical burden, while it may be that even their inner 

being awaits a higher development. The first principle of life is purity, of 

whatever kingdom.  

How shall the body be kept clean inside? Some writers say that the food 

becomes refuse and in a bad state of corruption after leaving the stomach 

and duodenum. But this is a mistake. The absorption of life-giving 

properties continues through the jejunum and ileum. The content of the 

colon is refuse matter.
582

  

His larger point is that the body, as created by a Christian god, is beautiful and right 

because it is pure. Incorporating the logic of Kellogg, Barker, and Ehret, regarding the 

need to emulate the animals in their defecatory habits, Reeder argues that as soon as the 

bolus or excrement passes into the colon, it is no longer pure. It must be evacuated 

immediately lest it corrupt the body.  

  In case the equivocation between constipation and sin is unclear, Dr. Frank Crane, 

a Presbyterian minister, clarified the issue. Crane said this in 1916: "Colonics [he means 
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people who are constipated] break up happy homes as much as do alcoholics.”
583

 He goes 

on to compare constipated people to “whiskey soaks” and then explains how some good-

intentioned men go wrong:  

A great deal of what we call Sin is due to what the physician calls stasis—

an imperfect movement of the intestinal contents. A person may have the 

highest ideals, the purest aspirations, the noblest intentions; he may be a 

devotee of uplift literature, he may be instant in prayer and earnest of 

spirit, and yet wonder why gloom, depression, and fear constantly assail 

him, and he often as not does not realize that his trials are due to a clogged 

colon and not to any spirit of evil. If he would get the colon bacilli out of 

his system his terrible temptations would disappear. If you would know 

why domestic friction exists, why children are bad, why boys run away 

from home, why girls seem sometimes possessed of the evil one, why 

business relations become intolerable, why workmen cannot get along 

together, why there is dissention in the church, why perfectly sane and 

sober folks suddenly develop the most outrageous cantankerousness, the 

cause is not in original sin nor the influence of psychic currents; it is more 
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likely to be found in the vicious company of militant bacilli in the 

colon.
584

 

Even though the result is the same, Crane insisted on a theological difference between 

constipation and sin, but not everyone saw it the same way.  

A different James Jackson, one who taught medicine at Harvard for many years in 

the early 19
th

 century and who wrote a very popular book for medical students called 

Letters to a Young Physician just Entering upon Practice (1855), often referred to 

constipation as “evil.” “Constipation of the bowels is among the most common evils, as 

respects health, among the inhabitants of cities,” he wrote in a chapter dedicated to it.
585

 

In the first five sentences of this chapter he uses “evil” as a modifier for constipation four 

times.
586

  

In an article called “The Unbounded Stomach,” the Reverend Charles Brigham 

discussed the misery constipation foists on “the noblest of God’s creations.” Brigham 

also uses several references to biblical passages that reference digestion:  

The stomach is the arbiter of the quality of faith, if not of its quantity. We 

are not to expect any ‘bowels of compassion,’ [this phrase is from the 

King James and the American King James versions of 1 John 3:17] when 
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the peristaltic harmonies are too swift or too slow. Dyspepsia stands in the 

way of a bright gospel, but predisposes to a faith that finds joy in the 

terrors of the law. Paul was a radical preacher in telling his younger 

brother to take a little wine for his stomach’s sake, more radical than if he 

had condemned Timothy for his self-distrust. For he knew that many of 

his own spiritual fears and fightings had come from gastric pangs.
587

 

While it was not at all unusual to use the Bible as justification or inspiration for curing 

constipation and eliminating excrement, Brigham turned to passages others did not. For 

instance, in the passage below he suggests that the Jonah and the whale parable is a 

metaphor for costiveness:  

A stomach that is made to offend will bring more ready and more pungent 

convictions of sin, and send the soul to cry out more passionately for 

speedy salvation. From the inward parts the cry for deliverance comes; 

and it may be that Jonah’s prayer from the fish was an allegory of a soul 

suffering from the misery of enteritis.
588

  

It is also notable that Brigham refers to excrement as “pungent convictions of sin” and to 

voiding the bowels as “speedy salvation.”   

Although excrement appears many times throughout the Bible as a metaphor for 

filth, it is also used as a fuel and a fertilizer in several parts. Notably, the sanitarians and 
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health authorities chose only those passages that condemn excrement as evil. To a 

Christian audience, these declarations amounted to a powerful indictment of one's own 

excrement in a time when—due to the already existing social conditions and taboos— 

Americans felt shameful enough of their excrement. It was one thing to feel unclean or 

unworthy of certain social statuses based on one's bodiliness, and it was another to feel 

sinful for harboring such evil in one's anus. And that message was just for a Christian 

audience. Those who were outside of the Judeo-Christian tradition were subject to an 

even more severe prescriptive excremental narrative that clearly demarcated a racial or 

ethnic boundary. 

 

3.9 Conclusion 

Writing in 1912, one prominent medical textbook stated that “we have been for some 

years on the crest of a colonic wave, and intestinal toxemia has been held responsible for 

many of the worst of ills that flesh is heir to.”
589

 But, the authors concluded, “the fad is 

passing.”
590

 And although it took at least another five to ten years for mainstream 

medicine to be relatively certain that constipation was not in fact “the most fruitful cause 
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of disease among the civilized,” as J. Ellis Barker wrote even as late as 1927, the 

skeptical strain eventually won out for the most part.  

The well-established Progressive Era trends of civilization, efficiency, and 

Christianity combined with the sanitation movement to significantly alter the status of 

excrement. In the overall economy of the body and goods in this era, excrement was 

demoted to not only a waste, but a waste that was considered sinful, poison, and 

dangerous—even considered dangerous long before it left the body. Although public 

sanitation, civilization, efficiency, and Christianity were all factors in this shift, the panic 

was expressed vividly in medical journals, health magazines, advertisements, and in 

doctor’s offices through the form of “autointoxication.”    

The significance of excrement’s social devaluation is two-pronged. First, it 

justified and made permanent an enormous system of sewering that has led to the energy-

intensive, water-wasting system we use today. The United States has over 2 million miles 

of sewer pipes buried under ground and uses trillions of gallons of water per day. At the 

very moment when American engineers, politicians, and bureaucrats were making the 

decision to spend enormous amounts of money to tear up streets and build expansive 

networks of sewerage, the matter this sewerage was being constructed to eliminate was 

cast as sin, poison, and a manifestation of the body’s inefficiency.  This chapter has 

clarified the ways that the constructed body differed from the physiological body and the 

consequent meanings attached to excrement. 

As the next chapter describes, American expansionist bureaucracies used 

excrement in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century to subjugate people. 
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Excrement was also racialized in dealing with Native Americans who were adjusting to 

life on reservation, and it was racialized in dealing with the peoples of the insular 

acquisitions after 1898.  These facts are testament to how deeply racial prejudices 

permeated Progressive Era society in addition to how important and overlooked 

excrement has been in this process. 
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Chapter Four—“Benevolent Civilizers”: Race and Sanitary Imperialism 

from Native Americans to the New Insular Subjects
591

 

4.1 Introduction  

 In 1898, after a long career marketing earth closets, designing municipal sewer 

systems, consulting on scores of sewer and drainage projects, celebrity sewerman Col. 

George Waring had lost his job as the Commissioner of Street Cleaning of New York 

City when Tammany Hall regained power with the election of Robert Van Wyck.
592

 

Within a few months, however, the U.S. had defeated Spain and began plans to “civilize” 

their new territories. The first matter at hand in Cuba was to devise a plan for cleaning 

and sewering Havana: outbreaks of cholera and yellow fever prevented Havana from 

realizing its full potential as a trading port, so the U.S. occupying forces sought to remedy 

the problem immediately. The logical choice to head this commission was Waring. Even 

though he’d seen the worst of conditions in nineteenth-century U.S. cities, the Colonel 

was shocked by what he witnessed in Havana that October. The city had an adequate 

water supply, but “the surroundings and customs of domestic life are disgusting beyond 

belief.”
593

 One specific problem he had with the Cuban domestic life was the cesspit 

underneath the kitchen that “belches forth its nauseous odours throughout the house.”
594

 

Waring offered to solve Havana’s sanitation problems for $10 million, but contracted 
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yellow fever during his stay and died. Although his life and career ended in sad 

coincidence—succumbing to one of the diseases he sought to eradicate—Waring’s path 

from domestic celebrity sewerman to sanitary imperialist
595

 is symbolic of the country’s 

excremental policies during the same period and after Waring’s death. Over the course of 

the next two decades, the U.S. went to great lengths to investigate, interrogate, and 

eradicate the excrement and filth of their new colonial subjects.  

 Similarly, during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Anglo-

Americans negotiated their own status with those of the Native Americans and the people 

of the new insular territories. In the middle of the sewering revolution, great strides in the 

sanitary sciences, and in the grips of fears about autointoxication, excrement became a 

central point of conflict and friction as the American health officers immediately sought 

to reform the defecation practices of the people they encountered. One consequence of 

these reformations was that the colonial subjects became associated with excrement and 

filth in the minds of the colonizers, thus reinforcing many of the nativist racial theories 

popular at the time. Many Progressive reformers felt that these habits could be broken 

and these people could be civilized, but it was an uphill battle given their “natural” 

association with filth.  Consider this excerpt from an 1899 article in The Nation regarding 

American efforts to reform the Cuban sanitary practices during the post-Spanish-

American War occupation: 
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Reluctance to be civilized and put in sanitary condition appears in various 

places in Cuba. People are objecting to having their houses entered by 

health officers, and stand aghast at all the scrubbing and deodorizing and 

sterilizing that is going on, with themselves as chief victims. They prefer 

to be left alone with their filth and their deathrate. This seems madness 

and ingratitude to us benevolent civilizers.
596

 

The author’s incredulity toward the notion that another country may not be receptive to 

having their feces inspected and scrutinized points to one of the defining features of 

sanitary imperialism. Some of the efforts to change the way Cubans related to their 

excrement even involved fines, prison time, destruction of existing privies, and in some 

cases public corporal punishment. With very few exceptions, this reformation did not 

strike the occupying forces as overly invasive, condescending, or motivated by racism—

sentiments often manifest by the colonized. Naturally, when someone from an occupying 

force appears at one’s door with a bar of soap, a bucket of lime, and the intention of 

“civilizing” the home’s occupants, those efforts might appear to the occupants as 

something less than benevolent. As such, the sanitary imperialism that took place from 

the 1890s through the 1910s is one of the indelible social and cultural legacies of 

American exceptionalism.  

 Just as their level of civilization was scrutinized, the morality of these foreigners 

with different bathroom habits was brought into question. In 1896, on the cusp of the 
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American imperial projects, the Ladies Home Journal editor Edward Bok acknowledged 

the existence of American sanitary imperialism while reinforcing the connection between 

civilization, morality, and proper sanitation. He wrote “Greater strides have been made in 

sanitary plumbing than in any part of the domestic machinery. The influence with us has 

been for good, and it is extending to other nations.” He went on to claim that the presence 

of American tourists in Europe has sped up the European adoption of the bathroom. Of 

course, none of this would be important if it was not for the consequential proliferation of 

good morals. “It is very easy to find a direct connection between the cleanliness of a 

people and their moral standard,” Bok continued.
597

 This popular sentiment was indeed 

reflected in various newspaper articles, advertisements, and letters written by sanitation 

officers.  

 This chapter details the efforts of the American occupying forces in Cuba and the 

Philippines—and to a much lesser extent Puerto Rico, Hawaii, the Panama Canal Zone—

to regulate, reform, and control the excrement of the new colonial subjects. I begin by 

situating these acts within larger domestic arguments regarding race during this time. I 

then show how the regulation of Native American defecation habits served as a bridge 

between the acts of the USSC during the Civil War and those of the health and sanitation 

forces abroad. As historian Andrew Rotter contends, “The entire human sensorium was 

engaged in the acts of making and accommodating and resisting empire,”
598

 and the sight 

and smell of excrement were compelling forms of determining the degree of civilization 
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of the Native Americans and insular subjects. I intend to show that these efforts to control 

the excrement of “less civilized” peoples constituted a peculiar but potent form of 

cultural diplomacy. Americans exported, often clumsily, their anxieties regarding the 

toxic effects of excrement alongside their coarse attitudes on race and civilization. I also 

wish to show that although history books have tended to ignore or downplay excrement’s role in 

race relations and imperialism during the Long Progressive Era, it was in fact at the forefront of 

the minds of those involved.  

 

4.2 Race 

 The anthropologist Alan Dundes was one of the first academics to connect 

excrement and race within culture. In Life is Like a Chicken Coop Ladder, Dundes 

closely examines the role of scatological folklore in German culture. It presents scores of 

excremental poems, songs, riddles, and rhymes, some that go back several centuries. 

Dundes connects the German obsession with excrement to the nature of German attitudes 

toward Jews. However, as Dundes point out, filth has often been used by dominant forces 

to denigrate those deemed less civilized.
599

 Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives, itself 

a model of Progressivism, contains many such examples of a well-meaning person 

making essentialist claims about how certain cultures are more inclined to filth than 

others. Whereas the “Chinaman” tends toward “stealth and secretiveness,”
600

 Italians are 
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“content to live in a pig-sty.”
601

 The Italian will “make his home in the filthy burrows 

where he works by day, sleeping and eating his meals under the dump, on the edge of the 

slimy depths and amid surroundings full of unutterable horror.”
602

 Riis’s Progressivism 

can be found in the fact that he intended his journalism to result in tenement reform. And 

he believed that people could change; that although a cultural or ethnic group tends to be 

filthy, they can be educated and uplifted out of their complacence. This same ethos 

guided those who sought to reform the Native Americans and the colonial subjects. And 

in those particular instances, excrement is often the most extreme form of filth—and the 

most potent insult—one can use against another race. In one sense, we can try to 

understand this imposition of defecation practices by Anglo-Americans onto Native 

Americans and other dark-skinned colonial subjects as a matter of etiquette, which, as 

Thomas Beidelman writes, “creates culture through bodily discipline, through modulation 

and repression of our appetites.”
603

 Cultivation of this practice—new in many ways to 

Anglo-Americans who, in the Civil War commonly defecated by the nearest tree and 

back home in an outhouse that may or may not have leeched into well water—produced a 

new standard of civilization for a culture already eager to distinguish itself from other 

races on the basis of other types of civilization.  

 For the Anglo reformers, then, all that would be necessary to solidify their 

preferred hierarchy of civilization was to bestow their wisdom to the other races as if they 
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had always done it this way. Anthropologist John Hartigan explains how this process 

works regarding matters of etiquette:  

Social hierarchies rest on the perception that unshakable rules for behavior 

both derive from and support a “natural” order of relations [. . .] The ritual 

forms of etiquette that guide routine forms of socializing are profoundly 

changed with notions of how racial, class, and gender identities are to be 

recognized and respected. This assures their reproduction in the most 

unconscious dimensions of social relations.
604

  

It is this “naturalization” of the social hierarchy and the reproduction of it through 

repeated association between the colonial subjects and excrement that makes this 

particular episode in American history fall short of benevolence. After all, the logic of 

civilization and sanitation that was imposed on these subjects that imposed the “filth 

taint” on them in the first place was a very recent phenomenon in Anglo-American 

society. While defecation is not strictly a “routine form of socializing,” every time a 

health officer from the Office of Indian Affairs or the Bureau of Insular Affairs wrote a 

report, levied a fine, or simply beat a colonial subject for transgressing the standard 

Anglo-American etiquette for defecation, they re-inscribed the problematic uplift model 

at work in the effort of benevolent civilization.   
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 The taxonomy of proper defecators, even though the practice of “proper” 

defecation was in a state of transition for Americans, was clear. So while the Progressive 

impulse was to recognize that Native Americans, Cubans, Filipinos, etc. can effectively 

blend in to the mainstream Anglo-American society if they would learn to defecate 

properly (among other things), the behavior we see occurring in each case actually 

reinforces this racial divide. From the perspective of the Insular Office’s Bureau of 

Health and the Office of Indian Affairs, though, this act of uplift was necessary in order 

to maintain a hygienic, stable populace under their control, and also to train them as 

potential citizens. But perhaps these endeavors would have been more successful without 

invasive inspections, warning notes, levied fines, and public horsewhipping. These 

behaviors added a level of violence to the already pedantic act of uplifting the other races 

via defecation reform. They took an act that is already acculturative by nature and made it 

violent—which, as a consequence, highlighted the subjugation of the colonial body even 

more than was already done militarily and politically.  

 As historian Warwick Anderson points out, these punitive behaviors were more 

than just an element of the project of civilizing the potential citizens, they were about 

“the development of ‘republican’ virtue and self-restraint.”
605

 That is, the discipline was 

necessary to make them civilized enough so that they might one day function as proper 

American citizens. They were also, however, expressions of the anxiety Anglo-

Americans felt about incorporating non Anglos into the country’s weft and weave. And in 
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that way, many of the methods used by the health officers working with Native 

Americans, Cubans, Filipinos, and Hawaiians alike were clearly using their excrement 

and their defecation practices to mark the border between the civilized and uncivilized 

races. During this period, as historian Mark M. Smith points out, drawing these racial 

borders was not merely a visual phenomenon, it was multisensory.
606

 Public figures such 

as Madison Grant, Charles Davenport, Lothrop Stoddard, and Havelock Ellis marshaled 

pseudo-science in order to reinforce the biological and hereditary differences among the 

races. Anxiety about this “passing,” supposedly occurring in the late decades of the 

nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth, was due in part to the many 

immigrants integrating into American society, ideas about Social Darwinism, and the 

imperial projects of the period.  

 American eugenicist Lothrop Stoddard divided the world into white and 

“colored,” while promoting the virtues of civilization. He subdivided the non-white 

category into “yellow,” “brown,” “black,” and “red,” but although each had their own 

different traits, they were equally non-white. He saw the uncivilized “under man” 

attempting to create chaos and oppose order—precisely what the Cubans, Filipinos, and 

Native Americans were accused of doing in with their “promiscuous defecation”—where 
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the white man tried to create order.
607

 The chaotic “under men” are essentially 

conservative, adhering to their old ways:  

a mere clinging to things as they are, with no discrimination between what 

is sound and what is unsound or outworn. A mere blind aversion to change 

just because it is change. This is sheer bourbonism. And bourbonism is 

dangerous because it blocks progress, prevents reform, perpetuates social 

evils, breeds discontent, and thus engenders revolution.
608

  

Oddly, for Stoddard, those who were content to continue their traditional way of doing 

things were the ones engendering revolution. 

 Havelock Ellis, the British sexologist and eugenicist also writing in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century, who had widespread influence in the U.S., was 

concerned about what he termed “social hygiene.” In The Task of Social Hygiene, he 

wrote that “it is the task of this hygiene not only to make sewers, but to re-make love, and 

to do both in the same large spirit of human fellowship, to ensure finer individual 

development and a larger social organization.”
609

 This dual rhetoric, saying on the one 

hand that sewer building is an act of love and on the other hand supporting eugenics, 

should reinforce the suspicion we might have when learning of the BIAs’ sanitation 

campaigns. Yes, on the one hand, one can say that these projects were quite successful in 
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lowering disease rates and cleaning up the cities and camps. That perspective should not 

be lost in all of this. But on the other hand, the progressive impulse to educate and edify 

the Native Americans and colonial subjects by policing their defecation habits should 

also be understood within the larger context of race relations in that time. 

 Prescott F. Hall, another American eugenicist who co-founded the Immigration 

Restriction League in 1894, compared non-white races to bacteria:  

Just as we isolate bacterial invasions, and starve out the bacteria by 

limiting the area and amount of their food-supply, so we can compel an 

inferior race to remain in its native habitat, where its own multiplication in 

a limited area will, as with all organisms, eventually limit its numbers and 

therefore its influence.
610

 

There are two significant points in Hall’s passage here. First, the comparison of non-

white races to bacteria is not far from a comparison to excrement. Second, contrary to the 

Progressives who dictated policy in the insular areas, Hall was content to see them die. 

Presumably, men such as Hall would have opposed any efforts to reform the colonial 

subjects or prepare them for possible citizenship. Indeed, many anti-imperialists of the 

era were compelled to speak out against it simply out of fear that these foreign peoples 

might one day be integrated into American society.  
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Many of these men fought against the inclusion of other races in the American 

mainstream. They formed eugenics clubs and wrote warnings about the potential fall of 

western civilization if interbreeding were to occur. Some, however, disagreed that all of 

these differences amounted to the need to limit immigration or to sterilize non-whites. 

Some felt the Progressive impulse that it was the “white man’s burden” to prepare non-

white races for inclusion in American society. Part of that project, then, was improving 

their level of sanitation. Progressive journalist Jacob Riis, for example, blamed something 

seemingly innate within certain cultures as well as the tenement system for the filth and 

disease found in it in the late nineteenth century. For men such as Riis and the reformers 

who comprised the occupational forces abroad, a culture can be remade, cleaned up.  

As expressed by a Pears Soap advertisement from McClure’s Magazine in 1899, 

“The first step towards lightening The White Man’s Burden is through teaching the 

virtues of cleanliness.” The ad features Admiral George Dewey, the hero of the capture of 

the Philippines from Spain a year earlier, washing his hands at his sink. And in the 

corners of the graphic are scenes of benevolent imperialism: in the top corners we see a 

battleship and a cargo boat; in the third corner the cargo boat has docked and unloaded 

boxes of soap; and the last one is a white man giving soap to a grateful, crouching, dark-

skinned man. And at the bottom, the copy reads “Pears Soap is a potent factor in 

brightening the dark corners of the earth as civilization advances, while amongst the 

cultured of all nations it holds its place—it is the ideal toilet soap.”
611

 In 1899, the U.S. 

was newly in possession of the Philippines, Puerto Rico, Guam, and also occupied Cuba. 
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The advertisement clearly tried to appeal to the new American projects of benevolent 

civilizing. It also insinuated that the occupations of these new territories was going more 

smoothly than was the case. In the Philippines, a long and bloody rebellion was under 

way, and in Cuba, most of population was still bitter about being left out of the Treaty of 

Paris and losing their sovereignty yet again.  

Pears was not the only company to use Dewey as a metaphor for hygiene and 

cleanliness in the conquest of the Philippines. During a parade in New York City in 1899 

to celebrate Dewey’s accomplishments, Abbey’s Effervescent Salts “thoroughly billed” 

New York City with posters featuring Dewey’s face and the slogan “The ‘Salt’ of Salts.” 

Effervescent salts, as indicated in the last chapter, were used for laxative purposes. In a 

naval parade on the Hudson, Abbey’s also plastered a tugboat with the posters and tossed 

out free samples to the crowds watching the parade from passenger boats.
612

 Here the 

cleanliness Dewey stood for was internal. As many health reformers of the day claimed, 

regular bowel movements aided a man’s strength and vigor. But like the Pears ad, the 

Abbey’s campaign drew on the Admiral’s success in the Philippines in defeating Spain 

and threatening the radical Filipinos who were calling for sovereignty.  

There is no doubt that sanitation was an enormously important issue of the day, 

and management of a society’s excrement was central to solving that problem. Justus von 

Liebig, a prominent nineteenth century German chemist wrote that “The preservation of 

the wealth and welfare of nations, and advances in culture and civilization depend on 
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how the sewage question is resolved.”
613

 Already in the 1850s, when von Liebig wrote 

this, many western countries agreed and began to find solutions to their sewage problems. 

And by 1903, American political scientist William H. Allen wrote that by then the 

science of proper sanitation was understood and practiced fully in some places. But the 

fact that some places still suffered from sanitary neglect was an entirely social 

phenomenon, as opposed to a scientific one. Allen determined that all societies go 

through seven stages in the evolution of “public-health administration.”
614

 The first of 

these stages is “that of racial tutelage, of pain economy, when the primary lessons of 

personal hygiene are learned.”
615

 Allen referred to a long history of sanitary reforms in 

Egypt and Arabia, culminating in the ones the Anglo-Americans were engaged in. It 

conveniently ignored the lessons Anglo-Americans and white Europeans learned just in 

the previous few decades.  

Throughout the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, race 

and sanitation were pinned together in an effort to justify the type of nativist measures 

limiting immigration from certain areas of the globe and naturalizing some races as 

inferior because of their supposed “filth.” Labor unions in San Francisco during this 

period focused on the Chinese because of the threat they posed to “white jobs.” One 

effective way to rally public opinion against the Chinese laborers was to make them a 

sanitary threat. The United Garment Workers Union advertised for their suits that 
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“insures the buyer against contagion.” Another encouraged the buyer to “discriminate 

against inferior unclean sweat-shop clothing.” It also promised that their own garments 

were made by workmen in “sanitary” shops.
616

 Public health became a matter of keeping 

the less sanitary races out of, or at least apart from, mainstream society. Or in the cases of 

the Progressive treatment of excrement, it was a matter of reforming the defecation 

practices of those races.  

It is worth noting, however, that the advanced level of sanitation practiced by the 

U.S. military at the turn of the century was very much a recent phenomenon. Only a few 

years earlier the standard system of excrement disposal was into an unlined cesspit with 

soil or lime thrown on top, easily contaminating a nearby water source. Munson writes of 

the forts that only two years earlier were pockmarked with dirt-covered shallow holes 

“honeycombing” the landscape to the point where “it was difficult to find a site for a new 

one.”
 617

 Many posts, especially those on the frontier, still used open privy pits, pails, or 

the dry-earth system even after the turn of the century. 

The Progressive Era was an age of intense racial anxieties, a new stage of American 

imperialism, and an impulse for cleanliness. These three trends formed the backdrop to 

the acculturative defecation lessons various government bureaucracies imposed on their 

non-white subjects.  It is an undeniable fact that these sanitation campaigns went a long 

way in abating diseases and improving the health and the health consciousness of these 
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societies. However, if we are to understand the full dimensions of the civilizing project 

undertaken in the Progressive Era, we need to see the prominent role excrement played in 

it. Likewise, if we are to understand how Americans considered excrement during this 

period, we need to understand the way it was racialized—the way excrement figured into 

this constructed colonial body. As the following section details, Native American 

sanitation policies formed the blueprint for the policies the U.S. enforced with its new 

(and also non-white) colonial subjects following the Spanish-American War.  

 

4.3 Captain John G. Bourke and the Native Americans 

 Native Americans were subjected to a variety of forced cultural regimens during 

the nineteenth century for the explicit purpose of “civilizing” them. Native American 

children were sent to boarding schools founded in order to better integrate Native 

Americans into an Anglo-American society. They were taught English, Christianity, and 

Anglo-American manners. Already five years before the Bureau of Indian Affairs was 

created, the U.S. Congress passed the 1819 “Civilization Fund Act,” stating that money 

would be set aside for benevolent societies to set up institutions to uplift and educate 

Native Americans. Specifically, the act called for “introducing among them the habits 

and arts of civilization,” and “for the regulation of their conduct.”
618

 As a result, the 

number of boarding schools for Indians grew considerably throughout the nineteenth 

century. One of these, the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, was founded by Richard 
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Pratt, who firmly believed that an Indian could adopt the ways of the Anglo-American 

culture and society. Carlisle students were forbidden to practice the religions they grew 

up with, had to have their hair cut, and could only communicate with each other in 

English. In 1892, Pratt quipped that “A great general has said that the only good Indian is 

a dead one. In a sense, I agree with the sentiment, but only in this: that all the Indian there 

is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian in him and save the man."
619

 In other words, 

an Indian can be civilized and assimilated into mainstream American society so long as 

his or her habits and customs are replaced by Anglo-American habits and customs. As 

regards sanitation, this meant forcing the Indian to adopt the new defecation customs.  

Not all Americans were as optimistic as Pratt that Native Americans could or 

would be friendly to the assimilationist policies put forth by the BIA and various 

missionaries. Dr. A.B. Holder argued in 1892 that the transition period for Indians 

between “savage” and “civilized” presented some tangible difficulties regarding their 

sanitation.  

[T]he laws of sanitation were easily lived up to [in the teepee]; when the 

surroundings became uncomfortably dirty, the teepee was removed to 

some clean spot. But since the advent of the log-house among them, things 

have changed; it is not practicable to move the house, and not being the 
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most thrifty and industrious people in the world, the filth remains about 

the house.
620

   

Holder pointed out a noteworthy problem with the government’s scheme to “civilize” the 

Native Americans. While the Dawes Act of 1887 diminished the land used by Native 

Americans by almost a third and forced thousands of Indian families into individual land 

parcels, it also had the intended effect of abruptly abandoning ending collective tribal 

ownership and replacing it with allotment and fixed habitation. And as Holder explained, 

this fixed habitation meant that defecation would quickly become a sanitary problem. 

Holder continued to write that the full transition to civilization could not occur unless the 

Indian adopted proper sanitary practices. “The most powerful facts toward proving the 

sanitary benefit of civilized surroundings are to be seen in the case of children brought 

from the camp to the boarding-schools, where they are at once placed in correct hygienic 

conditions.”
621

 Ideally then, the student would return to the reservation and impart these 

new hygienic standards to their families. This is the same pattern the USSC wished for as 

the Civil War soldiers returned to their own unhygienic homes.  

 It was within this cultural climate that Captain John G. Bourke, a self-described 

amateur anthropologist, wrote The Scatalogic Rites of All Nations.
622

 Following many 
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years of research, both in books and from his expeditions—especially in the American 

Southwest—Bourke published his tome, almost 500 pages long, that details excrement-

related rituals practiced by Native Americans and ancient and medieval cultures. The 

ultimate purpose of the book, according to Bourke in the Preface, was so that “the 

progress of humanity upward and onward may best be measured.”
623

  

 Throughout the Scatalogic Rites, despite aligning himself with former eminent 

authors who wrote about excrement and thanking prominent figures such as Havelock 

Ellis, Franz Boas, and James G. Frazer, Bourke’s rhetoric straddles the line between 

disgust and fascination with the practices in question. When he narrates stories of Native 

Americans using excrement or urine in a religious ritual, he is quick to qualify what he 

witnesses as “disgusting.” Yet his interest, albeit coded under the guise of serious 

anthropological “study,” is no doubt sincere. He also notes in the “Preliminary Remarks” 

that the rites he describes are “distinctly religious in origin.”
624

  This point is an important 

one; for the book consists of pairing rites that were either practiced by Native Americans 

or by predecessors to the Judeo-Christian tradition he is clearly a part of. And then he 

contrasts those “disgusting” traditions with the proper defecation practices of his 

contemporary Americans. To that end, the book is a paean to the progress of the Judeo-
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Christian people and their high degree of civilization. Bourke highlights that notion with 

the following passage from the “Preliminary Remarks:” 

Hebrews and Christians will discover a common ground of congratulation 

in the fact that believers in their systems are now absolutely free from any 

suggestion of this filth taint, every example to the contrary being in direct 

opposition to the spirit and practice of those two great bodies to which the 

world’s civilization is deeply indebted.
625

 

In other words, Bourke tells the reader to read on from the perch of Judeo-Christian 

civilization, in utter disgust at the practices of the savage and filthy Indians.  

 As a Captain during the Apache Wars in the 1870s and 1880s, Bourke had the 

opportunity to live alongside several different Native American communities and know 

them well. Bourke was an aide to General George Crook and was mired in the logic of 

“Indian taming” that governed their mission in the Southwest. Bourke heroicized Crook 

for maintaining stoicism while being in charge of the “savage-infested” Arizona 

territory.
626

 Part of their assignment was to train the Apaches in the “Caucasian” 

lifestyle—and that included sanitation practices. “The [Apache] scouts retained in service 

as a police force were quietly given to understand that they must be models of cleanliness 

and good order as well as of obedience to law,” wrote Bourke in his book about life in the 
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Southwest with Crook.
627

 Furthermore, one of Crook’s strategies in “taming” the Apache 

was to force individualization upon them by pitting them against each other in 

moneymaking schemes; “By the Crook method of dealing with the savage he was, at the 

outset, de-tribalized without knowing it; he was individualized and made the better able 

to enter into the civilization of the Caucasian, which is an individualized civilization.”
628

 

They were also forced to farm for themselves, rather than sharing the crops with their 

tribesmen. After these missions, Bourke commended Crook for “all the efforts which he 

so successfully made for the elevation of the red man in the path of civilization.”
629

 In 

general then, the logic of race relations between the Anglo-American and the Native 

American Bourke learned in his years in the Southwest was in line with the ethos of the 

Office of Indian Affairs and the boarding schools. Through Crook, Bourke learned that 

the Indian was just as capable as the white man, but it would take a considerable effort to 

educate and Christianize them enough so that they too can participate in Anglo-American 

civilization.  

As adaptation to mainstream Anglo sanitary standards was part of the civilizing 

process, it is likely that Crook, Bourke, and the other cavalries in charge of settling the 

Apaches into their new reservation life taught the Native Americans how to set up 

latrines. The soldiers either modeled the reservation latrines after their own camp latrines 

or taught them to construct something more permanent. By the 1870s and 1880s, the 

notion that bacteria (as opposed to miasmas) caused disease was not yet mainstream, so 
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standards for the placement of latrines were still based on proper ventilation and avoiding 

air contamination, but some regard was already given to not contaminating the water 

supply.
630

  For example, rule #666 states that “Sinks should be placed so as not to be in 

the course of prevailing winds to camp, and must be so that they cannot pollute the water 

either directly or by soakage.”
631

 Further, in a section dealing with the use of toilets, 

Woodhull says that gases from “fresh and healthy faecal matter” is not dangerous; “they 

are only hurtful when bearing specific germs, or after putrefaction.”
632

  

The type of latrine used by the soldiers in camp depended on how permanent the 

camp was (a more permanent camp may have had outhouses), if there was running water 

(if so, there may have been indoor privies with “soil pipes” leading to a cesspool near the 

barracks), the rank (the officers usually enjoyed separate and sometimes more 

sophisticated accommodations), and the climate the camp was located in (in the Dakota 

Territory, it was normal for the latrines to be housed
633

). It is likely, however, given that 

Bourke makes no mention of water supply pipes, that the latrines for the soldiers were the 

standard trenches, dug 4-6 feet deep, 2 feet wide, 150 paces from their camp, and 

however long was necessary based on the number of soldiers.
634

 Temporary camps would 
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have a pole (“preferably one from which the bark has been removed”
635

) across the trench 

to lean on, and more permanent camps would have an angled board as a seat and a 

wooden backrest. Soldiers were instructed to then toss dirt or lime, if available, on top of 

the excrement to prevent a noxious smell and the accumulation of too many flies.
636

 

Notably, Edward Munson’s Theory and Practice of Military Hygiene from 1901 states 

that “[a]s a general rule, the old Mosaic law requiring each individual to cover his own 

faecal discharges should be enforced.”
637

 Nevertheless, as noted in Chapter One, these 

trench latrines were repulsive to those who used them and were not especially sanitary. 

Medical records from Fort Buford in the Dakota Territory show that when it got too cold, 

the soldiers would toss their feces out the door, left to thaw in a terrible, swampy mess 

come springtime.
638

 Author Carla Kelly writes that in 1890 Fort Buford filled in its old 

trenches and built “four single sets (thirteen by twenty feet), and two double sets (thirteen 

by forty feet), of dry-earth latrines. Each double set contained twelve individual 

compartments.”
639

 The climate quickly exposed problems with earth closets in the winter 

at such a large scale.  

By 1901, military researcher Edward Munson was quite satisfied with the level of 

civilization displayed by the privies of the American military posts. He wrote that “the 
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great majority [of the military posts are] provided with thoughtfully planned, carefully 

built and thoroughly efficient systems of sewerage.” He continues “As a whole, our 

methods of disposing excreta and refuse compare very favorably with those of foreign 

armies, particularly in those of France, Russia, Italy and Spain.”
640

  

Given that the Apaches were separated into their own parcels of land, it is 

possible that the soldiers taught them to dig individual privy holes, and perhaps even 

outhouse structures to cover them. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the Anglo-American 

norms for dealing with excrement were in a state of flux during the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century, men like Bourke had little tolerance for alternative ways of 

defecating. And writing from the perspective of an anthropologist, Bourke argued that the 

way Native Americans used excrement aligned them with primitive civilizations of many 

centuries earlier.  

In a tone that expresses his reluctant-but-noble “duty” to report these practices, 

Bourke wrote, “Repugnant, therefore, as the subject is under most points of view, the 

author has felt constrained to reproduce all that he has seen and read, hoping that, in the 

fuller consideration that all forms of primitive religion are now receiving, this, the most 

brutal, possibly, of all, may claim some share of examination and discussion.”
641

 Adding 

to this attitude that some scholars must suffer through learning these vile acts in order to 
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more acutely see the progress of western civilization, he added on the title page of the 

book the phrase “Not for general perusal.”
642

 

Scatalogic Rites begins, after the introduction, with a chapter called “The Urine 

Dance of the Zunis,” a first person account of a ritual he witnessed at a meeting of a 

secret order of Zunis called the Nehue-Cue. Bourke imagined himself to have appeared to 

the Zunis like one of the “pictures of saints hanging upon the walls of old Mexican 

churches,” with his “stained glass attitude” and “in the halo diffused by the feeble 

light.”
643

 He recounted how the Zuni audience laughed as the dancers parodied the rituals 

from a Catholic church for them. Later, the “filthy brutes” drank from a bowl full of urine 

and then tried outdo each other in “feats of nastiness.”
644

 Bourke then tried to link this 

dance to old rituals that Jews and Arabs had long since left behind in their path to 

civilization. He also included fragments from letters sent to him by colleagues claiming 

to have seen various Indians eating excrement and drinking urine.  

In the next chapter, Bourke linked the Zuni dance to the Feast of Fools, which 

was a ritual with pagan roots performed in Europe in the Middle Ages. In fact, Bourke 

claimed that the rituals are so similar that the Zunis may have been influenced by the 

Feast of Fools, perhaps brought over by the Catholic missionaries from centuries 

earlier.
645

 However, one of the theses of the Scatalogic Rites is that the ingestion of 
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excrement and urine happened in festivals all over the world; though Christianity, 

democracy, and the civilization that accompanied them eventually eradicated the practice. 

He explained the presence of such debauchery in Medieval Christian tradition as a matter 

of the necessity of compromising with other cultures in order to gain initial acceptance.
646

 

Puritans, however, were especially effective at rejecting these heathen traditions:  

The Puritan may have made himself very much of a burden and a nuisance 

to his neighbors before his self-imposed task was completed, yet it is 

worthy of remark and praise that his mission was a most effectual one in 

wiping from the face of the earth innumerable vestiges of pre-Christian 

idolatry.
647

 

One chapter is titled “Human Excrement Used in Food by the Insane and Others,” 

followed by another titled “The Employment of Excrement in Food by Savage Tribes.” 

For these chapters, Bourke culled travel journals, anthropological treatises, an arcane 

French work called the Bibliotheca Scatalogica, excerpts from Lewis and Clark’s 

journey, and encyclopedias in English and French. Another prominent source for Bourke 

was letters he received from various military personnel stationed with different native 

tribes around the world.  
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 Later chapters chronicle excremental rituals performed overseas by “East Indian 

fanatics,”
648

 Mongolians, Tibetans, and others. Bourke, upon learning that Tibetans 

considered the excrement of the Dalai Lama to be sacred, had a pill allegedly containing 

the holy excrement examined by a Dr. Mew of the U.S. Army. Dr. Mew responded with 

the news that after careful analysis of the Lama’s excrement, there was “nothing at all 

remarkable in it,” and that the wheat residue was coarse “and probably not made in 

Minnesota.”
649

 

 Bourke also reported on a Medieval Christian sect called the Stercoranistes. This 

group posited that the sacrament, what Christians believe to be the “Lord’s body,” goes 

through the normal process of human digestion and eventually becomes excrement. 

According to Bourke, this scandal began in 831 by a monk named Paschasius Radbert, 

though may have also been a theological issue even earlier. Bourke also detailed the poor 

sanitary practices and conditions of many cultures around the globe, including the 

Persians, the Chinese, various South American cultures, the Indians, and several different 

African peoples.   

 The social and cultural climate in America was ripe for Bourke to publish a large 

volume detailing the excremental depravities of Native Americans, ancient civilizations, 

and “primitive” foreign cultures. The sanitary advances of the previous few decades in 

the U.S —specifically the sewer-building boom and the incorporation of the toilet— 

provided Bourke the moral high ground he needed to posit the Judeo-Christians higher on 
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the ladder of civilization than virtually everyone else (outside of Europe, at least). It is 

unknown how many copies of the Scatalogic Rites were published, but it was popular 

enough to be translated into German in 1913, with a Foreword written by Sigmund Freud, 

who proclaimed that the book contains “the major part of what is known of the role 

played by excretions in human life.”
650

 It was also republished in 1934 by the American 

Anthropological Society, and again in 1994. The 1994 version, however, was pared down 

considerably and published as a novelty volume of toilet humor called The Portable 

Scatalog. However, the fact of its existence is of interest to this particular research in that 

it expresses “scientific” rationale for the excrement-regulation practices that had begun 

just one year before Scatalogic Rites was published.  

 In the Conclusion, Bourke insisted that his contribution is an important one to 

science. He writes that “by integrating the equation of man’s development between the 

limits of zero, in which these disgusting practices had full sway, and the limit of A.D. 

1891, the precise extent of his advancement in all that we call civilization can be better 

understood.”
651

 The absence of excrement, then, in Bourke’s world, is an accurate 

indicator of progress and civilization. It follows then that Scatalogic Rites is powerful 

“scientific” evidence for Pratt’s “kill the Indian, save the man” ethos—a notion that was 

popular among Progressives of the era.  

 Merely months before the publication of Scatalogic Rites of All Nations, and the 

same year as the Wounded Knee massacre (1890), the BIA instituted  the field matron 
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program. The Dawes Act was probably the largest step toward “civilizing” the Indians. 

But the field matron program was significant in its own right in its attempts to “crush 

tribalism that dominated American Indian affairs after the Civil War.”
652

 Under the 

program, the OIA/BIA hired thousands of young women to travel from home to home in 

the reservations and give instructions to the families in matters of domestic science. 

Central to these instructions were matters of hygiene and proper sanitation.  

 The U.S. government had taken action to fight some diseases among the Indians 

earlier in the century. Smallpox vaccinations were provided to tribes near military 

outposts on the frontier, but that act was more for the health of the soldiers than the 

Indians.
653

 Through the Civil War years, Congress apportioned funds for the education 

and health of Indian tribes, but these funds were not adequate enough to effectively 

prevent large-scale cholera and smallpox outbreaks.
654

 It is unlikely that any instruction 

was given to them regarding defecation practices since most Americans adhered to 

miasma theory and were not aware that their own water supplies were often contaminated 

by bacteria from upstream or from leaky privy vaults. In 1873, however, the OIA created 

the Division of Medicine and Education in order to begin providing meaningful health 

care to the Indians.
655

 These responsibilities were handed over to the Civilization 
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Division four years later, and by 1888, 200,000 Indians had the services of 81 doctors.
656

 

It is unclear if any assessment or instruction of defecation practices existed before the 

field matron program.  

 Hundreds of field matrons worked for the OIA in the 1890s and 1900s. Until 

1895, all of these matrons were white. In 1895, however, the first Native American, Julie 

Kocer, was hired.
657

 The agent responsible for her hiring claimed that “she appeared to 

personify the ‘certified civilizer’ reformers and OIA policy makers hoped to attract to the 

program.”
658

 The OIA’s field matron Program was essentially an extension of the 

assimilationist policies of the Office of Indian Affairs during the 1880s. Field matron 

Emily Cook summed up the problem with reservation housing in 1892 when she said that 

when you move an Indian family from a teepee into a one-room house with a leaky 

ceiling, a single window, and poor sanitation, “the improvement of the house over the 

teepee is not all manifest.”
659

 In fact, the Meriam Report of 1928, a three-year 

comprehensive study of the conditions of the reservation, stated that “From the 

standpoint of health, it is probably true that the temporary, primitive dwellings that were 

not fairly air-tight and were frequently abandoned were more sanitary than the permanent 

homes that have replaced them.”
660

 Lewis Meriam, a government researcher and expert 
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on government administration, also added that toilets were hardly ever found in the 

Native American dwellings, and “[e]xcept among the relatively few well-to-do Indians, 

the houses seldom have a private water supply or any toilet facilities whatever. Even 

privies are exceptional.”
661

 Seeing as Meriam felt that the primary role for government in 

the welfare of the Indians was to increase their level of civilization, it made sense that he 

came back to the topic of defecation throughout his report.
662

 The lack of sewer systems 

or adequate water delivery systems on reservations did make the widespread use of toilets 

impossible.
663

 Depending on the climate, which varies greatly between Alaska, the Great 

Plains, and the Southwest, it is likely that those on the reservations dug shallow holes to 

defecate in or built simple outhouses covering a privy pit. Given the poor economic 

conditions on the reservations, very few could afford to pay for supplies for anything 

better. Furthermore, given that the inspections and advice of the field matrons occurred 

within the context of other efforts to “kill the Indian,” the Indian likely put up some 

resistance to changing their mode of defecation.  
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 There is some precedent to the field matron regarding sanitation. Military officers, 

who oversaw the Reservations occasionally, inspected them for proper sanitation. For 

example, Captain W.W. Wotherspoon oversaw a settlement of Apaches taken to Alabama 

after Geronimo was captured. He overhauled their sanitary practices and inspected the 

sanitary conditions of their homes on a weekly basis. He claimed in 1892 that they are 

“tending toward civilization, although they made great havoc in Arizona only a few years 

ago.” He reported that the grounds surrounding their dwellings are clean, and that the 

“refuse” is taken away and burned. Assumedly, since burning excrement was a standard 

alternative in the military, refuse means excrement as well as garbage.  

Thomas Morgan took over the position of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 

1889 and quickly set about implementing more of the assimilationist civilizing 

programs.
664

 About the field matron program, Morgan wrote that “[t]he position of the 

field matron has been created in order that Indian women may be influenced in their 

home life and duties, and may have done for them in their sphere what farmers and 

mechanics are supposed to do for Indian men in their sphere.”
665

 Now that the privies 

were part of the women’s sphere, the matrons would be responsible for their upkeep. In 

this same memo, Morgan goes on to specifically charge the field matrons with giving 

Indian women “counsel, encouragement and help in [. . .] [c]leanliness and hygienic 
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conditions generally, including disposition of all refuse.”
666

 And a 1912 Congressional 

Report on the Indian Appropriations bill stated that “[m]ost of the actual work of 

enforcing the sanitary regulations of the office falls upon these women [the field 

matrons].”
667

 

Still in 1930, field matrons filled out reports on the sanitary conditions of the 

houses they visited. In addition to noting the name, race, and occupations of the residents, 

the matrons paid special attention to the “excreta disposal” system used at the house. One 

question asked if the dwelling had an outdoor privy. Another if “pits” were used. Another 

asked if the excrement was protected from flies. The fourth asked if there was evidence 

of soil pollution from the privy. And the final question requested further remarks 

regarding the privy. Many of the matrons used this slot to note what was used to cover 

the excrement, be it lime, ash, just dirt, or nothing at all. On the back of the form, a score 

was assigned to assess the sanitary condition of the house. The categories of “screening” 

and “general cleanliness” were each worth 10 points. “Water supply” was worth 30 

points. And “excreta disposal” was worth 50.
668

  

The matrons also filed weekly reports detailing their daily activities and the miles 

they travelled. It is clear that they spent a good portion of their time instructing the 

families (mostly the women of the families) on matters of sanitation and cleanliness, but 
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manners and space prevented them from detailing the specifics of these instructions. 

Some of the matrons also organized work crews of men to clean debris from camps, dig 

trenches for new plumbing lines, and build roads.
669

 Nevertheless, as “excreta disposal” 

was worth half of the sanitation scores they assigned to households, one can assume this 

was also part of the instruction. One nurse reported her hours spent in the following way: 

“nursing and care—9, inspection—5, advised at office—7, treated—4, friendly visits—2, 

helped doctor with patients balance of time.”
670

 

Indian boarding schools were also seen as a locus for the civilizing process. As 

the Board of Indian Commissioners stated in 1880, “If the common school is the glory 

and boast of our American civilization, why not extend its blessings to the 50,000 

benighted children of the red men of our country, that they may share its benefits and 

speedily emerge from the ignorance of centuries.
671

 Learning about proper bathroom 

technology and etiquette was a part of that education. Part of the process of “killing the 

Indian” and “saving the man” was educating the Indian schoolchildren on how to 

defecate in a civilized manner using proper flush toilets. One student, Don Talayesva, 

said that his first exposure to a flush toilet was at a boarding school in Arizona. It was 

“like a spring, and flushed. I was uneasy at first and expected the bowl to overflow; but I 
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caught on quickly and like it—although it was a waste of water.”
672

 By 1920, the girls, 

who were trained mostly in the domestic sciences, were on track to potentially be chosen 

as field matrons.
673

 Although the field matrons were originally only white, more and 

more Indian women were hired on after the turn of the century.
674

 It is likely that very 

few of the Indian boarding schools originally had flush toilets given that they were often 

located in areas outside of the range of standard municipal plumbing. P. Flor. Digmann, 

superintendent of the St. Francis Mission School in Rosebud, South Dakota, reported that 

the school received flush toilets in 1899, though it is unclear and unlikely that a sewer 

system was used to usher the sewage away.
675

 By 1928, most of the boarding schools and 

mission schools had toilet facilities in the basement, which were, “as a rule poorly lighted 

and ventilated and are rarely sufficiently heated,” according to the Meriam survey.
676

 

Furthermore, almost half of the schools visited by Meriam’s team lacked toilet paper 

altogether.
677

 Although children at the boarding schools and their families at home were 

subjected to frequent inspections, many boarding schools did not see fit to provide the 

students with adequate toilet paper.  
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 The U.S. Indian Inspection Service also inspected buildings on reservations, 

including boarding schools, and made special note of the state of the privies. The 

inspectors noted the size of the bathrooms, the number of water closets, their distance 

from the school if in a separate location, and the general condition of the privies.
678

 

Occasionally the inspectors included evidence of their personal sentiments toward the 

Indians or the process of civilization. One report on a Zuni boarding school from January 

11
th

,1904, read, “trying to educate hungry pagans, along the line of modern civilization, 

has been, and is likely to be up-hill business.[…] iliterate[sic] pagans----with so little 

knowledge of books and English, that their trainig[sic] was well nigh wasted.” 
679

 

Another from Yakima, read that “many are intelligent, industrious and progressive, while 

many are of the long-haired, savage, blanket type.”
680

 The inspectors’ tendency to 

editorialize their biases in the inspection reports leaves a poignant indication of the 

manner in which these inspections were carried out. 

Excrement as a locus of dissent and rebellion has a broad history in culture, 

especially among those who are subjugated or imprisoned. One specific example of 

defiant excreta came from students at the Keams Canyon boarding school in Northeast 
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Arizona in 1895. The school’s superintendent locked the Indian boys in their rooms at 

night against their will; they wanted to be able to use the bathroom at night. Their only 

available agency being their bodily functions, the boys defecated on their floor in protest. 

In the words of Edmund Nequatewa, “So it was quite a large number of good-sized 

boys—practically young men—that decided they will just crap all over the floor, which 

they did.”
681

  When their supervisor found the surprise, the boys told him “If you don’t 

like that mess, take the padlock off the door.”
682

 Shortly thereafter, the Keams Canyon 

superintendent gave them buckets to use, but their point was made.
683

 This form of 

protest was used in prisons both before and after the Indian boarding schools.
684

 Whether 

a protest is performed by defecating on the floor at a boarding school or simple refusal to 

upgrade to a “civilized” method of defecation and excreta disposal on a reservation (or, 

for that matter, one’s own home in the case of the insular subjects), the excrement is not 

put in its proper place, according to the inspectors, superintendents, etc. Anthropologist 

Mary Douglas, who popularized the term “matter out of its place”
 685

 to describe dirt and 
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its inherent subjectivity, also connected dirt with disorder and chaos. Lothrop Stoddard 

used the same terminology in his description of the non-white “under man.” For him, 

those who resist a transformation of values are guilty of undermining society with chaos, 

or “bourbonism,” as he calls it. Therefore, by defecating where one is told not to 

defecate, the subject mockingly affirms his supposed savagery. In fact, it is doubly 

transgressive in that the act both defies the orders of the authority (resisting what 

Foucault calls the “chief function of the disciplinary power”: to train the prisoner
686

) and 

creates a lurid trace of dirt, or disorder, for the authority to behold. This transgression 

occurred when the Keams Canyon boys defecated on the floor of their dormitory, and it 

also occurred when the Indian families refused to upgrade their privies and, as described 

below, when the Cuban soils the road. The nature of the disciplinary reaction to this 

transgression depended entirely upon the limits of authority. Unlike the field matron 

whose role was advisory and investigatory, the superintendent and the BIA officer had 

the authority to administer punishment.   

It is not possible to determine how many families did not upgrade their privies to 

the new Anglo normative kind, but field matron data and the Meriam Report suggest that 

number is significant. Lack of sufficient funds may have been one of the major reasons to 

eschew the advice of the field matron, but another reason that cannot be discounted is 
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simple rebellion. Refusing to adopt the new system of defecation imposed upon them was 

one of the few ways an Indian family could contravene, or at least express 

discontentment with, the new order. The Indians, as well as the new colonial subjects as 

we shall see, were urged to conform to a system that implicitly and explicitly (via 

Bourke) told them that they are uncivilized. As was the case with so many regulatory 

policies applied Indians, they were repeated on the global stage when the U.S. became an 

imperial power in the years following 1898.  

4.4 Sanitary Imperialism  

As historian Louis Perez notes, 1898 is traditionally understood “as a watershed year.” 

He rightly claims that “[m]ost U.S. historiography commemorates 1898 as the moment in 

which the nation first projected itself as a world power.”
687

 However, colonialist policies 

toward the Native Americans provided an important precedent for the way American 

insular officials dealt with their new overseas colonial subjects. Historian Richard 

Drinnon claims that racism, not class or economy, “defined natives as nonpersons within 

the settlement culture and was in a real sense the enabling experience of the rising 

American empire.”
688

 Indeed, the rhetoric applied to the new colonial subjects often used 

the same racist tone as that which was used by Bourke and Pratt. Legally, the status of the 

Indians was remarkably similar to that of the insular territories. Whereas the Cherokee 

were found in 1831 to be a “domestic dependent nation,” Downes v. Bidwell (1901), the 
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most famous of the “insular cases,” the Supreme Court ruled that the Puerto Ricans were 

“foreign […] in a domestic sense.”  Justice White, who was likely conditioned by racial 

prejudices and fears of the day, wrote in his concurring opinion that “the immediate 

bestowal of citizenship on those absolutely unfit to receive it” was not a wise course of 

action. In other words, Puerto Ricans, like the Cherokees, did not have to be dealt with as 

a sovereign nation with sovereign rights. Nor, however, would its people be afforded 

protection under the Constitution as U.S. citizens were. Justice Brown, also concurring, 

wrote that in a land “inhabited by alien races [. . .] the administration of government and 

justice, according to Anglo-Saxon principles, may for a time be impossible.” This 

liminality made the application of policies to modify the behaviors of the respective 

groups possible.
689

 

 The Bureau of Insular Affairs implemented defecation policies in the U.S.’s 

newly acquired territories. Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Philippines, Hawaii, and the Panama 

Canal Zone were all under various types of control by the U.S. But one thing remained in 

common between these territories—sanitation reform preceded other meaningful 

infrastructural or societal development. This meant that defecation had to be regulated, 

and these regulations had to be enforced.  Almost across the board, the first act of 
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civilizing the new colonial subjects of the new American empire was a reformation of 

their defecation habits. And in this sense, the hegemonic relationship the U.S. had with 

the insular territories continued in many ways the relationship it had with the Native 

Americans. As Drinnon notes, the Bureau of Insular Affairs was established “to deal with 

the natives in our new island possessions. 11,000 miles away, the men in Washington 

naturally extrapolated from their cumulative experience in dealing with the natives on the 

continent.”
690

 

 There are many subtexts to the debate about whether 1898 marked a distinct turn 

in U.S. foreign relations or if it was a continuation of policies already in place for dealing 

with the Native American population. One of those subtexts insists on the importance of 

relations with Native Americans in the 19
th

 century. Another involves the importance of 

culture in foreign relations. So while those historians concerned with geographical 

boundaries are correct to identify 1898 as a distinct turning point, fundamentally different 

than the period before it, historians looking at the social and cultural side of foreign 

relations are also correct in maintaining continuity in terms of the socio-cultural 

tendencies informing those relations.  

The Spanish-American War lasted between April 25
th

 and August 12
th

 of 1898, 

culminating with the Spanish being ousted from the island and the American forces 

occupying it for the next several years. Although the Teller Amendment, passed by the 

U.S. Congress in April, promised "control of the island to its people," the U.S. occupied 
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Cuba from 1899 until 1902. And then, based on the Platt Amendment, which placed the 

onus of the island’s stability on the U.S., American occupational forces returned from 

1906 to 1909. During these periods, 1898 to 1902 (the “military occupation”) and 1906 to 

1909 (the “provisional occupation”), the U.S. instituted several important sanitary 

reforms aimed at spreading American civilization to the country that would either be a 

neighboring country or at some point part of the U.S. Albert Shaw wrote that all the 

suffering, death, and debt incurred from the Spanish-American War will have been worth 

it if only to “establish a regime of cleanliness in the Cuban seaports.”
691

 Also indicative 

of the American government’s cleanly intentions is the fact that McKinley appointed the 

surgeon Leonard Wood to the governorship of the island. Although McKinley was 

referring to the Filipinos when he said he got a message from god that told him to “take 

them all, and to educate the Filipinos, and to uplift and civilize and Christianize them,” he 

might as well have been talking about the Cubans as he tapped in to a popular 

expansionist sentiment.
692

  Furthermore, within a month and a half of the end of 

hostilities, and before the peace treaty was signed in December of 1898, the U.S. sent the 

celebrity sanitarian George Waring to Cuba to research and report on the sanitary 

conditions of the island. Waring died shortly after returning, but notes from his trip were 

compiled into a report nevertheless. In it, he wrote “The surroundings and customs of 

domestic life are disgusting almost beyond belief.” And after describing several rooms in 

the front and middle of the typical Cuban house, “Beyond these, on another court, are—I 
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might say is—‘the kitchen stable and privy, practically all in one.’”
693

 Waring’s revulsion 

with the sanitary and hygiene of the Cuban people is clear in his prose.  He went on to 

describe the Cuban customs in more detail:  

There is no ordinance—at least none in force—requiring a householder to 

empty his privy vault. He uses it until it threatens to overflow; then he 

hires a night-scavenger, who comes with a cart, carrying the requisite 

number of barrels. These are filled through square holes at the top, and 

discharged through a plugged orifice at the bottom. 

The workmen use tub-like ladles with long handles, with which they scoop 

up the filth. These they carry, dripping as they go, through kitchen, dining-

room, reception-room, and hall to the street. When the barrels are filled, 

the cart starts, ostensibly for the prescribed place of disposal; but often, in 

a dark street, the plugs come out, and, before the waggon[sic] has gone 

very far, the barrels are empty.
 694

 

Havana had an old system of about 35 miles of storm sewer—though some buildings, 

such as the prisons, also connected lines to these sewers—lined by coral rock.
695

 But by 

1898, these sewers were no longer usable. The floor of the channels allowed sewage to 

seep through to the water table, and potentially contaminate the water supply.  
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Notably, however, Waring did not see the situation of the Cubans to be beyond 

repair. He recommended an eight-step process to remedy Havana’s sanitation woes; 

before draining marshes or establishing a solid-waste service, Waring’s first three steps 

involved instituting a civilized method for dealing with excrement. He proposed 

constructing a modern city-wide sewer system and sewage-treatment system so that raw 

effluent wouldn’t be discharged into the bay. And he also proposed filling in every 

house’s cesspit with dirt and supplying each home with a modern toilet that would not be 

“liable to damage from ignorance and carelessness.”
696

 The benefits of the dummy-proof 

toilets, Waring claims, would far outweigh the costs. As Waring passed away, however, 

so did his ambitious plan to provide every Havana home with a new toilet.  

Among the very first acts by the U.S. forces when the charge of the country 

officially shifted from the Spanish to the Americans on January 1, 1899, was “the 

disinfection of the officers’ barracks and hospitals.”
697

 Shortly thereafter, all public 

buildings were inspected, and then “cleaned, fumigated, and disinfected.”
698

 And already 

on January 16, 1899, inspections of the homes of Havana had commenced. According to 

the reports of the military government, “not a single house in Havana was provided with 

the plumbing of a modern system.”
699

 Offenders, which included most of the homes, 

were sent letters of instruction on how to update their toilet and sewage system. The 

scavengers, or nightsoil men, replaced their ladle-and-barrel outfit with newer equipment 
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resembling the “odorless excavators” popularized in the late-19
th

 century U.S. for cities 

that had not yet upgraded to comprehensive sewers. The sewage was then taken to scows 

and dumped out at sea. The remaining empty cesspits, or pozos negros (black pits), were 

treated with electrozone
700

 and burning sulphur.
701

  

William C. Gorgas was appointed the Chief Sanitary Officer in Havana in 1898, 

but much of the actual sanitation work was performed by the Army engineers and 

Havana’s Department of Public Works, headed by Jose Villalón.
702

 Major W.M. Black 

was put in charge of all of the island’s engineering work. The American officers in 

charge deemed the old Spanish system of public works to be antiquated, so they 

organized and ran the public works in Cuba based on the American model.
703

  

In the same spirit as the USSC inspectors from several decades earlier and the 

field matrons who started their inspections only a few years earlier, a team of American 

doctors and both Cuban and American inspectors—described later by the American 
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provisional governor of Cuba Charles Magoon as having a great deal of zeal
704

—set out 

to fix how and where Cubans defecated. Havana’s Department of Sanitation performed 

initial inspections from January to March of 1899, and then continuous inspections for 

the remaining years of the military occupation. Inspectors were given metal badges and 

letters proving they were from the Sanitary Department.
705

 Havana contained around 

20,000 households, so it took some time for each one to be reached by a sanitary 

inspector. In the initial inspection, a form was filled out answering basic questions 

regarding the basic condition (number of rooms, number of people living there) of the 

dwelling.
706

 The second page of the form included a detailed questionnaire—to be filled 

out by the inspector—regarding the excremental details of the home. Questions included 

if a “fosa mora” or “pozo negro” (cesspit) existed, when it was last cleaned, if there was a 

sewer pipe, what it was made of, where it went to, etc. The existence of a cesspit or a 

sewer line that was defective (nearly all were since the main sewers were few and even 

those tended to be clogged or dysfunctional) meant that a notice was to be sent to the 

homeowner. Letters were written to the homeowners alerting them that the work—in 

most cases, cleaning out the cesspit and sanitizing it—needed to be done within seven 

days. At that point an inspector visited the home, and if the homeowner did not do the 

work within that time, another notice was sent to show “cognizance has been taken of the 

default.”
707

 Ten days later, if the work has still not been done, a $10 ($258 in 2010) fine 
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was issued to the homeowner. If they still did not do the work, the engineering corps and 

the Nightsoil Department (within the Public Works Department) did the work and 

charged the homeowner for it. Part of the disinfection process a house typically went 

through was a thorough scrubbing of the “floors, ceilings, and walls” with “a powerful 

solution of bichloride of mercury.”
708

 The $10 fine alone was likely unaffordable to the 

average Havana resident at the time. Occasionally, homeowners received letters notifying 

them that they were to install water closets and connect them to the sewer when in fact 

there was no sewer near them.
709

 Usually, though, since the existing sewer was not 

extensive or for that matter usable, and since the comprehensive sewer could not be built 

during the occupation, the “pozo negros” had to suffice in the meantime. The extent of 

the forced upgrades varied depending on the condition of the house. But many “modern 

materials”—it is not clear if these were toilets or simply pipes—were ordered from the 

U.S.
710

 Likely, the Cubans were left to use normal outhouse-style privies as they were 

accustomed. The buildings occupied by the military government throughout the country, 

however, were outfitted with modern water closets.
711
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The scavengers were put on the government payroll and worked in the Night Soil 

department under American William Kennedy.
712

 Existing documents of the work done 

refrain from specificities, but the intent of the Sanitary Plumbing and House Drainage 

Department under the Department of Sewers was essentially to update the plumbing so 

that when the sewer was built, all that would be necessary would be to connect the house 

to the sewer line. In the meantime, the sewage would be directed back to the pozos 

negros.
713

 Between June 1899 and June 1900, the Night Soil Department inspected only 

1,414 homes, but emptied 3,597 cubic yards of excrement from Havana’s cesspits. All of 

this information was carefully documented by the Night Soil Department.
714

 Meanwhile, 

the Maintenance and Improvement of Old Sewers Department removed 15,338.8 cubic 

meters of sewage from the existing clogged lines.
715

 Previously, the night soil men 

carried the casks of sewage to outlying farms for fertilization, but under the system of the 

U.S. forces, they were required to take it to the city dump in some circumstances, or the 

ocean in others.
716

 Outside of Havana, where no sewers existed at all, the U.S. occupying 

forces reported that the residents of smaller towns typically defecated “on the public 

streets and byways,” whereas in larger towns such as Matanzas, homes usually had 

outhouses built over cesspits—both lined and unlined. Some had no toilet facilities at all.  
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In just over a year, from January 1899 to April of 1900, the U.S. spent more than 

$4 million on sanitation measures.
717

 And that number does not include building a 

comprehensive sewer system. The U.S. Military government clearly wanted to build a 

comprehensive sewer system for Havana, but legal wrangling with Mike Dady of New 

York prevented them from completing the task. Dady’s various lawsuits—against 

Havana’s mayor and then against Wood—claimed that he had a contract to sewer Havana 

since 1895, but was prevented from doing so by the war. The military government’s 

consulting engineer, Samuel Gray, found his bid to be full of engineering 

miscalculations, and had other problems in terms of price and quality, so they refused to 

honor the contract after the war had ended.
718

  

Naturally, some homeowners and business owners did not cooperate with the new 

system of dealing with excrement. Reports attribute this dissent to both “poverty” and 

“avarice,” without mention of possible displeasure of being occupied. Either way, 

defecating in an unsuitable manner was still clearly not acceptable to the American 

occupying forces. In addition to the fines levied against some offenders, there is some 

evidence that others were punished more severely. While it is not clear if those who could 
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not pay the fines were incarcerated or sent to debtors prisons, it is clear that some were 

beaten for “recalcitrance.”
719

  

In 1902, when the U.S. military government left the country and handed the reins 

over to Cuban Moderate Tómas Estrada Palma, they left the country in better sanitary 

condition than when they began their occupation. President Roosevelt declared in 1904 

the following:  

If every country washed by the Caribbean Sea would show the progress in 

just and stable civilization which with the aid of the Platt Amendment 

Cuba has shown since our troops left the island, and which so many 

republics in both Americas are constantly and brilliantly showing, all 

questions of interference by this Nation with their affairs would be at an 

end.
720

   

However, the Platt Amendment (1901) gave the U.S. the right to re-occupy Cuba in the 

event it displays internal instability. In fact, Section 5 of the Platt Amendment “required 

the Cuban government to complete the sanitation measures already started.”
721

 This 

provision caused some friction between the two nations, as the U.S. reminded Cuba of its 

obligation under Section 5 in 1905.
722

 And in 1906, after a period of civil and political 
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strife in which Estrada Palma requested U.S. assistance, Secretary of War Taft became 

the provisional governor or Cuba for two weeks until American diplomat Charles 

Magoon arrived to take over. Magoon found himself negotiating between the two rival 

political factions, Zayas and Gomez, and by most recent accounts he administered the 

government fairly and softly (though many Cubans at the time and shortly thereafter 

thought him to be corrupt).
723

  

 By the time Magoon took office in 1906, there was still no sewer in Havana. 

Legal wrangling with Mike Dady and then another American company, McGivney-

Rokeby, stalled sewer construction indefinitely. The Magoon administration still planned 

to carry out the task of sewering Havana. The $13 million
724

 necessary for the project
 
was 

well beyond what the municipal government could afford, so the federal government 

planned to cover a substantial portion of that sum.
725

 

 Magoon felt that a new sewer and proper sanitation were keys to a thriving Cuba. 

He found the sanitary inspections of homes and businesses to be the “greatest and most 

beneficent influences exercised since the beginning of the Provisional Government.”
726

 

Indeed, Magoon nearly tripled the number of inspectors already working in Havana from 
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20 to 55 the same month he took office. Dr. Jose Lopez, head of the local Sanitary Office 

in Havana, claimed that they “endeavor to strictly enforce what is required in the Sanitary 

Ordinances, in both private houses as well as in public establishments.”
727

 Chief Sanitary 

Inspector Jefferson Kean also had these inspectors equipped with special uniforms, not 

unlike Waring’s strategy with the streetsweepers in New York.  

All of this disturbance regarding the Cubans’ excrement must be understood 

within the era’s social context. First, the measures taken by the U.S. military and 

provisional governments to clean up Cuba and reduce the death rate from cholera, 

typhoid, and yellow fever worked.
728

 And though Cuban attitudes toward their restless 

and brutal neighbors to the north (to paraphrase Jose Martí) are mired in more than a 

century of duplicitous and destructive policies coming from both countries, many are still 

thankful for the sanitary reforms instituted in the post-1898 era. From this important 

perspective, it makes good sense that Cuban excrement was one of the most significant 

targets of the Progressive health reformers within the occupation forces. In suggesting 

that outside military force is necessary to “clean out the bandits” in the tropics and 

Mexico to make “orderly self-government” possible, American diplomat Walter Hines 

Page summed up American efforts in Cuba more directly, “What we did in Cuba might 

thus be made the beginning of a new epoch in history, conquest for the sole benefit of the 
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conquered, worked out by a sanitary reformation.”
729

 This sanitary reformation was 

appreciated by many Cubans, and was also considered by many Americans to be our 

great gift to the Cuban people.  

On the other hand, this fixation with Cuban excrement also needs to be 

understood within the context of how the Cuban figure was constructed by American 

media and how the Cuban colonial subject was treated by the American forces. At 

roughly the same time Theodore Roosevelt and other Americans touted masculinity and 

warned of peacetime creating “effeminate tendencies in young men,”
730

 newspapers were 

painting Cubans as lazy, immoral, and effeminate, “incapable of by nature and 

experience of fulfilling the obligations of citizenship in a great and free republic.”
731

 This 

same article in the Philadelphia Manufacturer also stated that “Our only hope of 

qualifying Cuba for the dignity of statehood would be to Americanize her completely, 

populating her with people of our own race.”
732

 Statements like these did not go 

unnoticed by Cubans. Jose Martí responded to the Manufacturer article very defensively, 

writing that “We are not the people of destitute vagrants or immoral pigmies that the 

Manufacturer is pleased to picture,” also noting that these “effeminate” Cuban soldiers, 

upon hearing of Lincoln’s assassination, wore an armband in tribute to the U.S. 
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President.
733

 Other Americans, such as publisher Walter Hines Page, wrote that any 

course other than the one taken by the U.S. in Cuba would be “silly, sentimental, 

flabby—immoral. Any other course would mean a plain shirking of our obligation to 

civilization. There is nothing in our demands that is humiliating to the Cubans.”
734

 The 

gulf between the image of the Cuban perpetuated in the American media and the image 

the Cubans had of themselves was seldom bridged as the policies of the provisional 

government were implemented.   

Furthermore, that the decades-long battle for Cuba Libre from vicious Spanish 

domination was co-opted by the Americans in 1898 did not sit well with the Cubans.
735

 

And the subsequent manner in which the Cubans were cut out of peace negotiations and 

the American military occupation of the country were surprises and insults that made 

imperial intentions all the more clear to the Cubans. In 1899, Cuban General Máximo 

Gómez wrote that  

None of us thought that [the U.S. intervention] would be followed by a 

military occupation of the country by our allies, who treat us as a people 

incapable of acting for ourselves, and who have reduced us to obedience, 
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to submission, and to tutelage imposed by force of circumstances. This 

cannot be our ultimate fate after years of struggle.
736

  

From the dominant U.S. perspective, the military occupation was necessary to help these 

“untrained”
737

 Cubans stabilize their country—it had to “pacify” (to use Senator Orville 

Platt’s phrase) the tiny island. Clearly some of the language—intentional or not—tended 

to portray the Cubans as children, a position vehemently opposed especially by soldiers 

that had been fighting the Spanish occupation for decades. Therefore, the American 

efforts to reform the defecation practices of their new subjects were not welcomed by 

much of the country no matter how healthy it ended up making the populace.  

 Cuban historian Marial Iglesias Utset writes of a cartoon from the Literary Digest 

in 1901, depicting “Leonard Wood, surrounded by cases of soap, bleach, and disinfectant, 

energetically scrubbing Cuba, represented by a little black boy, sitting in a bathtub and 

crying forlornly.”
738

 Utset also connects domestic virtue and imperialism to underscore 

the importance of race in the U.S./Cuba equation:  

fetishistic praise of soap and toilets as ‘vehicles of civilization’ was based 

on a racist association linking the ‘whiteness’ of the colonizers with the 

cleanliness and purity typical of correct hygiene practice, in stark contrast 
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to the dark skin color of natives who lived amid the filth and pollution 

characteristic of ‘backward’ societies.
739

 

Racist stereotypes about Cubans undoubtedly complicated the U.S. mission to sanitize 

the island. Less than forty years after slavery was abolished in the U.S., less than five 

years after Plessy v. Ferguson, and in the middle of the Jim Crow era and lynching, it is 

practically impossible to disentangle race from the civilizing mission of the occupying 

forces. Indeed, it may be no surprise then that the more severe punishments doled out for 

defecating outside of the Anglo-designated location occurred in the Santiago on the 

eastern side of the island, which has historically been the black and mulatto region of 

Cuba.  

 One author, Robert Porter—the superintendent of the 1890 census who 

“promulgated the idea of the ‘end of the frontier’”
740

 that Turner seized upon—neatly 

compared the American sanitation campaign in Santiago to the legendary Roosevelt-led 

charge up San Juan Hill: “the campaign against dirt and disease has been as sharp and hot 

as the charge of San Juan Hill. The resistance on the part of the native population was 

even more stubborn than the Spanish soldiers to our forces around Santiago.”
741

 Unlike 

the difficult, though methodical, system used by the sanitary officers in Havana and its 

surroundings, the tactics used to control the excrement in Santiago were brutal by 

comparison. Porter reported of doors being smashed down, and “people making sewers of 
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the thoroughfare [being] publically horsewhipped in the streets.”
742

 Porter’s tone suggests 

tacit approval of these methods geared supposedly towards uplift and civilization. The 

successes of the sanitation campaigns, particularly in the eastern provinces that Santiago 

is a part of, demonstrate the potency of American civilizing forces.  

 Furthermore, this more aggressive punishment was not reserved for the poorer, 

rough-and-tumble citizens. In Porter’s own words, “Eminently respectable citizens were 

forcibly brought before the commanding general and sentenced to aid in cleaning the 

streets they were in the habit of defiling.”
743

 A thirty-day sentence cleaning the streets 

with the all-white clad sanitation teams was the standard punishment for fouling the 

streets with one’s excrement if one somehow escaped being horsewhipped in public.
744

  

 Porter described the foul condition American occupying forces found Cuba to be 

in as the Spanish left. In the words of one former Confederate soldier who was then an 

officer in the military occupation, the yellow fever outbreaks were so bad “You cannot 

even raise an old-fashioned rebel yell.”
745

 Nevertheless, due to efficiency, humbleness, 

and the “American character,” the occupying forces were able to bring real progress to 

the island:  

In this province of Cuba may be seen in full operation the work which the 

Government of the United States has been impelled to undertake, and here 
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may be studied the character of the forces upon which the people of the 

United States must rely in the work of reconstruction now in progress. The 

machinery of government is running with a fair degree of smoothness, and 

the men responsible for it, from the humblest official to the capable 

commander of the province, understand their business and are masters of 

the situation. It is a striking illustration of the marvellous [sic] adaptability 

of the American character.
746

 

Controlling the defecation habits of the Cubans through corporal punishment was not 

only moral and justifiable; in Porter’s view it was a glorious demonstration of what it 

meant to be an American in the new, interconnected world.  

 Porter’s views on controlling the subjects of the new U.S. empire were common 

at the time. For example, President McKinley claimed to not have wanted the Philippines, 

but decided that it was the American’s duty—the “White Man’s Burden,” in Rudyard 

Kipling’s words—to “uplift and civilize and Christianize them.”
747

  Or, as McKinley’s 

policy was named, the Filipinos would be civilized in this way not by force, but by 

“benevolent assimilation.” One can make a strong argument that tightly controlling the 

Filipino defecation practices is indeed benevolent; that to the end of eradicating deadly 

diseases, proper sanitation was paramount. However, in the context of the bloody war 
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fought with the Filipino insurgents and the toll this fighting and occupation took on the 

people of the Philippines (some reports suggest over a million Filipinos died as a result of 

the war), it is also easy to see how the Filipinos construed the American concern with 

their excrement as intrusive.  

 Already by 1901, the provisional government in the Philippines passed a series of 

laws detailing how and when ectopic excrement is illegal. Essentially, if someone found 

anyone else’s excrement to be problematic (i.e. smelly), even if it was kept in one’s own 

home, it would be declared a “nuisance injurious to health.”
748

 The same went for any 

excrement in the street or any home that was sewered improperly—from unsanitary 

privies to toilets connected to the sewer but without proper ventilation.
749

 Even fecal 

matter that was not sufficiently deodorized or disinfected in one’s privy vault was 

deemed a public nuisance. This ordinance, passed in November of 1901, was comprised 

of 23 circumstances that either directly or indirectly dealt with excrement, essentially 

outlawing any excrement that was kept or left anywhere outside of one’s colon. Previous 

to this ordinance, some of Manila’s upper class houses had water closets on the second 

floor overhanging the yard. After evacuation, the excrement would simply drop into the 

yard below “where it was finally scraped up and carried away.”  Other wealthier houses 

had stone vaults with outhouses built on top of them. All of these systems were declared 
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to be health nuisances by the sanitary inspectors and were replaced by the pail 

conservancy system.
750

  

 The project of inspecting houses in the Philippines—given its population, size, 

and geography—was a much greater task than it was in Cuba. For example, in just the 

month of May in 1902, 262,500 houses were inspected by sanitary inspectors and 85,000 

gallons of excrement was removed.
751

 According to the Bureau of Health’s detailed 

reports, typically fewer than 1% of the houses inspected required the cleaning of 

cesspools. It is unclear if this is because it was not a big problem or because so few 

houses had cesspools. Anderson writes that the Philippine people were labeled 

“promiscuous defecators” by Dr. Thomas Marshall because of their custom of defecating 

in a shallow hole near their home and then covering it up with dirt again.
752

  

 At the same time that defecation processes were regulated in the Philippines, the 

brothels were regulated by the Bureau of Health as well.
753

 Both were considered 

“source[s] of contagion.”
754

 From a Foucauldian perspective, any act of promiscuity—in 

the broad sense, the failure to comport one’s actions in their designated places—

functioned as a threat to the order imposed by the occupying forces. Though the 
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metaphor of “promiscuous defecation”
755

 not only adds a level of scandal to the practice 

of defecating in a hole, but also links it directly with the “racialized sexual norms and 

practices” imposed by the colonizers that were integral to the their goal of creating order 

out of chaos.
756

 Sexual promiscuity was one of the key ways men such as Herbert 

Spencer elevated the white European/white-American over any other race. They often 

referred to promiscuity as “hetaerism,” and professed that it was a relic of primitive 

cultures often still practiced in islands of dark-skinned people.
757

 As it was difficult to 

morally condemn one’s method of defecation, tingeing it with sexuality put it in the 

realm of morals. It also suggested that the colonized person did not have control of his or 

her body the way a civilized Anglo-American did.
758

 These two dimensions taken 

together—the sexual and moral—furthermore suggest that the occupied citizens did not 

exhibit the type of restraint and virtue that was necessary for self-government. Linking 

sex and defecation also altered the way the social body of the colonized person was 

constructed and perceived. Whereas sexualizing defecation added a prism of morality 

through which it could be seen, linking defecation with sexuality added a dimension of 

carnality and primitivism to the social body of the colonized person.  
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 Such practices were the target of Bureau of Health officers trying to reform the 

Filipinos. Although the local health boards enforced the sanitation laws and prosecuted 

violators, most of the sanitation laws during the occupation were written by the Bureau of 

Health (it was called the Board of Health until 1905 and became the Philippine Health 

Service in 1915), spearheaded mostly by Americans.
759

 And evidence suggests that at the 

very least, the Filipino professionals inside the Department of Sanitation resented the 

disrespect to Filipino customs shown by the American bureaucrats and doctors in the 

department. One letter written by two Filipino doctors and a pharmacist sent to the 

Secretary of War in 1912 complained that the policies and actions of the Insular 

government with regards to the Department of Sanitation proved that the idea of 

“Philippines for the Filipinos” was a “myth if not a dead letter in the branch of 

sanitation.”
760

And a press release dated December 12, 1912, claimed that up until that 

point, the sanitation measures taken by the Bureau of Health in the provinces were met 

with “opposition or complete apathy.”
761

  

 While the sanitary officers had other duties besides just policing excrement, they 

were given orders that “special stress shall be laid upon the proper disposal of fecal 

matter.”
762

 Furthermore, each house was to maintain and renew when necessary a 

“sanitary card,” issued to them and filled out each time the house was inspected by a 
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sanitary officer.
763

 The sanitary officers wore a uniform of a khaki collared coat with four 

outside pockets and a special metallic badge displaying their rank and number. These 

badges distinguished between “sanitary inspector,” “assistant sanitary inspector,” “chief 

sanitary disinfector,” and “assistant sanitary disinfectors.” They also wore office “Bureau 

of Health” pins and had “BH” buttons for their coat pockets.
764

 

 In an act dating from 1904, the Bureau of Health was given broad-ranging powers 

to regulate the bathrooms and other defecation habits of the Filipinos. The sanitary police 

and sanitary inspectors were essentially authorized to enter any building or home at a 

reasonable hour to inspect the “plumbing systems, drains, trappings, water-closets, vaults, 

latrines, urinals, cesspools, and sanitary fixtures and appliances” of the home or 

business.
765

 They were also permitted under this law to destroy any structure deemed 

unsanitary. This authority and the way that the actions of the sanitary inspectors were 

carried out—both before and after the abovementioned law—naturally led to some 

resentment from the Filipino populace. In a letter to Governor Taft, one Filipino 

complained that “The sanitary laws enacted by the Board of Health are unfortunate and 

absurd. The people of Manila have never hated the Americans as at present, and the anti-

american [sic] sentiment has never been so deep as that provoked by the attitude of the 
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Board of Health and its employees.”
766

 The Bureau of Health was not the only bureau 

instructing citizens how to defecate. The educational curriculum established by the U.S.-

led Bureau of Education also decreed that young girls receive three years of education 

regarding housekeeping skills. As part of that training, they were to be specifically taught 

“care of the drains, sinks, and closets.”
767

 Boys, meanwhile, were educated in agriculture 

and toolwork.
768

 

 Excrement was such a focus of the occupying government that by 1906 they 

passed a law banning the use of excrement for fertilizer in crops grown for human 

consumption. Oddly, though many laws enacted by the occupying government were 

based on U.S. laws, the fact that Americans created such a law in the Philippines suggests 

that they felt Filipino excrement was somehow more dangerous. The 1906 Philippine law 

is worth reprinting here for its exhaustiveness alone.  

No farmer, market gardener, or other person or persons shall use any 

human excreta, excrement, dejecta, or the contents of any water or earth 

closet, privy, vault, cesspool, latrine, or pail, or other receptacle for human 

feces or urine, as a fertilizer for any land on which is grown any article or 

product intended for human  food or human consumption, or allow any 

human excrement, excreta, or dejecta to be sprinkled on or applied in any 
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manner or for any purpose to any crop, product, or vegetation growing on 

said land.
769

  

Violators could be sent to jail for up to six months. And as much as excrement was 

legislated and prosecuted, even more of it was collected by the Bureau of Science and 

Army Board for the Study of Tropical Diseases. 

 Warwick Anderson writes of the inordinate attention paid to Filipino (though not 

white) excrement during the American occupation. In 1914, the Manila Bureau of 

Science collected 126,000 jars of feces, mostly from the Filipinos, for inspection for 

dangerous pathogens. As one can imagine, the act of collecting these specimens was one 

that likely created some tension between the Filipino populace and the scientists. 

Anderson quotes Edward Munson, the author of The Theory and Practice of Military 

Hygiene who was a medical officer in Manila for several years during the occupation, 

regarding his thoughts on the process: “The work meant invasion of the accepted rights of 

the home and of the individual on a scale perhaps unprecedented for any community. The 

collection of the fecal specimens necessarily might fairly be regarded as repulsive to 

modesty.”
770

 Despite this clear imposition on the privacy of the Filipinos, the Bureau of 

Science felt it necessary to collect and test these specimens.  

 Anderson’s more general argument is that in the Philippines, the concern with 

Filipino excrement exceeded what was rational given the common disease outbreaks to 
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the point that excrement was racialized: “Racial type was manifested in bodily function 

and pathological potential, on which medicos put a gloss of civilizational status. If they 

wanted recognition from the public health department, Filipinos were expected to confess 

their uncleanliness, to voice their barbarity, and to make themselves available for 

hygienic salvation.”
771

 In other words, the Filipino had to conform to the social body of 

the Filipino constructed by the American occupiers (which was in turn fed by narratives 

in the media in the U.S. both before and during the occupation) or else the health 

department did not validate it. Excrement out of its proper place—be it in jars or in a hole 

beside one’s house—confirmed the notion that Filipinos needed to be civilized and 

occupied.  

 Since the sewers of Manila were not comprehensive and did not service the poor 

majority in Manila and elsewhere, the Bureau of Health initially promoted what they 

called the “pail conservancy” system. Neighborhoods were provided with a number of 

pails to defecate in. These pails were wooden and only held 1.5 cubic feet.
772

 These pails 

were emptied and the contents eventually taken to a scavenger barge called the Pluto, 

which could hold up to 285 tons of “cargo.” The Pluto would take the excrement far out 

into the bay before dumping it overboard. This method was considered to be an 

improvement over the prior system in which scavengers would haul the excrement to a 
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ship on the Pasig River, where it would be dumped.
773

 As in Cuba, the Bureau of Health 

imported many “odorless excavators” from the U.S. to clean out the cesspools, privy 

vaults, and pails. In one month, September of 1905, 328,500 gallons of excrement were 

cleaned from Filipino vaults by the odorless excavators.
774

  

 Victor Heiser, director of health in the Philippines, made essentially the same 

arguments about American work and character in the Philippines that Porter did about 

American work and character in Cuba. In a 1913 report he wrote for Congress, he 

mentioned that what was expected of the sanitarian was that he disinfect everything in his 

own surroundings but not try to reform the “oriental”:  

The task which confronted the American sanitarian seemed indeed 

impossible of accomplishment. With a population that was fully satisfied 

with the conditions as they were […] and with the determination to resist 

any change in their personal habits and the conditions that surrounded 

them […] [it was the accepted knowledge that] It was impossible to 

reform the oriental, and that it was effort wasted that could be used more 

profitably in other directions. […] But the American sanitarian was not 

daunted by these obstacles and set to work resolutely. […] It was learned 

that the passive resistance of the oriental is very much more difficult to 
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overcome than the active opposition which is so frequently encountered in 

the Temperate Zone.
775

 

Heiser went on to explain that the Americans auspiciously changed their tactic from 

“using actually force” to convincing them that it was in their best interest by educating 

just a few of the Filipino leaders on the merits of the taught techniques: “In other words, 

it became apparent that the sanitary regeneration of the Philippine Islands had to be 

brought about, not in spite of the Filipino people, but with their assistance.”
776

 The 

Progressive spirit displayed by both Heiser and Porter demonstrates their profound belief 

that the American colonizing forces uniquely have both the capability and the will to 

effectively reform the sanitary and hygienic practices —and specifically the excremental 

ones—of the uneducated colonial subjects. Heiser stated in the same report that it is 

impossible to determine the more widespread influence of American sanitary successes in 

the Philippines, but went on to take credit for the visits of sanitarians from “Japan, China, 

Hongkong, Indo-China, the Straits Settlements, Java, India, the Federated Malay States, 

Australia, Ceylon, Siam,” and others, and the construction of sewer systems in some of 

those countries.
777

 Heiser reinforces the point by writing “Many of the countries of the 

Orient no doubt feel themselves compelled to join the van of modern sanitation because 

public opinion, which is being slowly crystallized throughout the world, demands it more 

and more, as the results which America has accomplished in the Philippines becomes 
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more widely known.”
778

 In other words, the widespread reform of the excretory habits of 

the Filipinos had by 1912 become an important American cultural export.  

 This Progressive reform, which was initiated by the USSC during the Civil War, 

which was then applied to the Native Americans before the frontier “closed” and was 

extended to the Cubans, the Puerto Ricans, the Hawaiians, the Panamanians near the 

canal zone, and the Filipinos, was eventually spread mainly via Cuba and the Philippines 

to large portions of the rest of the world. The proliferation of proper defecation habits 

spread as byproducts not only health, but supposedly greater civilization. In Porter’s 

words, the “liberty-loving people” of America have “undertaken to clean Spain’s Augean 

Stables in Cuba.”
779

 And in doing so, they have uplifted a people who “live because they 

are too lazy to die.”
780

 L. Marvin Maus, the Commissioner of Public Health for the 

Philippines, trumpeted the successes of the American occupiers, in particular the sewer 

system and overall sanitation in Manila, calling it “the pride of Oriental cities.” He even 

went so far as to say these measures have caused a “new race” to be born in the 

Philippines “whose progressive and civilizing influences are destined to permeate the 

darkened corners of the Orient and make the name of America blessed for centuries to 

come.”
781
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 The sanitary systems—the rules, laws, decrees, and practices of the sanitary 

department—in Cuba were popular enough that they were exported to other locations at 

the request of foreign governments. One such request came from the government of 

Costa Rica, which sought to implement a similar system. Perhaps this phenomenon had 

something to do with the Pan-American Sanitary Congress being held in Havana in 1901. 

The American governor of Hawaii also requested reports relating to “sanitation in 

Panama [the canal zone], Havana and other places which would probably be of assistance 

to the government of this Territory in the matter of sanitation in the city.”
782

  

 The efforts to build sewers in Puerto Rico and to reform the sanitary practices 

there were much slower than in Cuba or the Philippines, primarily because it was far 

more difficult for Puerto Rico to raise the funds for new sewers than it was in Cuba—a 

more successful trading country at that time.
783

 Upon U.S. control of Puerto Rico, out of 

150,303 dwellings, just over a thousand had toilets, about 35,000 had the Spanish-style 

brick-lined cesspools, and the rest had nothing whatsoever to defecate in.
784

 Despite 

claiming that “sewerage in Porto Rico is a dream of the future,” in 1901, the island’s 

governor, Charles Allen, did intend to reform the way Puerto Ricans dealt with their 

excrement in other ways immediately, despite the fact that the establishment of a sanitary 
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department was tabled by the Puerto Rican legislature.
785

 He intended to pass on sanitary 

education to the people through the department of education.
786

 By 1913, only San Juan 

and a few other small towns had sewers, and those were not adequate by the standards of 

the American governor.
787

 Attempts were made to reform the laws so that municipalities 

could secure funds from the territorial government in order to build sewers, but the laws 

were deemed problematic.
788

  

 By 1931 in Puerto Rico, a team of 75 sanitary inspectors from the Insular 

Department of Health patrolled the island and checked the homes for proper facilities. If 

a latrine did not exist, they were taught how to build and use one. Then the sanitary 

inspectors returned after an undefined period to make sure that the latrines were being 

used properly. If the latrines were not built to the specific dimensions written in the 

codes, they were torn down. This practice had apparently been routine since at least 1912. 

One resident of Humacao retained a lawyer and sent a letter to Secretary of War Henry 

Stimson in 1912 complaining that the sanitary service officials were ready to tear down 

her newly built water closet and cesspool and charge her for building new ones that met 

the proper specifications.
789

 In 1927, a year before Hurricane Felipe destroyed over half 
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of the island’s latrines, more than 20,000 of them were inspected and approved.
790

 The 

report noted that “the poverty and the ignorance of many of the rural people makes [sic] 

the work of the Bureau exceedingly difficult.”
791

 

 Reform in Hawaii took place more quickly. Disease due to fecal contamination 

was less common in Hawaii than other places, it was thought, because of the nature of the 

bedrock,
792

 “though it is to be feared immense areas of the city are more or less 

saturated” with excrement, according to one report in 1896.
793

 Less than six months after 

Hawaii was formally annexed by the U.S., the provisional government had established 

contracts for the sewering of the largest city, Honolulu.
794

 Almost 34 miles of sewer were 

constructed by 1901. After an outbreak of the bubonic plague in Honolulu’s Chinatown, 

health inspectors determined that the filth was too “revolting,” with overflowing 

cesspools and rats, that the neighborhood simply had to be burned down, leaving over 

5000 Japanese-Hawaiians, Chinese-Hawaiians, and native Hawaiians homeless.
795

 

 William Gorgas, the chief health officer of the military government of Cuba from 

1899 to 1902, was appointed to a similar position for the government of the Panama 

Canal Zone (PCZ). The conditions in the PCZ were considered to be terrible by Gorgas. 
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But with that same zeal described by Porter and Heiser, Gorgas set about reforming the 

system. One of the biggest factors leading to the French failure to build an isthmian canal 

was the high number of losses of French builders to diseases like yellow fever. Gorgas 

thought that by applying some of the sanitary measures to the PCZ, he could help make 

the American effort successful. So he requested to be transferred to the project and was 

named the Chief Sanitary Officer for the Canal Zone.
796

 By 1904, when Gorgas assumed 

his position in Panama, it was clear that yellow fever was the overwhelming culprit. 

Gorgas had spent considerable time in Cuba working with Walter Reed and knew quite 

well that yellow fever was transmitted by mosquitoes. Therefore, most of the initial 

sanitary work in the PCZ went toward building screens, draining and clearing wetlands, 

and fumigation.
797

 However, the PCZ was divided into 25 sanitary districts, with a 

sanitary officer in charge of between 20 and 100 men to patrol their respective 

districts.
798

  Gorgas replaced all of the buckets in the hospitals with functioning toilets 

connected to a sewer.
799

 By 1911, the cities of Colon and Panama had functioning 

sewers, in addition to those built in the smaller towns. The PCZ’s Division of Public 

Works used convicted criminals for much of the manual labor required to build the 

sewers and public latrines within the zone.
800

 The process of equipping and connecting 

houses to the sewers took years. So in the meantime, the occupying forces launched an 

extensive force of inspectors to maintain the existing facilities in suitable order. Though 
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the main culprit for the spread of disease was mosquitoes, and a large portion of the 

inspections dealt with treating and eliminating standing water, water closets were 

carefully checked as well. Just in 1914, the board of health inspected more than 33,000 

water closets and disinfected more than 68,000 in the PCZ. Insofar as arrests indicate 

severity of treatment of the violators, the PCZ residents had it easy, with only 39 arrests 

and 36 convictions.
801

 Enforcement Like Cuba and the Philippines, the PCZ was 

considered by some to be “a model demonstration in tropical health,” and showcased its 

sewers and systems of inspection for anyone else in the world to see.
802

 The PCZ boasted 

a fine enough sanitary system that sanitarians came to study from many Latin American 

countries, the British and Dutch East Indies, and Japan.
803

  

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 Building on the excremental police work begun by the USSC and continued by 

the OIA via the field matron program, the health and sanitation officials working in 

America’s new overseas frontier found new subjects whose excrement needed a safe and 

civilized place of rest. As anthropologist Michael Taussig writes, “The frontier provides 

the setting within which the problem of discipline magnifies the savagery that has to be 
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repressed and canalized by the civilizing process.”
804

 These brown-skinned bodies 

provided ideal subjects on which the Progressive expansionists could test their hypothesis 

that civilization was not necessarily limited to just white Americans. And given the 

confluence of two crucial phenomena—the cholera and typhoid outbreaks as well as a 

revolution in toilet and sewer technology—excrement became the perfect object of 

discipline and in many cases punishment.  

 Excrement was an ideal target during the imperial incursions additionally because 

it represented what Bourke called the “filth taint,” which reaffirmed the mindset the 

colonizers brought with them: that the native Cubans, Hawaiians, Panamanians, Filipinos, 

Puerto Ricans were more bodily, dirtier, and therefore less civilized. The colonizers’ 

attitudes regarding native excrement were also intertwined with their attitudes regarding 

the sexual “indecency” of the natives. The sanitary officials in the cases of Cuba, Puerto 

Rico, and the Philippines felt that controlling and containing the bodies of the native 

citizens was a prerequisite to civilizing them and controlling the respective societies. 

Concurrent with the attempt to contain Puerto Rican excrement was the U.S.’s attempt to 

control the Puerto Rican sexual mores by more firmly instituting a traditional marriage.
805

 

Defecation reforms, like the marriage reforms—legalizing both divorce and civil 

marriages—instituted by U.S. authority, were part of a larger effort to civilize, stabilize, 

and thus, Americanize, Puerto Rican society at the onset of its colonial rule. As historian 

Eileen Suarez Findlay writes, “U.S. colonial officials insisted that the push to bring the 
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island out of an inert, disordered state of nature and into civilized ways of life had to 

begin within the home.”
 806

 

 In the matrix of excrement, germs, race, and colonialism of the 1890s and 1900s, 

American colonizers played out their most significant anxieties on the world stage, 

inadvertently creating a form of cultural diplomacy that still resonates more than a 

century later. In an attempt to be “benevolent civilizers,” the American occupiers 

awkwardly and sometimes brutally imposed new customs, practices, codes, and laws on 

peoples who never asked for it. The sanitary result was inarguably beneficial for those 

lands, but the prejudiced assumptions they brought and the inelegant process they 

impressed on their subjects in this episode of excremental acculturation created a discord 

that may have been avoidable. Sanitarians visited American territories from the 

Caribbean, Latin America, China, Japan, Hong Kong, India, Australia, and many more 

countries in order to study the sanitary systems the U.S. occupying forces implemented. 

And though taboo has prevented much dialogue regarding these matters, American 

attitudes regarding excrement nevertheless became one of the most important cultural 

exports of the era.  
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Conclusion 

Attitudes toward excrement have come a long way since the Long Progressive Era. Jokes 

about excrement can be found strewn throughout the popular culture landscape in the 

present day. South Park’s Mr. Hankey (the moralizing, talking “Christmas Poo”), Nutty 

the Friendly Dump (another fecal cartoon character from the makers of Ren and Stimpy), 

a proliferation of outhouse calendars, websites such as PoopReport.com, are all evidence 

that excrement has a secured a place in the American imagination, even if the discourse 

in American popular culture is more or less restricted to comedy. Even John Bourke’s 

Scatalogic Rites of All Nations was trimmed from 512 pages to 191 and marketed as a 

toilet humor book called The Portable Scatalog. Excrement has a presence elsewhere in 

contemporary society as well. Mehmet Oz, the television personality known as Dr. Oz, 

for example, frequently discusses the bowels and how to achieve healthy digestion on his 

program. Commercials for fiber-rich foods and foods that promote growth of healthy 

intestinal bacteria are becoming slightly more clear about their purpose than in the past 

few decades. Both Activia yoghurt and Dr. Oz have been parodied by Saturday Night 

Live for talking about defecation—perhaps indicative that American society’s acceptance 

of excrement has not yet been fully realized.   

 And in the past two decades, excrement has become a fashionable topic and even 

medium in the world of art. In 2001, Belgian artist Wim Delvoye unveiled what appears 

to be his magnum opus, a 33-foot-long, digestion-mimicking apparatus named Cloaca, 
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that is fed several meals per day by museum workers and 22 hours after the meal 

produces one or more pieces of excrement. Cloaca debuted in the U.S. in 2002 at the 

New Museum of Contemporary Art to generally positive reviews, and Delvoye refined 

and reinvented Cloaca several times in the ensuing years. Andres Serrano, the 

controversial creator of Piss Christ, debuted The Triumph of Shit in New York in 2008. 

This exhibition is a collection of high-resolution photographs ostensibly of excrement 

from various animals in different settings and poses. John Stoney, sculptor at the 

University of Texas, has used “cast cow dung” to create a “disaster” series of vehicles in 

some stage of distress. And art “terrorist,” Alexander Brener represented the potential of 

using excrement as a form of rebellion when he stood in front of a Van Gogh self-portrait 

chanting “Vincent, Vincent” while defecating in his pants.
807

  

 Several important books have been written about excrement as well. Dave 

Prager’s Poop Culture (2007) is a light-hearted and comedic look at excrement in pop 

culture. Rose George’s The Big Necessity (2008) takes a global look at the 21
st
 state of 

excrement and the ways taboo has affected sanitation policies. UNICEF helped fund The 

Last Taboo (2008) by Maggie Black and Ben Fawcett. It focuses on the 2.6 billion people 

around the world who don’t have access to a toilet and the sanitation crisis that has 

resulted. The Culture of Flushing (2007) by Jamie Benidickson is a rich legal history of 

effluent in Canada, the UK, and the U.S. All of these works acknowledge that there is a 
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distinct taboo attached to our perceptions of excrement and that it needs to be shed—at 

least if we can address our significant infrastructural and humanitarian problems resulting 

from our uncomfortable relationship with our excrement. And the very existence of these 

works indicates that the taboo is in fact beginning to be shed, in the U.S. as well as the 

rest of the world.  

 On a global scale, excrement recycling has become a widespread practice in some 

areas and a burgeoning one in others. China, which has used excrement for farming for 

centuries, now has over 800,000 medium to large biogas projects currently in use in 

addition to more than 40 million personal-use biogas digesters.
808

 These devices use 

methane produced by excrement and other wastes as cooking fuel or sometimes to create 

electric power. In 2001, a Singaporean man named Jack Sim started the World Toilet 

Organization, dedicated to improving toilet technology and access in the developing 

world. Each year it sponsors the World Toilet Summit and holds World Toilet Day every 

November 19
th

 to spread awareness of those without adequate sanitation and the fact that 

1.5 million children die every year from diarrhea acquired through unclean water. And in 

July of 2011, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation announced that it was sponsoring a 

competition to develop the Toilet 2.0, a toilet that effectively recycles excrement for us as 

fertilizer rather than using precious drinking water to flush it away. The foundation 

vowed to spend $41 million dollars to help bring an inexpensive, usable, and sanitary 
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toilet that will help stop the spread of disease through contaminated water.
809

 SOIL, a 

U.S. non-profit organization dedicated to providing public toilets in places where none 

exist, has been active in Haiti since 2006. They have supplied toilets to dozens of 

communities, many of which had no toilets after the earthquake of 2010. They collect the 

excrement and mix it with sugar cane byproduct. Composted this way, the excrement is 

heated to the point that the bacteria are killed and it can be used for new farms to feed 

Haiti’s poor.
810

 

 Even though important differences exist between defecatory attitudes from culture 

to culture, excrement is truly a transnational matter. Pioneering American sanitarians 

such as Ellis Chesbrough and George Waring, who had profound influences on the course 

of sewering in the U.S., both learned a great deal from sanitarians in Europe, the UK in 

particular. And of course the U.S. spread its sanitation systems (from the newly built 

sewers to the odorless excavators to the pail conservancy system used in the Philippines) 

to its insular territories, which in turn attracted sanitarians from around the world seeking 

a successful model to base their own sanitation systems upon. These changes 

undoubtedly saved countless lives and, with the exception of the Native American 

reservations, made these territories safer for commerce. But the process of investigating 

the excrement of the non-white insular citizens and reforming their customs was invasive, 

peculiar, and at times brutal. Furthermore, the process was heavily coded in terms of 
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civilization and race, exacerbating standard colonial tensions and adding to excrement’s 

stigma.   

 The stigma attached to excrement continues to carry considerable social weight. 

Cultural commentators still often connect excrement to those they wish to relegate to a 

level of low civility, a lack of values, or even debauchery. For example, at the nascent 

stages of the Occupy Wall Street movement, a man who was never identified, who may 

or may not have been part of the movement, was caught by cameras pulling his pants 

down and defecating while leaning against a police car. The initial Daily Mail report on 

the story claims that people who may have been part of the movement immediately 

reported the incident to the police.
811

 Still, the headline on the Fox News’s website was 

“OCCUPY WALL STREET PROTESTER DEFECATES ON POLICE CAR.”
812

 The 

first line of the story reads “This are [sic] the shocking scenes that have led some people 

to accuse the Occupy Wall Street protesters living rough in New York’s financial district 

of creating unsanitary and filthy conditions.”
813

  Nearly one month later, after riots in 

Oakland, an Iraq War veteran getting his skull fractured by police, many counts of 

vandalism and theft, and this defecation incident has remained a defining one for the 
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Occupy movement according to more conservative news outlets.
814

 One Examiner article 

used it for evidence that a “serious criminal element” is emerging at the Occupy 

protests.
815

 And Karl Rove used the incident to argue that the Tea Party movement 

exhibits civility and a love of the Constitution while the Occupy movement is filled with 

dirty “Larouchies.”
816

 

 Clearly, despite an increase in attention to excrement in the past several years, the 

stigma remains strong. Excrement undoubtedly had a reputation as something foul and 

even dangerous before the years this study considers. It has always had an unpleasant 

odor, and prior to the late nineteenth century it was thought to transmit diseases through 

its miasmas. But between 1860 and 1920, several new layers of meaning were added to 

the construction of excrement. It became a waste and a poison to the body, but it also 

became entangled with religion, class, and race. Domestic manuals marshaled Mosaic 

Law in order to deem excrement not only unhealthy but evil as well. A home with an 

indoor toilet and the appearance of an excrement-less existence meant a higher degree of 

both morality and civilization to the Victorian American. And as the U.S. expanded 
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westward and overseas, proper defecation and excrement disposal became an important 

marker to distinguish the Anglo-American from those they deemed inferior. Beginning 

with the field matron program of the 1890s and continuing through the imperial years 

following 1898, American health officers and military personell reinscribed their own 

racial prejudices and anxieties on the cultures they encountered. With the new Anglo-

American defecation habits on display on the global stage, the flush-and-forget method of 

sewage disposal became associated with the triumph of civilization and the white man’s 

burden of  ridding savages of their excrement. 

 Many sanitation activists believe that if they wasteful system of sewerage is going 

to change, the stigma needs to be removed, unpacked, or at least lightened in order to be 

able to engage in rational public discussion.
817

 The 19
th

 century conditions and culture 

explained in this work contributed to the moment when excrement acquired several layers 

of the stigma—when the appearance of an excrement-less existence became tantamount 

to civility. And although we should never lose sight of the fact that excrement can 

transmit diseases if not properly managed, keeping it yoked to incivility (and discreetly 

connected to race and class) carries enormous costs—both socially and environmentally.  

 A fundamental step in unpacking excrement’s stigma is revealing when and why 

it began to be treated as a “waste.” One might respond that it is natural to think of it as 

“human waste,” as it is literally the by-product of our digestive process. But that alone 
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does not make it waste. After all, we do not refer to oxygen as “plant waste.” Considered 

in the context of the nutrient cycle, one step’s byproduct is the nourishment of the next 

step in the cycle. “Waste” only becomes part of the equation when that cycle is 

fundamentally broken.  It is significant, then, that the term “human waste” in reference to 

excrement, one of today’s most common euphemisms for excrement, only began to 

appear in print after 1867 and peaked in popularity in the 1880s. This period follows the 

moment when the USSC began a tradition of instruction on how to defecate properly. It 

was the same period when it was more common for a home to be built with a bathroom 

and toilet than without one. It was the same historical moment when American cities 

were constructing massive sewer projects at a rapid rate. It was also the period when 

excrement lost its worth as a commodity and when Americans began taking to drastic 

measures to rid their bodies of excrement. This transformation of excrement from a 

commodity into a waste has left an indelible—yet ultimately reversible—mark on 

American homes, landscapes, laws, agriculture, foreign relations, and everyday activities.  
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